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President Cleveland’s Reply to the
Resolution of Senator Frye.

employes of the Fairbanks scale works, who
attended in a body. Rev. C. M. Lamson delivered a pastor’s warm and eloquent tribute
to the memory pf. Iris parishioner and friend.
The body remained in the Fairbanks library
at the old home during the service where ft
was afterwards viewed by large numbers.
After a private family service the remains
The scale
were buried in the family lot.
works were closed during the day and busithe

Interest Reported from
the State Capital.

Matters of

POWDER
Tills

powder

never

varies.
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A marvel of

CARPET

NOTICE.

BEATING

Steam Carpet Beating Machine, Pat., at

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
di., Opp. Preble House.
Carpets cleansed at all seasons of the year.
13 l>rrble

day, and besides ttalisactibg a large amount
of routine busihess, decided that the next
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annual convention of the denomination in
Maine should be held at Lewiston, on June

W.D. LITTLE & GO..

5th, 6tli and 7th.

Gen. 11. M. Mitchell of Bangor, commander of the First Brigade, M. V. M., was au-

thority

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,

for the choice bit of news concern-

ing the Maine militia, which first appeared
in this morning’s Pbesr, and as Gen. Mitch-

1843.

Kitablisbed ia

ings of the commissioners who negotiated
the fisheries treaty with Great Britain. He
enclosed a copy of a letter received from the
and said
Secretary of State on the
he hoped the information contained therein
would prove a satisfactory answer to the

ell had been in consultation with Gov. Marble but a few hours previously, he probably
knew what he was talking about.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
4)1 kinds of properly Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
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MAINE.

FINE OFFICES TO LEI

Rockland, March 22.—Charles Coombs of
Rockland, under two indictments for liquor
selling, broke jail last night and escaped.

_

Out of Rockland Jail.

in the First National
Bank Building.
APPLY

AT

mar2

THE

Coombs was put under bonds last summer
and took to his heels. Tuesday last he was
brought from Medford, Mass., where he has
been running a hotel, and Ills bondsmen were

BANK.
sntf

released from

DYE HOUSE NOTICE.

Bangoe, March 22.—The Sons of Veterans have elected Fred E. Pottle of Bangor,
major of the Maine division iu place of
Charles F. Merriman of Belfast, resigued.

Garments Cleansed or Dyed Whole, and
Pressed ready for wear,
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—

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY RYE HOUSE,
III Preble

octl7

liability.

Sons of Veterans.

The Nineteenth’s Monument.

Ml., Opp Preble Hou»e.

Wateiiville, Marcli 22.—At a meeting at
the Elmwood Hotel in Waterville, of the
special committee of the 19th Maine Regiment, appointed to prepare a Gettysburg
monument for the regiment all of the members were present, viz.: Col. F. E. Heath,
chairman as well as commissioner on part of

sneodly

STEIN WAY
A.\I>

the State, (appointed by Gov. Bodwell) Major
I). E. Parsons of Oakland, Hr. A. J. Billings
of Freedom, Phil P. Geteheil ol Lewiston,
and Capt. George M. W'hitmore of Bowdoinham. A report was made relative to the lo-

HARDMAN

PIANOS

cation of the monument on the field of Gettysburg. The place fixed upon unanimously
by the committee was between the clump of
trees and the stone-wall in the spot where
the regiment melted away so during the fifteen minutes of Pickett’s charge. This location was unanimously endorsed and the
stake has already been driven in the spot as
designated. Major Parsons of the sub-com-

and several other well-known makes.

mittee to prepare an inscription reported in
favor of brevity in the inscription, but counseled delay until the records at Washington
be made to conform with the records in the
report of the Adjutant General of Maine for
1865. Until the difference is reconciled, and
tuey

are maue tu

agicr,

it

v\«a

ucnmu
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to delay the wording of the brief inscription
to be placed upon the monument to the 19thIt is expected that this will soon be done.
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Tuomaston, March 22.—Captain William
S. Colley, one of Thomaston’s shipmasters
died today of heart disease. In former years
he commanded some of the finest ships in
this country, and, as master of the ship
‘•Crest of the Wave,” made the passage
Orleans in
to New
Thomaston
from

streej.

ARTIFICIAL TEETH,
8. S. White’s best teeth, the best
teeth in the world $0.00 and $0.00
per set, former price $10.00 and $15.00

per set.

on record from the
time
shortest
State of Maine. He leaves a widow and
three sons, who are seamen, and one daugh
ter.
Franklin County Court.

the

NO CHARGE
for Gas or Ether to tiiosc who wish
teeth extracted without pain and
artificial ones made.
will be made
to have their

KIMBALL, Dentist,

I)r. CARLTON

Fakmington, March 22.—The S. J. court

453 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
marl 7

adjourned this afternoon, having been in ses
seventeen days, an unusually long
sion
Spring term. Nineteeu verdicts were ren-

dtf
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OPE.

THE WEATHER.

dered. There were two disagreements. Two
divorces were decreed.
Joseph Dustin, a
Frenchman, was sentenced to pay $50 fine

Washington, March 23.
The indications

England

New

for

are

and serve thirty days in jail for violating the
liquor law. He was the only person indicted
for violating that law.

fresh to brisk westerly winds, colder, with
snow, followed by fair weather.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

The Sportsman’s Paradise.
Bangoii, March 22—The Maine Fish Commissioners have just taken 380,000 salmon
eggs, the number apportioned to this State
for this year, from the United States Salmon
Hatching Station at Oriand, a few miles be-

Portland, Me., March 22,1808.
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Bail.

Lewiston, March 22.—John Q. Noyes, the
first witness on the forged Davis’ will is out
of Androscoggin jail on bail, his sureties being Freeman B. Prince and Mrs. Given, the
mother of Charles Given, who married
Prince’s daughter.
Captain William S. Colley.

Organs.

or

Finds
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low this city, and have removed them to En-

lUSnw
Weather. Clear
Maximum ther....43.0
Mean daily bar... 29.59
32.0
Minimum ther
Mean dally ther...37.3
Max. vel. wind. ..24.
Mean daily d’wpt.27.3
Total
.70.3
hum.
precip.80
Mean dally

they
are now undergoing incubation, preparatory
to planting in the head waters of the Penobscot. It takes one hundred days for the
field, 35

miles above tide water, where

young salmon to develop itself from the egg,
and when that time expires in May nearly
380,000 more young salmon will be added to
the already large number in the Penobscot
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The Largest
Bath, March 22.—The largest iron castat
ing ever attempted in Maine was poured
the Bath Iron Works yesterday afteruoon.
which is
It was a keel for the Burgess yacht
of Rockland,
ltice
A.
S.
for
here
built
be
to
feet in
measuring 30 feet in length and three
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For Woman Snffrage.
New Yoke, March 22.—The State

...

denied the ballot in the old countries where
feudalism had held sway for centuries, but
couldn’t see why women were just as unfortunate in a young and vigorous country
like America. Miue. Boglat of Paris, told
her audience in the French tongue, of the
good work accomplished by the St. Lozare
society of Paris. Baroness Alexandra Gripenburg, of Finland, reviewed the progress
of woman’s efforts for independence in her
country. Lillie Devereaux Blake spoke in
reply to Bev. Dr. Dix's recent arraignment
of society women. Mrs. Blake declared that
just as noble hearts beat beneath silks and
satius as calico, and said that Dr. Dix’s remarks were an insult to the women of New
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Dismissed.
Suits for Much Money

New York, March 22.—The long pending
of
suit of the Jiaiique Franco Egyptienue
Jesse
Paris, against John Crosby Brown,

against the same trustees, for the recovery
01 $917,182, advanced for the same purpose,
UiMuihsed today by Judge WrIihcc in
the United States Circuit Court.

Difficulties.

Winnipeg, Man., March 22.—Premier
Greenway will return to Ottawa today, having been sent for by Sir John with assurance
that matters will be satisfactorily arranged,
The settlement will include the abolition of
the Canadian Pacific monopoly throughout
the Northwest, in return for which the road
will receive a large subsidy for steamship

8. A.

Watts Shannon,
Seligman and William
defunct New
bankers, as trustees of the
York, Boston & Montreal railway of Edlor the recovery of $6,260,000, and
banker,
ward Blrschollslieim. a Loudon
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ans' Suffrage convention today was attended
reportby 450 women, eight men and twelve
ers.
Mrs. Lillie
Devereaux Blake, presided and opened the session by reviewing
the women’s forty years war in this country
Airs. Zadel
for the right of the ballot.
Barnes Gustafson of London, explained that
she could understand bow women might be
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Seven

Men

Killed.

GitovEXHPRST, Out., Alarcli 22.—A freight
train going south and a snow plow coming
north, collided a few miles south of this
place today. Seven men were killed and live

injured.

Frye,

on

the

10th

inst, requesting

the

President to transmit to the Senate copies of
the minutes and daily protocols of the meet-

subject,

resolution. The following is the text of the
letter referred to:
Te the President:
The undersigned, to whom the Senate resolution of March loth, 1888, was referred by
tlie President, respectfully reports:
That
by the special message of the President of
March 5th, 1888, the concluding correspondence between the United States and Great
Britain in relation to
American fishery
rights in British North American waters,
was communicated to the Senate and, together with what had been previously sent
them, placed that honorable body in full
possession of the complete documentary history which preceded the conference of the
plenipotentiaries in this capital on November 22, last. Together with the special message referred to, the full text of the joint
protocols, as Agreed to and duly signed hy
the secretaries, with the approval of the
conference, were also transmitted. In conformity with the invariable course pursued
in previous negotiation, when the conference
met it was agreed that honorable confidence
snoum oe

maintained

in

its

Wheeling, W. Va.i March Hi— A man
named G. C. Willis is being pursued by a
band of SO citizens into the wilds of West
Virginia. He is charged with four murders,
all of which were committed about thirty
miles from Parkersburg. According to the
testimony of Willis’s wife, her husband a
short time ago killed Mr. and Mrs. John
Jennings and threw their bodies into the
Ohio river. Three nights ago Willis murdered George Carter, his father-in-law. They
He
had quarrelled over a trivial matter.
then fled to the woods. Two men started in
him
near Hereford,
and
overtook
pursuit
Willis opened fire, his second shot killing a

He also
Thornton.
young man named
The remaining seven
wounded two men.
men brought their dead and wounded back to
the riVer and the party was then Increased to
SO. They are scouring the woods and will
kill Willis on sight.
Tho Telephone Decision.
Boston, March 22. -The full text of Judge
Waite’s decision in the great telephone cases
a summary of which only has been given
heretofore, has been received in Boston today, as well as the full text of the dissenting
opinion read by Judge Bradley. It appears
from these that the court was unanimously
in favor of the Bell company on the Reis,
1/uiucni

nuu

luva^vuvugu

ijuuuv.v.—,

(-1-

celebrated "fifth claim” and all the law
points involved, and also on the allegation

of fraud. The dissent of the minority was
confined to the question of fact concerning
Drawbaugh’s priority of invention.

aeiiuerauons

and that only the results should be announced. and such other matters as the joint
protocolists should sign under the direction
of the plenipotentiaries With this understanding, which was strictly kept. The discussion of the conference proceeded through
its numerous and prolonged sessions with
that freedom and informality in the exchange
of views which the nature of the negotiations required, and without which its progress would have been materially hampered
and any agreement rendered very difficult of
attainment. No stenographer was admitted
to the conference, and no minutes or daily
protocols were agreed upon, or signed by .the
joint protoeolists other than those already
transmitted to the Senate.
Upon the conclusion of the treaty, some
of the conference at once left the city under
the pressure of other duties, and it is thus
probable that some statements were excluded
that otherwise might have been placed in the
joint protocols. After the conference had
finally adjourned, and Sir Charles Tupper
returned to Ottawra, a request was received
through the British Minister, that assent be
given to the publication of a certain proposal
which had been submitted by the British
plenipotentiaries and declined by the American.
Asseut, as desired, was given, and I
enclose herewith a copy of the papers so referred to. Every point submitted to the conference is covered by the papers now in the
possession of the Senate, excepting the question of damages sustained by our fishermen,
which, being met by a counter claim
for damages to British vessels in Behring
Sea, has been left for future settlement.
To tlie discretion and control of the Executive are entrusted the initiation and conduct
of tlie negotiating of treaties, and without a
guarantee of mutual and implicit confidence
bufcweeu the agents, negotiating for voluntaryadjustment of vexed questions in controversy between nations, could not hopefully
be euteied upon. The presentation, modification, adoption or withdrawal of propositions are naturally and necessarily accompaiiied by oral arguments and explanatory
statements, which is impossible accurately
to reproduce, and without which a just understanding of the proceedings could not be
had.

Respectfully submitted,

The Famous Eno.

Ottawa, Ont., March 22.—John C. Eno,
late of the Second National Bank of New

York,

ami wife are here.
Eno has
to New York.

cteditors.

They

will return
settled with the

__

GENERAL NEWS.

FASTIDIOUS DR. WEED.

Weavers in the mills at Hartford, Vt.,

are

strike,
The Vermont railroad commissioners #ontinued their investigation into methods of car
heating yesterday, and listened to explanations of several systems.
Oneonta, N. Y., had a 850,000 fire yesterday, with 830,(XX) insurance. A menagerie o
birds and dogs was burned.
A passenger train on the Portland & Willamette road, Oregon, was wrecked yesterday. Conductor Colburn was probably fatally injured. Ten passengers were hurt.
A freight train on the Pennsylvania road
was wrecked yesterday at Bane and derailed
A tramp, who
cars crashed into the depot.
was stealing a ride was
killed, a salesman
are supposed to
and
two
boys
injured
fatally
to be killed beneath a lot of coke.
Otto Roiehcit, bookkeeper of the Chicago
Arbeiter Zeitung, is in jail charged by the
owners of the paper with swindling them.
He says that his employers believe that he
acted as a spy during the Anarchist trial.
Captain and Manager John Morrill yesterday signed a contract to play with the Boston Base Ball Club duriDg the ensuing seaon a

Alleged

A man living in Petersburk, Va., named
Bishop, widely known as the "fattest in the
world,” died in that town on Tuesday, of intermittent fever. He was 22 years of age
and weighed 550 pounds. He had been on
exhibition since infancy.

Robber of Peter Bennett.
ONCE A PENNILESS PACE.

Newpoiit, March 22.—There Is probably
excitement here in this ordinarily
quiet country town over the arrest of Dr.
Weed, our leading physician, on the confession of an alleged accomplice, for a great
robbery than is shown in every portion of

no more

the State.
UiCU liuui

Letters come iu here
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ivoiuvuuj
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by
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from parties who have acquaintances here,
asking about the case and wondering if the
hitherto law-abiding community has become
a nest of thieves and robbers.
He is said to be the most reserved man
ever confined in the jail, and access to him is
denied every one, by his request, with the
exception of the counsel and the immediate
members of his family.
He positively refuses to talk about the case
with the jail officials, or with anyone except
his counsel. His neighbors here in Newport, people whom he has known for years
and with whom he has been intimate, call at
the jail to see him, and he sends word to
them that they cannot enter. When be was
first committed be asked many favors. He
is a fine looking man, scrupulously neat, and
dresses witli much taste and in perfect fashion. High Sheriff Brown is an old friend of
the doctor, and the latter earnestly requested that he be allowed to occupy one of the
poor debtors’ cells and wear his own clothes.
But the official was obliged to deny him
these privileges, and so the fastidious doctor donued the coarse prison suit of blue and
gray, and took his place in a common cell
with an air like a martyr. When out for exercise he holds himself aloof from the other
regarded with curious
convicts, and is
glances by them. At the religious services
in the jail Sundays be will not appear, and
is afraid all the time that some prominent
Bangor or Newport man, whom he has
known, will enter the jail and see him in a
felon’s cell in a felon’s dress.
The general feeling is that the doctor is
guilty of robbing the old miser, Peter Bennett, hut there are scores of good citizens
When
who do not and will not believe it.
people would call at the doctor’s house and
lie was in an intoxicated condition and unable to respond, his wife was accustomed to
go to the door and say that he was not at
home. This they claim was the case on that
memorable Sunday night when lie was called
A gentleman
to attend old Peter Bennett.
of undoubted integrity will be brought for9
at
ward to swear that
o’clock, wnen the
robbery was committed, he was in Dr.
Weed’s office after medicine, and did not
leave him until 9.30. The doctor was then,
he says, very much intoxicated.
Newport people say that the story told by
Foster of l)r. Weed’s connection with; the
robbery is preposterous from beginning to
end, and they further believe that, instead of
Dr. Weed, another Penobscot county doctor
who left this vicinity about that time was
concerned in the robbery, and has most of
the money with him.
The rumors flying about the robbery can
he counted by hundreds, and almost every
one in the village has something new to say
concerning it. The greatest mystery is felt
to be in regard to the disposal of the money,
and up tu this time not the slightest clew can
be found to it by the officers or any one else.
Old Peter Bennett Is greatly exercised concerning it, and fears that the full amount
He says lie knows
will not be recovered.
that three of the men who robbed him are
he
is
not
sure but that there
but
in
now
jail,
..

fourth

irnii

vt*t. to In* f1iKf*nv#*rf*<l.

Him

pv.

perienee with the officers and reporters has
given him quite an idea of his own detec-

tive ability, and lie declares that he will sift
the matter to the bottom. The sheriffs are
firm in the belief that they have the robbers,
and are now devoting their attention to finding the money.

RAISINC THE

BOYCOTT.

Burlington Cars Moving as If
Had Been No Strike.
St. Louis, Mo., March 22.—The

There

engineers’

today notified General
Superintendent Thompson, of the Union
Depot Company that the boycott on Burlington & Quincy cars has been raised, A train
of twenty “Q” cars was at once sent out.
The boycott on the Keokuk division was
This effectually ends the boyalso raised.
cott in St. Louis.
brotherhood

■i

here

Funeral of Cov. Fairbanks.

St. Johnsbuky, Vt., March 22.—The funeral of Ex-Governor Horace Fairbanks today
was attended by a large concourse, and
many prominent men were present, including Gov. Ormsby and staff, ox-Gov. Farnum,

representatives

of

to
port His Bill to the House.

Maine

the New York, Boston
and Montreal branch houses of the Fairbanks Scale Company and others.
Impressive services were held in the North Congregational church, of which Mr. Fairbanks
The church was richwas an acting deacon.
ly decorated with flowers and crowded with

Career of “Bill” Scott, of Pennsylvania, Manning’s Political Heir.

[Washington Correspondence St. Louis Globe
Democrat.]
It is understood by Cleveland’s friends
that Mr. Scott is to have charge of Cleveland’s presidential boom, and for that reason
111

1.

1_

_A_A
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the next few months. Mr. Scott
has succeeded to the place in President
Cleveland's affections once held by Dan
Manning, and the President makes no move
without first consulting him. He is a conitant visitor at the White House, and he performs many a sd varied missionary iaborsIn appearance he is slender and of medium
height His head is large and well poised.
A thick
His eyes are gray and deep set.
His face is
mustache covers a firm mouth.
strong and intellectual looking. He- dresses
in fashionably-cut clothing, usually in a sack
coat and loose trousers. Wnen in conversaHe listens to
tion his face is animated.
every word uttered and replies in short,
sharp sentences. He is a most agreeable
correspondent, and is one of the best informed politicians in the country.
“Anything butpolitics,”he said to’me once.
“I never talk politics with any one. I’ll discuss any question you may suggest but that.”
Scott’s career has been most remarkable.
It reads like a romance. He is not quile 60
years of age, is one of the wealthiest men in
the land, employs 10,000 workmen, might
have a seat in the Cabinet if he so desired,
yet thirty years ago he was a fish peddlar in
Erie, Pa. He was born and reared in poverty
and franklv says he knows but very little of
his early life. When he was in his teens he
was made a page in the House of Representatives. He made many friends. The member from Erie took a deep interest in the little
fellow, and when Congress adjourned for
the summer, asked him what he was going
to do.
“1 don’t know,” Scott replied, “I haven’t
any home, or any place to go.”
And so it came that the kind-nearted ConHe
gressman took the lad home with him.
was put to work as shipping clerk on the
who
was
at
that
of
his
wharves
employer,
time one of the principal owners of the now
almost lost shipping of the Western lakes,
lie worked hard and well. He did anything
that came to baud from keeping books to ped*
dling fish.| He studied hard andsaved money,
and along about 1650 he got an opportunity
to engage for himself in the shipping business.
whatever lie touched turned to gold.

politics for

He

Re-

Manufacturers Who

the

Memorial

Signed
Congress.

to

Frye’s Effort to Secure Action on the Liquor Question.

Senator

Washington, March 22.—The ways r.hd
means committee today, by a party vote, authorized Chairman Mills to report the reveSo:.,e furnue bill favorably to the House.
ther changes have been made in the bill.
Linseed oil was taken off the free list, and
placed at 10 cents a gallon. Other changes
take paris white off the free list, specify
that fire brick is not included with brick in
the free list, and makes the duty on mitlles,
tarletous, crinolines, etc., under the same

Rice, cleaned and unas cotton cloth.
more clearly defined.
The five Republican members of the committee this afternoon discussed the character of the minority report that they will
make. Mr. McKinley, who made the minority report against the Morrisonitariff bill in
the last Congress, Was authorized to write
this one. The report will not be submitted
until some time next week.
rate

cleaned, is

was soou

recognized

as a

bright fellow,

He
and was given many a helping hand.
fell in love with and married a wealthyyoung ladv. His wife was a sister of Frank
I).Tracy, of the Stock Exchange here, and at
the time of his death President of the
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad.
Tracy helped his new brother-in-law to make
valuable friends among the solid men of
Gotham. He became acquainted with Samuel J. Tildon, when that wily old man was
making his fortune in railroads, and the
The
friendship lasted until Tilden’s death.
late Commodore Vanderbilt also took a deep
interest in his welfare, and let him into
more than one big transaction on the ground
Hour.

11*5 0*500,111*3
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facture of Iron aud the mining of coal, as
He
well as the construction of railroads.
owns anthracite mines in Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, and as either President or
Director he controls over 22,000 miles of railroad, probably the largest number of miles
managed by one man in the world.
That is how the lad who was once a page
in the House made his vast fortune. He has
served faithfully in Congress, too. In the
very place where thirty-six years ago he was
irpenniless page he now sits as Heprcsentative. He is one of the leaders of his party,
and the most trusted adviser of the Administration.
In Erie he lives in regal style. He owns a
large, magnificent mansion, surrounded by
all that good taste can suggest and money
purchase. For years he owned one of the
best racing stables in the world, but of late
he has giving up racing, He is fond of a
good horse, however, aud delights in driving.
In Washington Mr. Scott and his family cut
a wide swath, and when in New York, where
by the way they come very often, the finest
suite of rooms in the Fifth Avenue Hotel is
placed at their disposal. He has two daughters who are happily married, and who en-

tertain on a large scale.
Mr. Scott is a very busy man. He is a director in half a dozen railways and President of three banks, besides being the largest coal operator in Western Pennsylvania
and the Hocking Valley.
“Few men know how to give a better dinner than Bill Scott,” said one of his friends
to me the other day. “He can give Bayard
points on cooking terrapin, and is everybody
one of the
knows that Cleveland’s Premier
best terrapin cooks in Washington. Scott’s
dinners in his own house are marvels of gastronomy, and—”
“Well, why shouldn’t they be,” broke in a
bystander. "He pays his chef 810,000 a
,,

year!”

And yet he was a penniless boy thirty-five
years ago, and when lunching alone seldom
spends more than 20c for his meal!

Question of Imported Liquor.

The

The four Democrats of the Senate judiciary committee and Evarts of New York, have
made a majority report against Mr. Frye’s
bill providing that the payment of a duty on
imported liquors shall not be held to author,

ize their sale contrary to State laws, maintaining that Congress cannot confer on
States any power that they do uot possess,
but expressing no opinion as to whether imported liquors can be sold contrary to State
law. The minority of the committee, Edmunds, Hoar, Wilson and Ingalls (all Republicans) favor the passage of the bill. All of
them say that they do not mean to be understood as holding the opinion that imported
liquors can be sold in violation of State law,

but hold that the passage of such a law as
this is desirable, to put at rest all doubts.
They hold that Congress can give the State
power of tills kind, and that it has done soa
In the law providing that the payment of
United States tax. by liquor dealers, shall
uui uv

of jthe Union, has
been given a handsome gold watch by Springfield business men in recognition of bis bravery in the late fire.
The remains of General Jose Antonio Paez,
the Venezuelan statesman, have been exhumed after twenty years interment, preparatary to sending them to Venezuela.
The British fruit steamer Aguam is off
Highland Light, Mass., with signals of distress flying.
R. F. Bush’s famous yacht Coronet has
started on a voyage around the world.

Managing2Editor Hill,

son.

T. E. Bayahd.

Factand Opinion About the

Chairman Mills Authorized

After a Rascal.

located at the present time.
The call for the gubernatorial State con
vention will not be issued until after tin
Bangor convention. While delegates elected
previous to the call and furnished with the
proper credentials will probably be admitted
to seats in the convention, yet Chairman
Manley, of the State committee, advises
towns to wait until the call appears before

tor

NATIONAL CAPITAL.

was

of the

Washinotoh. March 55.—The President
Sent a brief message to the Senate today In
reply to the resolution introduced by Sena-

both conventions at the same time. Recently application was made from the town ol
Vassalboro in regard to this matter, and an
advisory reply was given in accordance with
the above.
Dr. Young was called to Deering today, by
a case of small pox.
The executive committee of the State Universalist Society, consisting of Rev. Mr'
Crosley of Portland, Rev. W. W. Hooper ol
Orono, Hon. Henry Lord of Bangor, Judge
Richard Dresser of Auburn, and Judge A.
r, i.-,,, f 11..n.n
..—. ;..
*_.

strength and wholesomeness. More economics
Ilian the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold li
< impetitlon with the multitude of low test, slior
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only it
cutis.
Royal Bakinu Powdeb Co., 106 wal
Ht
W.Y,__ ly2d&wlf

Light Upon the Progress
Negotiations.

[Special to the Press.]
Avgusta, March ‘22.—W. T. Haines, Esq.,
ot Waterville, will he r candidate for Senator if Hon. George A. Russell, who is, bj
party usage, entitled to a renomination, does
not return from Massachusetts, where he if

selecting delegates, to avoid any confusion
which might arise in choosing delegates tc

Pure.

Absolutely

No

generally suspended throughout
village during the servioe.
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carried on contrary to State laws.
The minority of the committee recommended a substitute for the bill as introduced by
Mr. Frye, which covers the same ground, but
is so framed as to meet the objections of
some who had opposed the original measure
on constitutional grounds.
The substitute
proposal is as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert the following, vizi—
That the payment of any tax, duty, impost, or
excise upou, or in respect of, the importation into
the United States of any fermented, distilled, or
other intoxicating liquids or liquors shall not be
held to exempt the importer thereof, or any other
person, or any such property from any penally,
forfeiture, or proceeding that now is or erheafter
may be provided for by the laws of any State applicable equally to all property of the same
nature, respecting the manufacture, sale, furnishing, or possession of liquids or liquors; nor shall
the
payment of any such tax, duty, impost, or excise be held to prohibit or preclude any
State from imposing a tax or duty on any such
liquids or liquors or from making regulations In
respect to the same, in common with and in respect of other such liquids or liquors not imported. or from enforcing its laws operating equally
in respect of property imported and property not
imported, against any such importer or person or
against any such property, whether the same be
lu tbe origiual package oi Importation or not.
This amendment meets the approval of
Senator Frye, and he will make an effort to
have the bill, as amended, passed by the
Senate. The House committee on the judiciary, have referred Mr. Dingley’s bill, which
is in almost the precise language of the substitute proposed above, to Mr. Collins of
Massachusetts for investigation and report.

Remonstrance.
Among the signers of the memorial sent to
Congress by New England manufacturers
remonstrating against changes in the tariff
The Manufacturers’

which would result unfavorably to American labor and manufactures, are the following from Maine:
A. M. Pulsifer, treasurer Little Androsco ggin
Water Power Co.
K. S. Davis, agent Continental Mills.
J. G. Coburn, agent Hill Manufacturing Co.
H. L. Pratt, agent Bates Manufacturing Co.
Wm. D. Pennell, agent Lincoln Mills.
John W. Danielson, treasurer Lockwood Co.
John T. Kichards, president Klcharas Paper
Co.. Kennebec Fibre Co., and Wentworth Spring
and Axle Co.
W. K. Sliurtlell, treasurer ShurtlefI Pulp and
Paper Co.
B. C. Adams, president; Albert Johnson, treasurer, Knox Woolen Co., belts, felttogs, etc.
Allen Woolen Mills, woolens.
Inlm
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Benjamin & Allen, foundry machine shop.
L. A. Emerson, treasurer Emerson & Stevens’
Manufacturing Co.

G. H. Bryant, treasurer Dustin & Hubbard
Manufacturing Co.
John W. Hubbard, president Hubbard K. B'ake
Manufacturing Co.
C. F. A. Johnson, lumber and starch.
J. W. Bolton, starch.
Thomas H.

Pbair,

lumber and starch.

George H. Howe, lumber and starch.
Albert Holmes, lumber and starch.
B. W. Collins, lumber.
K. P. Grimes, lumber.
George F. Fabyan, treasurer Androscoggin
Mills.
W. G. Saltonstall, treasurer York Manufacturing Co.
Samuel H. Payson, Kennebec IKiver Mills and
Chapman Valve Co.
Wm. H. Bent, treasurer Mason Machine Works.
George Dexter, treasurer Pepperell Manufacturing Co., and Laconia Co.
To be Favorably

Reported.

The Senate committee on military affairs
a favorable
report on the
Manderson bill, providing that each State
which shall establish State homes for disa-

today ordered

bled soldiers and sailors and their widows
and orphans, shall receive 8100 for each
person cared for in the home for one year.
The House committee on the revision of
the laws decided, by an almost unanimous
vote, to report the joint resolution proposing
an amendment to the constitution for the
election of United States Senators by the direct vote of the people.

They Were Shocked.
The Capitol at Washington was struck by
lightning ^yesterday afternoon. It shocked
the Supreme Court, the Senate and the House
It put out the electric
of Representatives.
lights, paralyzed the telegraph and telephone
wires, and destroyed portions of the sending
and receiving apparatus. The sky had been
clear until after 1 o’clock, when the great
thunder storm rolled slowly down the Potomac and across the city.
It was two o’clock
There was litwhen it reached the Capitol.
tle or no thunder at first.
Suddenly a thunderbolt fell directly on the Goddess of Liberty with i terrific crash, which sounded to
those who happened to be in the rotunda

rending asunder of the dome. The
lightning ran down the sides of the iron
and
dome,
catching on the wires ran through
like the

both wings of the building, while the thunder reverberated through all the corridors
aim seeuieu iv
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The lightning ran through the Supreme
Court room, the Senate, the House and the
galleries—a gleaming, glowing sheet of fire—
blindiug all eyes. Senators and Representatives leaped to their feet, while the people in
the galleries ran into the corridors. In the
press galleries balls of fire appeared on the
telegraph instruments, and ran along the
wires, rendering them useless.
Senator Hale’s Committee.
The Hale committee of the Senate to examine into the present condition of the civil
service, organized this morning and authorized its chairman to select a sub-committee
to go to Philadelphia next week, where the
first work of examining will begin.
Notes.

Elbrldge T.

Glover,

of

Dover, Me., has

been granted pension.
Senator Hale has secured the passage
through the Senate of his bill authorizing
the construction of a bridge across the St.
Ihe bill approCroix river at Baring, Me.
priates 83000 for the purpose, and a like sum
the
Dominion govby
is to be appropriated
a

ernment, the bridge being

an

International

°UMiss Augustine

Snead (Miss Grundy), one
of the best known Washington corresponddied
ents,
yesterday._

SENATE.
Washington, March 22.
Senator Saulsbury addressed the Senate on
the

subject

CENTS.
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agreed by protocolists

THREE

PR.CE

PORTLAND, MAINE, FRIDAY

of the President’s annual

mes-

The Democratic party, he said, had
always maintained and still held that the
only proper motive of taxation was to provide necessary revenue for the wants of the
government, and that every man was bound
Taxation for
to contribute his just share.
any other purpose was unjust and indefensible.
The Democratic party was in favor of
the revision and reduction of the tariff, and
would carry it out unless thwarted in its purpose by acombinationof Democrats,actuated
by .local interests, with Republicans who
sage.

favored high ratej.
The Republican party judging by statements of Its leaders and of its press would
of reduction, and if
oppose any proposition
it could reduce the surplus by a large andun-

He
necessary appropriation, it would do so.
thought he stated the views of the two parties throughout the country fairly, when he
said that tne Democrats favored the tariff in
the interest of the people, and that the
Republicans favored It in the interest of protection. The Democratic party was not In
favor of free trade but was earnestly in favof
of reducing tariff rates, so that no greater
taxation would be imposed on the people
than was necessary to meet the just demands
of the government.
Senator Riddleberger offered a resolution

that the rules providing for executive sessions be suspended during tne consideration
of the fisheries treaty, and asked unanimous
consideration.
consent for Its Immediate
Senator Cockrell objected and the resolution
lies over.
Senator Hampton, from the committee on
military affairs, reported back adversely the
Senate bill for the relief of army officers
who served continuously in one grade for 21
years. Indefinitely postponed.
Senator Chandler introduced a bill for the
transfer of the coast survey to the Navy Department. Referred to the committee on
naval affairs.
The Senate then proceeded to the consideration of bills on the calendar in their regular
order, and the following bills of a public
character were passed: To pievent the obstruction of navigable waters and protect
public works against trespass or injury; to
effect an arrangement of the grades of office
in the subsistence department of the army,
and to provide for a commission on the subject of the alcoholic liquor traffic. The bill
for the appointment by the 1’rosient, by the advice and consent of the Senof
a
commission of five to investigate
ate,
the alcoholic liquor traffic, its relations to
revenue and taxation, its general economic,
criminal, moral and scientific aspects, in connection with pauperism, crime, social vice,
public health and the general welfare of the
people, and, also, to inquire and take testimony as to the practical results of license
and prohibitory legislation for the prevention of intemperance in the several States of
the Union. The House bill authorizing the
President to arrange a conference between
the United States and the Republicans of
Mexico, Central and South America, Hayti,
San Domingo and the Empire of Brazil was
passed, important amendments being made.
A committee of conference on the amendSenator Sawyer, from
ments was ordered.
tlie post office committee, reported a bill reducing the postage on seeds, cuttings, bulbs,
roots, scions, etc., to one cent per four ounces,
passed. The Senate then proceeded to executive business and, at 5.20, adjourned till
to-morrow.

Srovides

HOUSE.
The following bills were passed: To give
validity to certain patents for invention*
which have been signed by the assistant secretary of the interior instead of the secre
tary; amending the statutes so as to provide
that the record of a State court may

be cer-

tified by the presiding magistrate or any oth-_
er judge of court; extending the protection
of the United States laws over United States
officials executing processes in the Indian
Territory; Providing that, on the trial of all
civil and fftminal cases in the circuit and
district courts, the Judge shall charge the
jury in writing, if so required by either parto; Amending section 988, Revised Statutes,
to read as follows:
That where, by the laws of

so as

a State, the defendin the courts thereof are eutitled to a stay of
execution, the defendants in courts of the United
States held therein shall be eutitled to a like stay
upon the same conditions, including the giving
and enforcement of a bond or other security for
the performance of the judgment thus stayed,
providing that the judgments and decrees of the
United States courts rendered within any of the
States shall be liens on property in the same manner, and to the same exteut as the judgements and
decrees of the courts of that State.
ers

Mr. Burnes, of Missouri, submitted the
conference report on the urgent deficiency
bill, which was agreed to. The bill appro-

priates 80,870,500.

The House adjourned.
In Union is

A Conditional Recommendation.

Philadelphia, March 22.—The following
circular has been addressed to the heads of
departments by General Manager A. A. McLeod of the Reading railroad:
Philadelphia, March 21,1888.
Whenever any of our employes, having a
good record with this company up to the time
of tlie strike, and against whom there is no
complaint except that they wenc on a strike,
fnr

u

rpivimiiu>ml»t.inn

from

t.hn

head of the department with whom they are
employed, you are requested to give it to
them, using the form enclosed.
The Philadelphia <£• Reading Railroad Com

¥mg:

his is to certify that-was employed on
this road as-up to-, and while in our
service performed his duties satisfactorily. He is
one of our former employes who lost his situation
hy joining in the strike of December last. He Informs me that he has abandoned the Kuights ot
Labor and will hereafter faithfully serve |tne perI beson or company that employes him; and as
lieve he will. I cheerfully recommend him to any
employer having place tor such a man.

THE STATE.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

There

are

thirty-three

starch factories in

Maine, tbirty-one of them being in AroosThe make for 1887 was the
took county.
smallest for years, as potatoes were scarce
and poor. The average capocity of the mills
is from 20,000 to 40,000 bushels per year, producing from 100 to 200 tons of starch to each
factory.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

this
week the death of Thomas Smith, Esq., a
Mr.
Smith
citizen
New
Sharon.
of
leading
has represented his town in the legislature
The Farmington Chronicle

announces

and been town treasurer a number of years,
KNOX COUNTY.

The Knox County Bar elected the followPresident, D. N.
ing officers last week :

vice president, J. E. Hanley; secretary and treasurer, L. F. Starrett. A committee was appointed to purchase new books.
The librarian was instructed not to allow
the books to be carried from the court house.

Mortland;

PENOBSCOT

COUNTY.

A series of meetings will be held in the
State College, Orono, to be conducted by
State Secretary Lawrence of the Young
They will
Men’s Christian Association.
commence on Friday evening. Mr. Lawrence
gave an illustrated lecture upon association
buildings in Newburyport on Tuesday eve-

ning.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

constables of Bath
seizures these days.

The State
some

are

making

constable and collector.
The incorporators for a soldiers’ monument association in Belfast, have three times
failed to get a quorum, and there appears to
be a painful lack of interest in the matter.
The Brooks and Jackson Congregational
church expect to have a « elchmau by the
He Is on his
name of Lewis as their pastor.
way from Wales with his family, and will
soon arrive in New York.

Fryeburg.
A successful orange supper and tailor sowas given Jby the ladies of the New
The sunChurch on Thursday, March 15.

cial

flower chorus was very well rendered.
Mr. 11. T. Newman, the artist, held a reception at his studio on Tuesday of thi8
week; he exhibited the pictures which will
goon be sent to Stubbs’ gallery in Portland.
They consisted, with one or two exceptions,
of Breton scenes; those entitled, “The Vil-

lage Crone,” “Wandering Thoughts,” and
the study for “The Lunch,” the large painting (which is now in Portland) were espec-

ially admired.
The ladies of the Congregational churcli
gave an entertainment entitled a “Corn Social,” last evening, which from its varied exercises was very pleasing.

Miss Hattie E. Bartlett, late of Portland,
died suddenly at Holley School, Lottsburg,

Northumberland County, Virginia, March
10th, of congestion caused by measles, after
weeks of patient and cheerfully borne illness
almost painless, with constant hope and expectation of final recovery. Her devotion to
the school, which she tenderly loved, contin
ued to the last day of her life, which was
beautiful to all who saw her. Her quiet, cultivated manuers won the hearts of all her
colored pupils and the white residents who
daily came in her presence. Her funeral was
large attended on the following lovely Sabbath, at the Holley School, white and colored
P.
assisting kindly in the last sad rites.

The biennial election resolve has been
feated in the Massachusetts House.
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Portugal for the Sufferers
by the Theatre Fire.

road is experiencing sCme trouble near Chatham, where the track is covered with water
for some distance, and at (JiiC'ster, where
bridges are badly strained.

Sadness In

Trains Snowed Up In the Drifts Left
by the Big Storm.

No Damage as Yet.
Pbovidknck, March 22.—The warm rain
and melting snow and ice have caused high
water in Rhode Island streams, but so far as
Arlearned no damage has yet resulted.
nold’s mills, at istllliuanville, near Westerly,
are shut down on account of the water, and
the same trouble is experienced at Hope
Valley and Centrcville. At Wyoming uneasiness was felt about two dams and a gang
of
operatives was kept busy all night

A Brutal Struggle to Escape from the
Building.

Highways are all
ported from there yet.
badly wished. The Pawtucket River is the
highest since 1880, but no damage has yet resulted.
Dams Bursting In Blackstone Valley
Woonsocket, R. I., March 22—The Cranberry Meadow dam on Quick Stream Brook,
about one mile above East Blackstone, Mass,
gave way some time during the night, causing two bad washouts on the Woonsocket division of the New York & New England
road, besides carrying away other smal*
dams and three highway bridges. The length
of one of the washouts is 250 feet and the

remains.

New England Rivers Threatening to
Overflow Their Banks.
St. Louis, Mo., March 22.-The greatttood
on the upper Missouri river, at Poplar River,
Montana, does not abate. The water is the
for many years and the river is
still rising rapidly. The ice lias broken at
Gulpln and is running fast. There is a big
gorge at Cut Banks, about 10 miles above
Poplar River, land another at Frenchman’s
Point, seven miles below. There is six feet
of water on the railroad track at Wolf Point
and the bridges are all washed out. All

highest

trains

seen

are

delayed.

Milk River is also commencing to break up
and the country Is flooded for 40 miles around.
Hundreds of loads of wood cut for the river
steamers are floating away. Cattle men will

The Indians
lose a large quantity of hay.
have left the valleys and are camped on the
hills and high grounds. Many farms are under four feet of water and their fences are
swept away.
A despatch from Bismarck, Dakota, says
that floods in the upper Missouri valley have
given the alarm to people along this stream
aud preparations to move out of the lowlands
The break-up of the x elare being made.
lowstone, which has already occurred, and a
flood of water from the mountains, have al
ready formed gorges in the upper country,
while from Bismarck to nearly a thousand
miles below the ice is firm and has not moved,
It now looks as though the solid ice must b«
carried by a succession of gorges, as the rivei
is too low to carry it over the oars. A gorgt
of this ice at Sibley Island, where a disastrous gorge was formed last year, would last
at least a week, and the immense stream
must find an outlet in the lowlands near its
banks. All people who may be in danger
have been warned.
COLD AND SNOW.
Trains Blocked and Lives Lost In the
Blizzard out West.

St. Paul, Maich 22.—It snowed all day in
Minnesota Tuesday and a blizzard set in at
night and continued to grow more severe until last night. A passenger train on the
Northwestern road is snowbound nine miles
east of Owatonna! with several passen^ria
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lmusted. Kelief teams have started for tqe
train. It is growing colder and fears are entertained for the safety of the passengers and
the relief force.
Not a Wheel Moving.
Milwaukee, March 22.—Last night’s blizzard was very severe. The mercury ranged
from 10° to 15° below zero, and not a
was moving on the upper Michigan

Some Low Records.

Milwaukee.
st. Paul.
In Chicago the mercury dropped 38° in 12
hours. Various other cities in the West report a similar fall Id the tomperature.
Smart Flurry.

Danville, Va., March 22.—The weathei
here Is intensely cold with high wind. There
was a right smart fall of snow this morning.
Frozen to Death.

Cakson, Col., March 22.—Three men left
Carson, Colorado, Sunday evening during
a

rescuing party,

were

frozen to

th«V

with

death.

A Clarice at the Trains.

St. Paul, Minn., March 22.—The storm
Tuesday night, Wednesday and Wednesday
night throughout portions of Dakota, Minnesota and Northern Wisconsin was one of the
severest of the winter. It consisted of a cold
wave of unusual severity, accompanied by a
heavy, cutting wind, and in many places by
blinding snow. In Minnesota, north of
Crookstone and in Northeastern Dakota,
most of the roads are badly blockaded. The
Duluth and Manitoba, Little Falls and Dakota, and the Jamestown branches of the
Northern Pacific are most affected. All the
Manitoba lines in the Red river valley are
On the Jamestown
less troubled.
& Northern there is a complete cessation
On
the
of business.
Hasting Jfc Dakota,
Omaha, Minneapolis is St. Louis, and St.
Paul & Kansas City roads the worst storm
The new
of the season was experienced.
the railroad
show is badly drifted and
tracks in numerous instances are covered
nine feet. The Wisconsin Central train due
here at 8 a. m. is reported indefinitely late.
The Omaha train for Chicago left St. Paul
yesterday afternoon, but got no farther than
Elroy. Trains on the Hastings & Dakota
road were abandoned, and also those of the
Fergus Falls * Breckenridgs. A blockade
is reported on the Eleino branch of the
Chicago '& Northwestern, and several trains
more or

are

snowbound.

A special from Owatonna says that teams
were sent out yesterday with provisions to
passengers snowbound between Havana and
Claremont. They got to Havana last night,
but could not then proceed further, reaching
the passengers this morning. A load of fuel
wrs sent last night from
Havana.
Three
snow plows succeeded in bringing the train
to Owatonna this afternoonFRESHETS

Bridges

IN

Carried

THE

EAST•

Away-A

Boy

Drowned at Ellsworth.

Fort Hunter, N. X., March 22.—At midnight last night the eastern section of the
Immense West Shore railroad bridge which
crossed the Schoharls creek at Fort Hunter,
A railroad bridge at Cawas carried away.
bleskil), crossing the same creek, was also
carried away by the high water and ice yesterday. The ice is nearly three feet thick
and irn.nt fi-si r is en tortamedT or the Mohawk
river bridge when the general break-up

oc-

The West Shore railroad trains will
curs.
run on the Central tracks lor several days.
All traffic in this section on the West Shore

road has been stopped.

the

Connecticut.

nine feet aoove low water mark. At the
present rate it will reach ten feet this evening, and the ice usually begins to move out
before that point is reached.
There has
been no serious trouble on the railroads, and
noon is expected, as trains are running regularly today. The coffer dain of the Dwight
Mills, built to replace the dam that gave way
a few weeks ago, was carried away tills
morning. Fears are felt for the safety of
the darn at Chicopee Falls.
Habtfobd, March 22.—The river is rising
steadily, it Is about 16 feet above low water mark. The ice is still firm.
Workmen Cet a Holiday.
was

Norwich,

March 22.—The

Yantic

and

Shetucket rivers rose 17 feet and overflowed their banks. The back water stopped
all the factories and thousands of workmen
took a day off. The water began to subside
at noon, and is now within the river banks.
No Trains In Albany.
Albany, N. Y., March 22.—The Hudson
Is rising steadily and in many places is over
the docks. Some cellars are full. The Shore
railroad bridge at Fort Hunter was carried
away this afternoon and the Mohawk flood,1
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No trains have come
in from the West since early this afternoon
and none have gone out except by the OelaJ
ware Jfc Hudson and Erie, througb
Bing-

ing them impassible.

hampton.
New

worked sad havoc among the shipping in the
The Italian bark BerJ
English channel.
nardo, from Alicante for Cardiff, was wrecked on Annet Island. The crew launched a
boat which was capsized and all but the captain were lost. The bark Lady Dufferin was
wrecked off the Lizard, but tne crew were
rescued. The ship Serenia was wrecked at
Athefield, Isle of Wight, and a lifeboat sent
to rescue the crew succeeded in taking them
off, but capsized, and two of the passengers
and two of the crew were drowned.
A Hurricane at Sea.

New York, March 22.—All incoming vesThe
sels report very heavy weather at sea.
ship Corbet Castle sailed March 10th for
Melbourne and returned today. She was
struck by a hurricane on the 12th, and

thrown on her beam ends.
until the 13th, with the lee

She remained so
side of her cabin
Uei
of
water.
full
cargo shifted, she lost
her sails and boats and suffered other damage.
OXFORD COUNTY

In the

ol the streets aro overflowed, and the cellars
Charles M., aged 11
are lull ol water today.
years, a son of Capt. Uenry Trundy ol Ells
worth, was drowned this morning, in Card’!
The freshet had overflowed tht
Brook.
bridge to a depth ol three feet. Youni

Trundy was watching the swollen stream
from a shelving cake ol ice, when he fell ii
and was swept out ol sight and drowned
Abram Lord attempted to rescue him b]
plunging into the stream, but was himsel.
swept under and only eseaped by catchinj
hold ol an alder bush.
the Con

cord and Merrimnck rivers have risen over
loot, and are still rising rapidly. The ice ii
the Merrimack is broken in several places.but
being over a loot thick, is expected to hol< 1
thi
together some time without going over
falls. The Beaver and Kiver Meadow brook; |
stil
are
anil
have overflowed their banks
;
rising. Should the thaw and rainfallIn con
thi
tinue a serious freshet is probable.
1
of
the
cellar;
city
low lands in some portions

Ailing.

Fearful of Terrible Disaster.
Pittsfield, Mass., March 22.—The fresh
■
et continues, but the damage is slight thu
far, and chiefly confined to flooded meadov
lands. People living near the dams holding
back the waters ol Pontoosuc Lake, fear
repetition of the the terrible disaster at Eas

Campaign.

[Norway Dispatch to the Lewiston Journal.]
political pot, has not as yet commenced to boll, among the hills of old Oxford county, though, it has already begun to
"simmer” a little around the edges.
The chief interest is in the county convention, which will be held at Paris about
the usual time. Several candidates have already been announced, and doubtless ere
long there will be more. There are eight
places on the county ticket to be tilled.
Our Deonle

interested to hear
during the campaign Tom Reed, the Republican leader in the lower House of Congress.
Every other public man in the party in this
are

much

State has been here, first or last, except him,
and when the music has fairly begun, there
will be a grand call for him to eome into this
section to speak.
No amount of effort has as yet shaken the
Republicans of old Oxford in their devotion
to the candidacy of Governor Marble.
We have a favotite son here in the person
of Hon. Geo. A. Wilson of South Paris, and
when the time comes, his candidacy will be
pressed “for all it is worthbut his friends
The
will not urge his nomination now.
rank and file of the party believe that the
and
and
faithful
efficient,
Governor has been
is entitled to succeed himself if he cares to.
But to return to the matter of the county
convention.
For Senator from the Eastern district, Jas.
S. Wright, Esq., of Paris, a member of the
legislature, is a candidate. C. II.
ilbert, Esq., of Canton, who is now a senaof succeeding himself, and
desirous
is
tor,
we also hear that B. Y. Tuell, Esq., is a can_

Sresent

didate.
For Senator from the Western district of
the county, Hon. E. E. Hand of Greenwood,
of the Governor’s Council, Peter B. Young,
Esq., of Hiram, now a senator, and S. G.
Davis of Denmark are candidates.
For Judge of Probate, Hon. Geo. A. Wilson of South Paris, who has proved a most
excellent official, will be renominated by acclamation.
There is no opposition to Sheriff C. M.
Wormell of Bethel and County Attorney O.
H. Hersey of Buckfield, and they will un
doubtedly be renominated.
For Register ot Probate, H. C. Davis, Esq.
of Paris, a faithful official of sixteen years
service, will be opposed by the popular principal of the Dixfield Academy, Prof. Albert
Parks.
So far as heard from, William Woodsum
of Peru, Jonathan Bartlett of Stoneham,
Joseph Stearns of Lovell, and J. L. Frink of
Brownfield are candidates for the place now
held by Frank T. Bradley of Fryeburg, on
the board of county commissioners.
For County Treasurer, Geo. M. Atwood,
one of the editors of the Democrat, and personalia one of the most popular of the young
men in this county, will contest with the
veteran in the service, Hon Hiram Hubbard,
of Paris, for the nomination.
All the candidates are excellent men, aud
a ticket made up from these cannot fall
to give satisfaction to Oxford County Repub-

licans.

On the Democratic side there is little ot no
on candidates, as there Is not the
n

alwlif

thic

coar

nf

fhair

A

There are but a few who would
care for the empty honor of being put up only to be snowed under by an avalanche of
single

man.

votes.

It is said, however, that C. E. Holt, Esq.,
of Norway, now chairman of the board of
selectmen, would like the nomination for
county attorney. If this Is so, no doubt he
could get it, but the election is quite another
matter.
Deputy Sheriff J. W. Chadbourne, of Oxford, will not run, this year, against C. M.
Wormell for sheriff, but will labor earnestly
for the success of his chief, as also for the
whole Republican ticket.

[Bangor Whig.]
Bowdoln College has recently received an
extremely valuable addition to its stock of
apparatus in the shape of a powerful spectroscope constructed by instructor Hutchins, after designs of his own. The instruinent consists chiefly of a four inch Howland grating, combined with the six inch telescope owned by the college. A beam of
sunlight kept constantly reflected in the same
direction by means of a hellostat is condensed upon a slit by a four Inch telescope
slit

the

sun-

passing
objective.
light is totally reflected by a right angled
prism, through the telescope tube to the difand
the

Lands

Oporto, March 22.—Tlie bodies of 66 vlcwere exposed for

tims of the theatre fire

identification to-day.

Many heartrending
Besides the bodies
of unrecognizable
Several projects have been organ-

scenes were witnessed.
there were also 53 heaps

ized for the relief of the families of the
The Chamber of Deputies
poorer victims.
at Lisbon to-day decided to send a telegram
of condolence to the municipal authorities of
Oporto The Chamber adjourned as a mark
of respect for the memory of the victims.
It is reported that some Americans and
Englishmen were burned. Thr lire originated from the blowing of an unprotected gas
jet against tne scenery. There was a panic
immediately. In the cheaper part of the
house, the attendanoe was principally of
sailors and dock porters, who pitilessly
crushed down the weaker people in their
rush for the doors, using fists, shoes and
knives and mercilessly slashing their way to
the front. Girls, children and women were
literally butchered. The house was crowded. All the actresses were decked with Jewelry for the grand procession. Their clothes
The company was
were totally destroyed.
composed of Spaniards playing ,:La Gran

Via,"

piece

popular

a

depicting

had
a
which
customs,
The principal
run of 500 nights in Madrid.
aetress saved herself by jumping from a
window. Other members of the company
found an easy exit to the street. The authorities are blamed because architects had con-

national

demned the building.

Ilreland Will Be Included.

London, March 22.—In the debate on tbe
criminal evidence bill in the Commons this
evening, there was a long discussion on Mr.
Healy’s motion to exclude Ireland Irom the
operation on the measure. Mr. Smith moved
tbe cloture, provoking protests from Parnell,
Mr. Parnell said he
Mur ley and others.
would be compelled to oppose tbe bill In
Otherwise be would have asevery stage.
The
The cloture was carried.
sisted it.
was then negatived, and
Healy amendment
the bill ordered to its second reading, 231 to
92.
mini

iiiwy

■

in

kvnuun.

This morning’s London Financial News,
in the course ol an editorial headed “Is the
Gould system breaking up?’’ comments thus:
“Wall street has waited anxiously (or several months (or Jay Gould to return home
and lilt it up, but Gould’s first discovery on
bis return home, is that be may soon need
lifting up himself. His Missouri Pacific system has got into a decidedly ghostly condition, last year about 1200 miles of line were
added to it and its gross earnings declined by
$6,000,000. Nothing so dramatic as this had
happened In American railway experience
since the callapse of the Wabash.
By the
way, it may be high time for English holders
of Wabash securities to ask themselves what
effect it is going to have on them if Gould's
into trouble, as
southwestern roads get
Tne Wabash will have
seems inevitable.
lost its last hope ol redemption, its chances
sunk very low, but this
had previously
threatens to finish them.”
England’s Trade.
Sir Michael Hicks-Beacb, speaking at
White Chapel, last night, said it was useless
to think ol returning to the protective policy.
"We must look,” he said, “to an extension
ol our markets lor the bettering ol our business."
All countries represented at the recent
sugar bounties conference, with the exception of
France, have sent replies to the
British government favorable to abolition of
sugar bounties.
Fifteen Thousand Homeless People.
Advices from Rangoon say that the town
of Hyingyan, an important military post in
has been destroyed by fire,
Fifteen thousand
homeless. An Immense (quantity
of grain, hides and other property was de-

Upper Burmah.

believed to be Incendiary.

people

are

While He Is In Prison.

March 22.—Patrick O’Brien,
member of Parliament, in view of his im]
prisonment for the remainder of the session,
has placed bis resignation in the hands of

Dublin,

Tarnellite members in order to enable them
to secure the election of a member in his

place.
Hewitt Receives Attention In

Dublin.

The local branch of the National League
in the Mansion House ward of this city, has
passed resolutions condemning Mayor Hewitt, of New York, for refusing to allow the
Irish Hag to be hoisted on City Hall on St.
Patrick’s Day, and declaring such a refusal
insult to the Irish race throughout the
world.
A Blizzard Abroad.

an

Madrid, March 22.—Reports
..

9

naaat

cii#apin(v

amnsif

are
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rta/tnla In

the rural districts, owing to the recent severe
weather.
Many peasants perished in the
snow, and cattle and sheep were lost in the
drifts. Thaws have caused serious Hoods in
the Ebero, Douro and Tagus valleys.
For th« Dead Kaiser.
Berlin. March 22.—Memorial services for
Emperor William were held to-day through-

especially

at universities
Munich there was a
and
an
imposing sertorchlight procession
vice before a catafalque especially erected.
Similar ceremonies were held at Nuremberg.
out the Empire,
and academies.

At

Floods Continue.

Vienna, March 22.—Tne inundations In
Hungary continue to increase. Numerous
houses have been wrecked and many persons
and cattle drowned.
A Doomed Town.

Pesth, March 22.—The situation of the
flooded districts of Hungary is appalling.
The dikes at Bekes are falling and the town
is doomed. Fifty or more houses have already gone and floating ice has destroyed
In Semplln and adjacent
many houses.
countries, the stores of corn and food are
lost.
The New Minister Speaks.
Citt or Mexico, March 22, via Galveston.
—A banquet In honor of General Bragg, the
new United States Minister, was given yes-terday by American residents. Leading officials of the Mexican Government werepret
General Bragg made a slgnlfican
sent.
speech, which was well received. He said
that the United States wanted no more territory, and only desired for Mexico a continuaHe stated
tion of its liberal government.
that the United States would be opposed to
Id
any attempt to overthrow free institutions
Mexico, and Intimated that so long as liberalism was

predominant

in the Mexican Ad-

ministration, only the most cordial good-will

would be shown this country, but the people
of the United States, enjoying free institutions and their resultaut blessings, would no
look favorably on reactionary movements
here He hoped to see the commercial relations of the two countries grow closer and
closer, and good feeling continue to exist
between the nations, which must forever be

neighbors.
'The speech is regaided as indicating the
of President Cleveland’s Adminissympathy
o/ith flit* nrfWMnt 1 \her« 1
..

i.mfian

tratlon here, anil as being a plain indication
that the reactionary party, which Is thought to
favor a monarchical form of government,
dewill never be permitted to carry its
The speech made a
signs into execution.
profound impression, and Is a topic of dis-

cussion In political circles. Xo recent utterance of the United Slates representatives
here has attracted such wide-spread attention.
Foreign Notes.
Maroni Brothers, of Home, builders and
llabilitiea are
contractors, have failed. The

bill
*"rhe'consols inconversion
the House of

has passed Its
Commons and
Lords.
of
Its first in the House
has
A council of the Bulgarian ministers
decided not to reply to the I orte a despatch

third reading

Bowdoin’a New Spectroscope.

After

Yesterday’s Happenings In the
Beyond the Sea.

stroyed.

The

nkAaf nf

rain was very severe in Eastern Maine, and
In
many ol the streams are badly swollen.
some of them the ice has broken up.
Man)

POLITICS.

Call for Mr. Reed to Speak

ACrand

interest

Swept Away to His Death.
Ei.ksworth, Me., March 22.—Yesterday’s

are

Along

Spbinufikld, March 22.—The Connectl
cut river is rising very rapidly and at noon

York, march 22.—The steamship
Eider, arrived today from Bremen, reports a
tempestuous passage. The blizzard of Monday week struck London the same day and

Chicago, March 22.—The following temperatures were recorded in western cities
this morning:
Chicago.

IKa KIUiawI anil if io fnora/l that

It is estimated that the damother 75 feet.
age to the railroad and highways will be
about *75,000.

Wrecks on the Other Side.

of the State are that heavy snow storms In
Northern Wisconsin Tuesday are followed
by an Arctic wave. The mercury averages
from 10° to 15° below zero.

Right

them.

re-

penin-

Arctic blast struck this vicinity yesterday
A
and filled the railroad cuts with snow.
train on the Omaha road is stalled near Eau
Claire. Scattering reports from other parts

A

strengthening

No break lias been

wheel

sular roads, except those propelling snow
piows, and those were nearly helpless. It is
the most complete blockade of the winter in
that section. The storm came so suddenly
and fiercely that trains were unable to reach
the next station. A foot of snow fell, the
wind blowing a hurricane and the weather
being intensely cold. It Is now clearing. The
pay cai, with the general officers on board,
has been stuck within 100 rods of the depol
since last evening, and no communication
between the officers and the station can be
had.
Stuck In Wisconsin Drifts.

Rising Waters.
Lowell, Mass., March 22.—Both

Hattie E. Bartlett.

Iranm

hlUiiuJ'- TJm alarm Is not well groundTj® Boston Jc Albany railed, however.
the

Indications that the Missouri Will
Soon Break its Bonds.

WALDO COUNTY.

Town officers were elected in Unity Monday, as follows: Crosby Fowler, moderator ;
Mott A. Cates, clerk ; Amander Kackliff, Edwin Band and Otis Corufortli, selectmen, assessors and overseers of the poor; Harrison
H. Damon, treasurer; Otis Cornforth, superintending school committee; Edwin Hussy,

th roo

iRH,

CniPPEWA Falls, Wis., March 22.—An

Strength.

Chicago, March 22.—An evening paper
says: “It is quite probable that by tomorrow
the “Q” strike will have taken a new phase.
Indications point to the consummation of the
combination of the Brotherhood and “Q”
Both sides
switchmen and the brakemen.
The
admit the potency of such a move.
brakemen,though reluctant to break througli
their customs of years standing, are becoming aware that in union lies the only probability of victory."

chnll
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PREPARING FOR FLIGHT.

fraction grating. Here it Is decomposed
the grating being immediately before the telescope object-glass an observer at the eyepiece perceives the spectrum, a portion at a
time. The instrument performs with ease
the most difficult line tests and Isexpeeted to
be competent to repeat any spectroscope
work ever attempted. The grating is one of
the largest of Howland's manufacture.

declaring Ferdinand’s position Illegal.
Queen Victoria left London for Cherbourg
She travels incognita as the
vesterdav.
countess of Balmoral.
.
The inhabitants of Padas revolted against
the British Borneo Company, murdered four
policemen, burned the town of Batu and attempted to destroy Mambakuk, but were
prevented Dy the interference of the British
man-of-war Rambler.
The

Penalty for Saying “Rata."
[Kennebec Journal.]

One of our Augusta youths paid $8.47 for
the privilege of saying "rats” to an old and
He had adrespected citizen yesterday.

dressed the gentleman with this idiotic expression numerous times before, and he had
given him fair warning to stop his impudence. He kept on, however, until a,w *r_J
rant was got out and then went before Judge
bervea
Andrews and paid $5 and costs.
him right” Is the general opinion.

tin,ate of the character of that gentleman
Gen. Grant
are not germane to the issue.
was not a good
judge of character. While
President he frequently gave Ills confidence
to men utterly unworthy of It, and in busi-

THTC PRESS.
FRIDAY MOltMNU, MARCH 23.
Wc do not read anonymous letters and commulcatlons. The name aud address of the writer
are m all cases indispensable, uot necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
Wc cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.
_

life all the world knows bow he was
luped by the plausible but knavish Ward.
His trust in Badeau appears to have beeu
ness

{ mother

will be held In

NOKOMBEGA HALL, Bangor,

its confidence.
American
|wople pretends that lie Is exwediugly reluctant to disclose to the
mbllc the part he took in the preparal ion of the Memoirs, but the careful reader
if his letter will not fall to notice that long

| igo he and his lawyers prepared

Thursday, April 20, 1888, at 11 o’clock
a.

m.

tlie purpose ol selecting two candidates for
Electors of President and Vice President of tlie
United States, and four delegates at large, and
four alternates to attend tlie National Convention,
to be held at Chicago, Illinois on Tuesday, June
19th, 1888, and transacting any other business
that may properly come before It.
l'be basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city, town aud plantation will be entitled to
one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes cast
for the Republican candidate for Governor in
1884, an additional delegate, and lor a fraction of
forty votes In excess of seventy-Bve votes, an addltlonal delegate.
The State Committee will be In session in the
reception room of the Hall at nine o’clock on the
morning of tlie Convention, for the purpose of reeivlug the credentials of delegates.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are In sympathy with
the sentiments expressed In the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican
National Convention, are cordially invited to
unite with tlie Republicans ot the State In select
tug delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
WILLIS H. WING, Secretary.
Augusta, Maine, February 11,1888.
For

letter seting forth what his services were, or what
1 ic claimed they were, which was to bo

liown to the Grants, in order, apparently,
convince them that the exposure would
1 >e a very disagreeable one, and one which it
rould be well to avert by a prompt settle
i uent of his claim.
This Is not the method
, 1 gentleman so devoted to Gen. Grant’s mem>ry as Gen. Badeau professes to lie would
Indeed the whole
lave been likely to adopt.
-elationship between Grant nnd Badeau in
1

he light of recent disclosures appears to
lave been the relationship between a man
1
lastly imposed upon and a man perfectly
villing to impose upon him.

CURRENT

[Cleveland Leader.]
Postmaster General Dickinson is reported
10 be “nervously
prostrated.” Mr. Dick ilium and the mail service seem to he similarly
itfected.
[Belfast Age.]
silll beut on "personal llberly,” but

Belfast Is
[Ives no definition of that much-abused term.—

Argus.
The Argus supported Neal Dow but gave
no consistent reason for its flop.
NO PREMIUM ON DISLOYALTY.

[Boston Transcript.]
Senator Blair lias several times iu the
:ourse of his Senatorial career shown himself anything but a clear thinker. This bill
»f his to give a preference to Confederate
soldiers in the appointment to office of per10ns who were disloyal to
the United States
Iiis

Gladstoi e and the Liberals. The anxiety of
the government to head off the Ilomerule
movement by grouting a considerable measure of local self-government has betrayed it
into mure liberality than its supporters can

[Biddeford Journal.]

PERSONAL AND

of solid and substantial parts
better,
to whose hands the interests of the country
could be committed in full confidence that
they would be well taken care of. lie iB a
man whose nomination for the Presidency
the Republicans can contemplate with very

weather—and
whatever the
luring the winter. He is writing another
volume of his memoirs. It is interesting to
note in connection that some time ago he
laid to a reporter of the Gazeta Piedmonteje:

iaily walk,

‘I am not engaged upon my autobiography.
[ am no friend to autobiographies. I beieve that no one who writes about himself
1 can
He
remain substantially objective.”
1 urtber declared at this time that il he lived
1
*

few misgivings.
Sioux Falls, Dakota, is a long distance from
Portland, but we find in the Daily ArgusEeader of that city an article on our municipal
election written by somebody who evidently
knew the fact.
“The attempt says the
writer” “of Neal Dow to divide the Repubii
can party in Maine on the eve of a presidential election, has proved an utter failure.
The great body of that party take no stock
in a separate prohibition party, believing
that the cause can best be promoted within
present party lines. On tue other hand the
result of abandoning party nominations of
their own, and endorsing that of Neal Dow
and as a consequence endorsing the extremest prohibitory measures—surrendering
everything and gaining nothing—is one at
which the Eastern Argus may well howl.”
The Belfast Age and the Kennebec Democrat are still keeping up a great hue and cry
because the Jury did not convict Constable
Stevenson of murder.
The Democrat wants
to know what the Press has to say about
this case. The Press has to say simply
that twelve honest and honorable men after
hearing all the testimony failed to agree as
to the facts of the case. Some of them
thought Mr. Stevenson was guilty and some
thought otherwise. We have further to say
that if Mr. Stevenson had not been a liquor
constable neither the Belfast Age nor the
Democrat would never have questioned the
honesty of the jury. They are prejudiced
against the him because he has done some-

thing to suppress the liquor traffic, and tbelr
real complaint against the Baugor jury men
is that they were not prejudiced against him
for the same reason.

It is thought worth while to record in
connection with the life of E inperor William
that one of the events of his eventful life,
and not the least memorable event either,
was the sitting at table near Warren Hastintro of

Hia

trrnot

fin{1/1 boil KhmahaS

I»

T

am-

don in 1814, which Lord Macaulay has made
famous in the last pages of his great essay

Warren Hastings. Hastings was then in
the last year of his life, with more than a
quarter of a century of life added since he
faced his accusers in the Hall of William
Rufus; while his great deeds in India had
been done half a century before. Yet he
was Done the less an object of interest and
veneration, as Macaulay’s description of the
event Bhows; “When the Emperor of Bussia and the King of Prussia visited England,
Hastings appeared in their train both at
Oxford and in the Uulldhall of London, and,
though surrounded by a crowd of princes
and great warriors, was everywhere rei ill ni l' fill marks of respect and admiration. He was presented by the prince regent both to Alexander and to Frederick
William; and his royal highness went so
on

*

far as to declare in public that far higher
honors than a seat in the privy council
were due and should be paid to the man who
had saved the British dominions in Asia.”
What impressions if any, these two remarkable men produced on each other at this

Hastings
meeting
long way on the evening side from the
zenith of his wonderful career; Emperor
William was as far on the morning side.
The elder man may have noticed the
younger as a royal personage merely; but it
we

are

not told.

was

a

impossible that even a youth so used
to meeting great men, and so imaginative
and practical turn as Frederick William
afterwards displayed, could have met the
great proconsul and statesman without receiving impressions lasting enough to reseems

main even until the days of Sedan.
---

Gen. Adam Badeau’s eight column
addressed to the American people will, we
fear, altogether fail to remove the unfavorable impression the American people have

letter

formed of

him on account of his letter ad-

dressed to Gen. Grant, when the latter was
near his end, in which he undertook to force
Grant into an agreement to pay him 81,000 a
month until the Memoirs were completed,
and in addition guarantee him lo per cent, of
the profits of the book. Unless he can disprove that he was the author of that letter,
and that he does not attempt, he will only
waste Ills words. The squabbles he may
have had with Cal. Fred Grant, the high
words that passed between them, and his es-

Harper

For the Right.
By Karl Emil Franzos
Given In English by Julie Sutter. With a Pref,
ace by George Macdonald. LL. D. Cloth, 631 pp
(New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Lorlug, Short & Harmon.)
Derrick Sterling. A Story of the Mines,
By Kirk Munroe, author of The Flamingo Feath(New York:
er, etc. Cloth, Illustrated, 250 p*
Harper & Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short &
Harmou.)
Chambers Encyclopedia. A Dictionary ol
New Edition. Vol. I,
Universal Knowledge.
A to Beaufort. Cloth, 824 pp. S3.00. (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co.; London and Edin.
burgh: William and Robert Chambers; Portland:
Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)

[URES

Portland Water Co.
BONDS

quiet anu seciuueu me, it was because ne
ihose to do so. He never took remuneration
[roin Victor Kmanuel or Cavour; he labored
[or Italian unity, but not for pay. “It is no
;rue that Hungary has been forgetful or unto me,” said the old patriot.
“I
grateful
daily receive touching evidences of regard,
liotli from my friends and from my former
opponents. Were untold millions of treasIt is
ure offered me I would refuse them.
enough to me that I am kindly remembered
by my fatherland.”
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Critical Histort of Sunday Legisla
321 to 1888 A. D. By A. H. Lewis,
D. D., author of Sabbath and Sunday; Argument
1 ind
History. Cloth, 279 pp. (New York: D.
tppleton A,Co.; Portland: Lorlng. Short A Har-

218 MiddleStreet, Porllar.d, Me.,

riott.)
The Story of the Goths from the earliest
, imes to the end of the Gothic dominion In Spaln| Story of the Nations ] By Henry Bradley,
( iloth, 376 pp.
(New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons;
j ’oitland: Lorlng, Short A Harmon.)
Before the Dawn. A story of Paris and the
acquerle.
By George Dulac. Cloth, 307 pp.
I New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sobs; Portland:
1 <VI Hlfc, OIIVUU lAfUIIIUII.;
The Invasion or thb Ckimba. Its origin
nd an Account of its Progress down to the death
^ f
Lord Raglan. By Alexander William King
ike. Vol. V from the morrow of Inkermann to
, he Fall of Canrobert. Cloth, 242 pp. (New York:
] larper & Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short &
]

lurmon.)

Thb Works of P. J. Proudhon, Vol. IV.
f ystem of Economical Contradictions or The
1 ’hllosopliy of Misery, Vol. I. Translated from
1 he French by Benjamin It. Tucker. Cloth, 469
1 p. (Boston: BenJ. It. Tucker. From the Pub1

Isher.)

Maximina. By Don Armando Palaclo Valdes,
uthor of The Marquis of I’enatta. Translated
Haskell Dole
( rom the Spanish by Nathan
( loth, 190 pp. (New York; Thomas Y. Crowell &
( o. ; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
Tub Story of Colette. From the original
1 ,a Newvame de Colette [Gainsborough Series.]
1 ’aper, 217 pp., 20 cts. (New York: D. Appleton
1 t Co.; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Hannon.)
A Dramatic Sketch
and Other
Orestes.
] ’ocms. By Harry Lyman Koopman. Cloth, 192
f p. (Buffalo, N. Y.: Moulton, Weuborne & Co.
] rom the Publisher.)
Heartsease and Kub. By James Russell
1 aiwell. Cloth, 218 pp. |1.20. (Boston: Hough,
t on. Mifflin & Co.; Portland: Lorlng. Short &
1 tarmon.)
OnlyaCorvl Girl. A Novel. By Gertrude
1 ’orde, author of In the Old Palazzo. Paper, 183
p. 80 cts. (New York: Harper & Brothers:
’ortland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
It is the Law. A Story of Marriage and Dl, orce In New York.
Bv Thomas Edgar Wilson,
] ’aper, 218 pp. (New York and Chicago: Belford,
( larke & Co.; From the Publishers.)
How to Succeed as a Stenographer or
'ypewriter. By Arthur M. Baker. Paper, 71
ip. (New York: Fow.er & Wells; From the

j ’ubllsher.)

Chips from; a Teacher’s Workshop. By
j R. Klemm, I’ll. D., formerly Supervisor of Gerr tan Department,
Public Schools, Cleveland,
( hio. (Educational Topics ol the Day Series),
C loth, 408 pp. (Boston: Lee & Shepard: (Port1 ind: Lorlng. Short & Harmon.)
The Flower People. By Mrs. Horace Mann,
j ew Edtltlon. (Classics for Home and School.)
c loth, Illustrated, 17<1 pd. 60 cts.
(Boston: Lee
& Shepard; Portland: Loring,Short & liarmon.)
A Kiss for a Blow. A Collection of Stories
fl >r Children Inculcating the Principles of Peace,
® y Henry C. Wright. With ten Illustrations by
1 tilings. New Edition. Cloth, 204 pp. 60 cts.
loston: Lee &
Shepard; Portland: Loring,
b tort & Harmon.)
The 8even Little Sisters, who Live on the
9 ound Ball that Floats In the Air. By Jane And •ews. With an introduction by Louisa Parsons
u opktns, supervisor In Boston Public Schools.
(< Hassles for Houie and School.) Cloth, 142 pp.
o 5 cts. (Boston; Lee b Shepard Portland: Lor11 ig, Short & Harmon.)|
>.
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THE CLEANFAST HOSIERY CO.

P

CASCO 8TREPJT.

SALE WILL BEGIN FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 23.
Those who
CHOICE.

—

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

75 styles to be closed out at once. All Pure
Silk and 24 inches wide. Best wearing Silk
in the market. Only two Dress Patterns each
in many of the styles and no more can be obtained from any source this season.

First National Bank Building.

GROCERS,
M Federal

BROS’.

TURNER

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
eodtt
jelO

dtf

n)h22

WANTED
PORTLAND WATER CO. BONDS
Due April 1, 1888.

Water Co. First

City

St.,

•

Whitney Building,

-

Bonds at Par
other First-Class Securities given in exchange.

SWAN & BARRETT, Bankers
186 middle St.,Portland, M«i.

mli3

OF

BONDS,
APBIL 1, 1888.

We beg to stale that we are offering al
10:j and interest the 6 per cent bonds ol
the Omaha Water Works, which liov<
twenty years to run, and will take ii
exchange, at par and interest, Portland
Water Company tt’s maturing April 1st.
Omaha bond in security fully
equals that of Portland, while the city
is about three times as large and of t
most substantial growth.
A pamphlet descriptive of the Omahi
Water Works Bonds will be sent on up

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

plication.

Woodbury & Moulton

255 Middle Street,

So. 558

health.

brought

This
about

STENOGRAPHER,
31*4 Exchange St., Poktl-and, Mb.
Iebl6
dtf

^win.

[ORING, gHORT & JjARMON,

n,

marks

AND

—

Job Printer
Pttl3TIKN< K.UHA3U1,

DITOSITK PKEBLE HrtLSE.

eod2m

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

97

OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS
__^

marl 7

or

SPECIALTY.

at
telephone tmvl
promptly
1 HlMUf

JEWELERS.

’

S

SPECIALTIES IN

NOTICE Is hereby given that In conseouence of the preveiance of “Glanders and
Farcy" among the ‘'Texas Mustangs or Bronco
Horses” brought Into Maine and sold to the number of 2900 during the season of 1887, no more
Broncos will be allowed to be landed or exposed
for sale in this Bute until further notice.
The Cattle Commissioners of Massachusetts say
In a late circular directed to “Hoards of Health’
of cities and towns: “The deaths of citizens from
that loathsome and fatal disease, glanders, con
tracted from diseased horses, the too general negligence of animal owners, veterinarians and others, In giving notice of the suspected existence of
contagious diseases and the lax or Indifferent action of boards of health In some of the cities and
towns, makes it imperative that we call the attention of all good citizens to the statutes provided for the suppression of contagion among domestic animals.”
The attention of all persons is directed to .Section 7, Chapter 138, of the Public Laws of Maine,
applying to cattle or horses affected with con tar
diseases, and which will hereafter be rlgldy enforced.

PUBLIC

A. Keith.

J. A. Mkrkill.

Manufacturers and Dealers in Military
and Society Hoods, Lodge Outfits,
Regalias, Hold amt Silver

Laces, Fringes, Badges,
Medals, Etc., Etc.

COKBESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MIDDLE
mar

STREET,
dU

PORTLAND.

17

r;ious

F. 0. BEIL,
W. W. HARRIS,
«E0. H. BAILEY, V. S.,

>VK WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

Congress St.,

Opp. Brown

One-Half Pint Glass

Stoppered

Bottles

SIX

only

$1.50 each.

quantity

Or sold in any

at

Wood

Violet,
Stephanotis,
Patchouly,
West End,

Rose,
Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay,
YlangYlang,

CEXT.

PER

First

B. THURSTON &

Mortgage

SINKING FUND

the extreme low

WATER CO. BONDS

Af MO rfintK ■»*»«• onnee.

White

eod4w

Musk,
Heliotrope,
Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

Principal and interest payable

The three last odors being of the most
site fragrance.

exquiounce.

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.
Medical Booms 03 Pratglln St. Portland, Me.
BEED treats all chronic disease, that flesh
all cases that are given up as inallopathic and homeopathic phyby
sicians, I will take their esse to treat and cure
them. I Hull that about lour-flfths o! the cases
up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
Istance by letter with their lull name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and |2.00 ExConsultation Dee.
amination at the office, $l.uo.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 0 p. m.
sep utl
is heir to;
DB.
the
curable

at

We offer a limited amount at

Wild Rose,
WUlte Heliotrope,
Caslimere Lily.

CD.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,
071-2 Exchange St.. Portland. Ml

§iven

100 AND ACCRUED

INTEREST,

and after careful examination recommend
them for investment.

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook
35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

eodOm

octal

STEPHEN

$oeicr Job

and

BERRY,

$aid ffiitmtei,

No. 37 Plum 8troetEDUCATIONAL.

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
1CAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subecnoer,

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Corner
dee 10

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

an

entirely

new

This is the Top of the Genuine
Pearl Top Lamp Chimney.
All others, similar are imitation.

and general

ONE WEEK MORE!

E. M. OWEN & CO.,
538

marl 7

CONGRESS

STREET.

Fresh Vaccine Points

by

DR. R. C. FLOWER’S SCIENTIFIC

Owing
It is the greatest Spring Tonic ever
given to the world.
Price, $1.00 a bottle. For sale by
all druggists._

dlw

R. C. Flower Medical Co. Boston.

Daily!

recent outbreak of Small Pox
have arranged to receive fresh
Vaccine Points daily.

to the

we

I
I

501 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND
FOREST AVENUE, WOODFORDS.
KNICHTVILLE, C. E.

Schlotterbeck & Foss,
ARIES.
ml.19____

F, VAN NOORDEN &
■J33 Harrison Avenue

jan23

*

Suits

WV

XL1UIXXV

JL owm

iVl

o

making. We have manysplendid bargains left in sizes 4 to
now

13 years at $4.00 and $5.00 each,
former price $5.00 to $8.00; which
you cannot afford to miss if you are
needing School Suits for your boys.

and think he has
others as good,

BUT HE HAS NOT.

Insist upon the Exact I.abel and Top.
For Sale Everywhere. Mare only ry

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO., Pittsburgh, Ik
eod&wly

eb37

HOUSE,

REVERE

BOSTON.
and Maine. Eastern. Fitchburg and
Lowell depots, centres of business
and places of amusement.

Near Boston

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN PLAN.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with

hath* nttachtMi: amnio DUblic narlors:

u»*nl

U*

men's cafe and billiard-room added, and llrst-class
In every

respect.

■toon* mon

*1.00 t uti up.

Jan27

J. F. MERROW & CO.,

vC L

*

r

x’C A,
Nlea«|ra|ihr.

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.

ISO-MIDDLE ST.—182

Miss A. 1. Saunter. 537 Congress SL, Portland, Me.
eodtl
jjy9

Tlice

c.

prerlaa.
ti ■■■!•

puliation roaarrirti
uarally ihry arr -ooa

'7*" 7W‘KATJT*
uc«lc« ie«l.
.ivaiplr MIM. uadallhr
IkuKlatalM
ua,
..efree.--1,
Wo iokoler i.
rtfairrf, uo
i,1M favor.
reaaave
■ pporolo* of oaf blxdj yoa .imply
tlir wiepplr tram lb. bollle aad hold il to
% K KUOS”

••

Ik, aoalralv. Sever aov "bock la Ihr.v.lrm.
nlvviay. oarreahlr oad plvamol. and, aa
fora* vre kaoiv, en.irely Aiffrrral la lu
frona aay alhrr reaaedy ia the
roaponrnla
luarkel. Ilia the oaly ralarrhal reaaedy
■ hat voa eaa ley before paarcka.lwg, oa vee

r.iraiah a coaa.er aaaaple 10 every draggial
baya of aa, ta be hep. open for iw.peril ma.
Mkokoko, Feb. 13.1888.
Gents—l have been troubled (or some time with
"Dry Catarrh” in my head; commenced using
rour “Katarroos.” and (ound that it gave almost
Instant relief, and in a few days was entirely tree
Irom my trouble.
It Is pleasant to take, ami
better than any “smelling salts,” so called, (or it
ices seme good.
Yours truly,
GKO. H. WIGHT.
Bouton, Feb. A, 1888.
Messrs. Ives, Bellamy & Co.;
Hear Sirs—The sample of “K ATA KHOOM
I got from you gave prompt relief In the rase of
Head Cold and Catarrh; and several of my friends
who tried It pronounced It the best thlug of the
kind they had ever seen. One, who was much
troubled with catarrh, liked it so well that she
procured several bottles (or certain friends, who
suffer from chronic catarrh.
Yours Respectfully,
J. 8. LOCKWOOD.
30 ria. per boiile. Ask your Druggist for It.
Sent by mail on receipt of price.
who

IVES,

CO.,

BELLAMY &

Wu»kia«|i«n
mari7

OF BOSTON, MASS.
Has for sale 760 horses, which can now he seen

.TABLE,

at our

7000

WA»H*N«TOW

until
XT., and can be purchased at private sale,

April 17th, 1888,

Tuesday.
wh

Sale

eodtt

M»a.

West End Strwt Railway Co.

sold at
the remainder will be

Lie
to

School ol Oratory.
decs

Houma,

THE

PU

Delsart* Expression alttpeclnltj.
Kbkbrencs—Prot. Moses True Brown, Boston

Nireri,

_eod4t
750 HORSES.

mosesT

3 DEERINC PLACE.

.16m

dtl

A CLEAR HEAD.
Ireable with all
Owe great
ratnrrh rrardlle* i» the »*• '■*

IBil

Proprietors.eod3m

C. J. FARRINGTON,
EXCHANGE STREET.
atr

143 PEARL STREET.

SOLE ACENTS.

Horlluud Srbaol •(

marl

CO.,

B0ST0N-

UUXVUU

NEAR

Galvanized Iron and Copper C«rnl«»
Gutters. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular,

1

pun

_eu.Hl

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And VENTILATORS, for Mills. Stores and Dwellings.

1

|

A dealer may say

COLCORD

)an2«_

exact Label

Top Chimney.

of our mark down sale of ChilWhen we
dren’s School Suits.
advertise a mark down sale in any
of our departments the public expect to find goods as advertised.
That they were not disappointed
at our special sale of Children’s
School Suits last week is evident
by the large number that we sold.
We are going to clean our counters of all broken lines in this de-

W.

J.

Block,

invariably

We kuow that liner leaf and sweeteulng than Is
used in Koree’s Rainbow does not exist. To dealers In tobacco w lio do not sell Koree’s Balnoow,
we will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a do -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
eoddOm
oc!9

Extracts in Bulk !

Triple

m!i5

is on each Pearl

Nothing old. Hence Ladies will be assured of finding not only the
newest goods, but late designs, styles nud patterns.

is vitalized and

is

J. A. 1UYDEN,

Book, Card

.This

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.

enriched,
condition of vigorous
result

mences.

ME.

-

PORTLAND

d«

assortment of

and the blood
a

WARE, Manager.

Will open Monday, March 19, with

gish liver, enabling it to speedily
carry off all impurities, while at the
the result is

We would advise an early examination of our stock, and those
contemplating papering, to do it
early, before the busy season com-

Having taken the elegant New Store

of the year aimost
experiences a sensation of
every
general lassitude and debility, which,
if neglected, results in a low, vitiated
condition of the vital forces, that
follows the sufferer throughout the
summer, and usually terminates in
of malarial or typhoid
some form
fever. If, however, the patient has
the wisdom to take some reliable
remedy that gently acts on the slug-

system

ers.

STREET,

514 CONURESS

QUEEN OLIVES, QUARANTINE
J. 1 Merrill & Co.,
NOTICE.

SPANISH

Lubin’s at
“
“
35
Atkins’
cents per
Rciehardt's Satchet Powder at
to
in
all
odors, superior
ounce,
any in the market.

THE LATEST OPENING.

season

time the

PHOTOGRAPHER

_____

one

same

W. C.

mlizn

Spring Tonic.

invigorated,

We
ready to show our
New Line of Wall Papers for the
coming season. We have ail grades
and prices, and can furnise estimates and competent paperhangare now

AH orders by mall
amluil tn

35 cents per
“
“

dtf

The Gre est
At this

THE!

FINE JOB PRINTYNW A

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

1888*
The

mars

(V\gjQCWc.

Cattle Commissioners of Maine.

—

BANKERS.

HiNINKNM CANON.

1888—SPRING-1888

feblO

4 Cents Per Pound.

Light and Medium Suits and Overcoats
This sale started a week ago and, notwithstanding the big snow
storm, has created much commotion among clothing buyers. The
fact is, these goods are the best grade we manufacture, and are being
closed out tn many cases at SO cents on the dollar.
Good AEE WOOL SUITS in men’s and Young Men’s sizes, that retail regularly all $12.00, $15 OO, $lS.OO, $20.00 uud $22.00, can now
be bought at $8.00, $10.00, $12.00 and $15.00 each.
Gents’and Young Men’s SPRING OVERCOATS, styles that are as
good as the latest, at prices, $3.00 to; $5.00 less than usual. You will
need one of these garments soon, WHY NOT BUY NOW!
The BOYS’and CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT, excel in the kind
and quality of Clothing that parents so much desire at this season of
the year. Good ALL IVOOL SUITS that are suitable to wear now and
two
through the early Spring and Summer months, at about half orBUY
thirds that they were selling for last season. It will pay you to
YOUR BOYS’ SUIT NOW. Boys’ Spring Overcoats, Boys’ Spring ReefREDUCED PRICES.
ers, Boys’ Odd Knee and Long Pants, ALL AT

Mortgage

DUE

yv uin.i«

Prices as usual. Box office open Wednesday,
March 21, at 8.30.marSIdlw

—

MARK DOWN SALE
CARRIED OVER FROM EAST SEASON.

Portland Water Co,
1st

M_L .M ..J47
i’MMUi

1UIVJUJ,

LEADING

REITCH A R D T

dtl

TO HOLDERS
—

NEW GOODS.

TELEPHONE SOI B.

Mortgage 6 PerCent

or

PAPER HANGINGS.

75 Cents Per Gallon.

an<

otber First-Class Securities.

Kansas

& COMPANY,

MARR1NER

eodtl

TRUST COMPANY

MINSTRELS,
U ...J_A
1TIVI1UUV UUU

____

CHOICE NEW CROP PRUNES,

PORTLAND

Augmented Orchestra!

Chorus!

Large

ra'-Richest and Most Gorgeous Costumes ever
Elegant Scenery
seen on the American stage.
tnd Realistic Panorama uI New York Harbor.
EveryIsidy’s Favorite, Thoroughly .'American and
more Humorous than ever.
Prices * 1.00,75, 60 and 35. Sale or seats Moninarl7dtt
jay.

WHEEL CLUB

35 Cents Per Gallon.

drawn and Letters of Credit issued
available in all the principal
cities in Europe.

City, County and Bailroad Bonds,

will,

Under the Author’s Personal Su,’
Only Company Now I’l tvlng,
Opera, All the Must.’.
-AN IDEAL CASTmss I.II.Y POST,
Miss Hattie Arnold, Miss Laura V
I'Itt:It LENNOX,
E. Girvai.se, J. W, Myers, Edward Ever,
Mealey, Walter H. Nelson.

PORTLAND THEATRE

_

AT

Securities!

dec28

come

The Little T\

FIRST

the

course, have

off

F^

03t

7

IIiaSm oAniliiinn

EARLY

Tjf«

4-0 PEOP
Greater Success Than Ever,
fined Productloi

k.

Mechanics’ Building;,

517 Congress Street,

1

inb20

STERLING EXCHANCE

■

1

£3

CO.

A

have just received from New York twenty packages of
I hey
BLIZZARD.
foods that were shipped before the GREAT
WEEKS
on
the
TWO
way,
were, of course, delayed, having been
and some of them, we find, arc damaged by snow and water, while
so long
packed
1 the others are only mussed and wrinkled by being
jJ in the
otherwise
all
right.
cases, and are
We have settled with the Transportation Companies anil reto
we now propose
< eeived a LIBERAL ALLOWANCE, of which
the
on
goods
shall
benefit.
W^e
place
full
five our customers the
the prices correspond with
| tale JUST AS THEY ARE, and make
We

,

H

STOCKINGS.;
&

V

MAIMS MOLASSES.
CMP
HEW
SEW
JERSEY
SILKS
CHENEY BBOS.’FAMOUS

Hannon.)
A

Paine’s Celery Compound is not a cathar.
tic. It is a laxative, giving easy and natural
action to the bowels. Regularity surely follows its use.
Recommended by professional and business
Bend for book.
men.

EVANS

WILLETT,

TWO H

I’hurnda/ and Frida)

! Spenser’* Little

__

Roller St. Louis Flour,
Fancy
STUPENDOUS CLOSING SALE $5.00 Per Barrel.

H. M. PATSON & GO.

The

-io.n from

CONSTIPATION

Having taken the agency of the above goods, we are now prepared to
offer a complete assortment.
We quote a few prices: Ladies Hose, prices 50c, G2c, 75c, 80c, auu
81.25. Children’s fine Cotton, sizes G and G4, 50c, and advance 5 cents a
size. Children’s Ribbed Hose, prices from 50c to 85c. Children’s Euglisli Derby Ribbed, sizes G and 61, at 70c, sizes 7 and 7.J at 75c, sizes 8
and 84 at 85c. Children’s fine Ribbed, prices from 75c to 81-12. Also
Ladies’ out sizes.
Th>s brand of Hosiery is the only one that has the F. P. Robinson
Co. Dye, and every pair is warranted not to crock, or money refunded
if they do.
This Is the first time these goods have been offered in this city, and
we ask you to try a few pair of our Ladies’ line Cotton, prices from 50c
to 75c, or Children’s at the same price, and be convinced that these are
absolutely Ceanfast Black Stockings, that can be washed like white
hose and retain their lustre.
Ladies that have sent to Boston and New Y'ork for these goods, can
Endorsed and published by
now be supplied by us and save money.
Fashion Publishers as being a long-felt want admirably supplied,

{Ml

We will allow 100 and accrued
Interest for tlie above bonds In exchange for other strong Water
Works Ronds.
The bonds We offfer, have twenty years to run, are
secured by First Mortgage, and in
addition thereto each bond bear*
the Guarantee of principal anti
interest by the American Wiilei
Works and Guarantee Company,
making the bonds doubly secured
We also have the new Portland
Water Co. 4’k, and a good selection of City, County untl Knilwuy
Bonds.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Vicar or Wakefield. By Oliver Goldiniitli, witli thirty-two Illustrations after designs
jy William Mulready, It. A. [Knckcrbocker Nugjets] Boards, 314 pp. (New York: G. P. Putlam’sSons; Portland: Lorlng, Short & Harmon.)
Paul and Virginia. By lleriiardlii De SaintPierre. Translated from the French by Clara
Bell. Paper, 219 pp., 25 cts. (New York: Win.
i. Gottsherger A Co.; Portland: Luring, Short A
Harmon.)
Section 558 or The Fatal Letter From the
Diary of Inspector Byrnes. By Julian Hawthorne,
LUtlior of a Tragic Mystery, etc. Cloth, 248 pp.
New York: Cassell A Co.; Portland: Lorlng,
! ihort A Harmon.)
Black Ice. By Albion W. Tourgee, author of
I Fool’s Errand. Cloth, 436 pp. (New York:
fords. Howard ft Hulbert; Portland: Lorlng,
ihort A Harmon.)
The Ariiesb of Jonakbe. By Ernest Renan.
rrati9lated from the French by Georges Delon
tnd James F. Rhodes. Cloth, 181 pp. (New
fork: G. W. Dillingham; Portland: Lorlng,
ihort A Harmon.)
The Mysterious Doctor. A novel. By
)apt. Z. L. Stanley. Cloth, 420 pp. (New York:
i. W. Dillingham; Portland: Lorlng, Short A

Paine’s Celery Compound strengthens the
of the digesstomach, and quieta the nerves
tive orgaim. This is why it cures even the
worse cases of Dyspepsia.

EVAWS

WILLETT,

^

Investment

DYSPEPSIA

K

CLEANFAST 8

£

MATURING APRIL 1st.

DEALERS IN

curative i>ower. combined with its ner\e
tonics, make* it the best remedy for all
kidney complaints.

THE CLEANFAST HOSIERY CO.

o
•

—

COMPLAINTS

Prostration, Nervous Headache
Neuralgia, Nervous Weakness, Stomacl
Price $1.00. Sold by Druggists.
and Liver Diseases, Rheumatism, Dys
r
pepsin, and all affections of the Kidneys WELLS. RICHARDSON & CO. Prop'*
BURLINGTON. VT.

FI3ANCIAI..

Established 1854*

KIDNEY

Nervous

PORTLANt

Celery

heathy

cry

■non.)

marl*

Compound purifies tlio
blood. It drive* out
causes Rheumatism, and restores the bloodcondition. It is
making organs to a
the true remedy for Rheumatism.

Paine’b

GOODS!

DAMAGED

RHEUMATISM

(|l(ompound

Harmon.)
The Kentucky Resolutions ok 1798. An
Historical Study. By Ktlielbert Dudley Warfield,
A. M..LL. B. Cloth, 195 pp. New York: G. F
Putnam's 8ous;il‘ortland: Lorlng, Short A Har

PECULIAR.

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes has presented
his large and valuable collection of medical
and surgical books to the Medical Library of
Boston.
Col. Elliott F. Shepard appears in the
field of New York newspaper proprietors—
having just purchased the Mail and Express.
Under the ownership of Mr. Cyrus W. Field
The Mail and Fxpress has grown to be an
mportant newspaper property. It is beleved to iiave a circulation about double
hat of The Evening Post and Tbe Commercial Advertiser combined, and to have at;ained a paying business.
News ol Louis Kossuth comes In a letter
received In Boston from his sister, Mine.
Kuttkay, who lives with him at Turin. He
is past 8b, but in good health, and takes his

grand opportunity.—Belfast Age.
The above is the concluding paragraph of
a long appeal to the Democratic party to begin an aggressive warfare upon prohibition.
We venture to predict that the Democratic
party will not respond. Its leaders are for
most part pretty dull meu, hut they know
enough not to but their heads against a
stone wall. The Personal Liberty League
of Belfast is likely to be allowed a monopoly
of that interesting performance for some
time to come.

man

a

The memorial of the New England manula the Interest of protection, to
which the Journal called attention Monday,
was presented
in the House yesterday by
lion. Thomas If. Heed. It was littiug that
the representative.inan, not ol Maiue aleue,
but of New England, should have the honor
of offering this slguiticaDt paper. No such
memorial has ever before teen presented to
Congress from the great manufacturing centre of the Union, representing as it does,
several hmidreds of millions ot dollars in almost every variety of industry of the mechanic arts.

If flic courage of Ue Democratic party call bo
screwed up to tbe fighting point of its convictions,
It has a glorious end before It: no less tliau to deliver the people frout Slate Interference which Is
crushing out their individual!*!!!, and which is at
emuity with the great Democratic principles upon
which this goverment was founded. Kow is Its

a

see

facturers,

sneaks from well founded Information, as the1
Punas will learn m due time.—Boeklaud Free
Press.
The Globe, If we remember right, put Mr.
Burleigh first and Uon. Fred Atwood, who
was not a candidate at all but standing
back among the spectators, second. This
makes It very evident that when the Globe
made the remark it had its spy glass merely
on tlie tail end of the race.
The Press,
which keeps its eye on the winning man, Is
perfectly calm.

with the rank and file. While less showy
that some other statesmen, he Is, what is

Paines

AN IMPORTANT MEMORIAL.

The Portland Punas Is rendered nervous by the
Boston Globe's statement that Burleigh has the
lead (or Governor of Maine.
Hut the Globe

as

to

disloyalty.

stomacb._

Iowa has started a robust boom for Senator Allison. The State convention presents
him not only as the favorite son of Iowa,
but as the best and most available Republican candidate tbe country affords.
There is
a good deal
to be said in Senator Allison’s
favor. He lias always been a consistent
Republican, nonulnr with the leaders ns well

inability

distinction
plain
‘Dough to anybody else. If his bill should
become a law Its effect would be to put an
official and government premium on active

»

jiuiii

bAK NtKfto
PiiKVs crunir Compooto i« » Nriwo Tonic
which never fails. Containing celery end
Coca, thorn wonderful nerve Htmiulanle. it
speedily cures all nervoua disorder,.

**

PERSONAL LIBERTY.

The local government bill which tlie Tory
ministry lias introduced is so radical a
measure that the rank and file of the parly
All the
are kicking against it like steers.
pviiivo

COMMENT.

CATCHIN’.

ger of the car stove.

iiu'iicd

a

10

Vermont has finally waked up to the dan-i

iv

his proneness to misplace
Badeau in his letter to the

Sim^oTvENTION ;
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M1HCB LLANEOCI.

First Stei-s with American and British
Authors. By Albert F. Blalsdell. A. M autlioi
of Tlie Study of the English Classics. (English
Literature for Young People.) Cloth, 342 pp
(Boston: Lee & Shepard; Fortlund: Lorlng
Short & Harmon.)
The Invasion or the Crimea. Its Origin
aud an Account of Its Progress down to tin
Death of Lord Haglan. By Alexander William
Klnglake. Vol. VI. Cloth, 206 pp. (New York:
& Brothers; Portland: Lorlng, Short &
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a

curious fact of common

LIFE.

WITH A

EXPERIMENT

TELE-

John Nesmith* thrusting aside the letter,
sat back in his chair, and ever as ho thought
tlie ominous shadow on his face went on
deepening and deepening. The subject mat-

experience

•he ceasing

to l>e of a thing often pro/s in the mind an effect more powerful
aU its active presence. A clock in the
aiet bedroom may tick its loudest, hour after hour, and never draw attention to itself,

ter of the latter portion of the letter vanished from his minu. it was only of the first
of
part, of what he was prone to think
bitterly as the offer of charity, and of the
but in the moment when tlie constant penduman who had offered it that lie could think
—this Haynie, who was enjoying life while
lum ceases to swing the consciousness arises
indeed
Curious
he was working to live.
of a change. Instantaneously the thoughts
had been the circumstances which had alienof a waking man are brought home. A light
men.
ated tlie affections of those two
sleeper arouses and becomes aware ttiat the
llaynie and Nesmith were half-brothers.
Thev had been classmates in college; more
has
clock
stopped.
brothers than friends until Uncle Jepworth
So with John Nesmith.
died. Uncle Jepworth was Haynie’s mothHe had been sitting in his easy chair beer's brother, fie was no relative of Nesside his reading table, and a bonk had fallen
mith, but the family relations were such
that Nesmith had been taught to consider
from his relaxed hand.
Straightway he him as his uncle, and to indulge in the excrossed the room to wind the great clock in
pectations which the wealtli of the old gentleman and the singular lack of living kin
the corner. Before performing this operanaturally suggested to a probable heir
tion he observed the several items of acHowever, when Uncle Jepworth died, he
curate information which were registered
left his fortune Haynie. The will was peits
face'
culiar, and made plausible to gossips a theupon
ory that Uncle Jepworth’s mind was un"It is the fifth month of the year and the
Nevertheless, nosound when he drew it.
twenty-first day of the month, 9 o’clock aud body could question Haynie’s right, will or
31 minutes,” the clock said.
will. At least, nobody did, and the will
was
As the clock was only a marker of so much
probated in due course. What constituted the singularity were the conditions on
of time, the record naturally ended at this
which the old gentleman’s thousands were
point. Otherwise it might have added that permitted to remain in the nephew’s possesthis was the eighty-sixth year of tlie nine- sion. Uncle Jepworth had loved and marteenth century, and that it stood in one of rien an unworthy woman, and after she lied,
in the loneliness of his old age, he brooded
tlie chambers occupied by John Nesmith,
over his wrongs. One day he called his lawchambers
these
to perpetuate
lawyer, aged 38, and that
, yer, and the will was framed
his bitterness, ftlsaid, in fact:
“My said
were in Wellington street, city of Boston.
nephew and his heirs and assigns shall hold
A tap at tlie door Interrupted Nesmith in
tills property in trust so long as they do not
his winding of the clock. Nesmith asked:
I harbor, aid, assist by charity, or kuowingly
address word of mouth to my wife Adelia or
“Who is it?”
her descendants. If ever the violation of
“Only me,” replied the ungrammatical this condition be
1 give, bequeath
lady of whom Nesmith rented ids rooms, j and devise my saidproved
estate to John Nesmith
"Seeing a letter for you in the hall, and and his,heirs and assigns, subject to the
"1 apsaid ill effect:
thinking possibly you had overlooked it Mine condition.’’ It trustee
of my property
point I’htllp Haynie
when you came in, I thought 1 had better and John Nesmith
hatred.”
of
my
legatee
speak about it.”
Surelv, if he were mad lie was cunning in
"Letter for me in the hall!” Nesmith re- ! his maduess. Never would it have served
Nesmith
to reverse tlie order of the names.
peated, advancing to the door. "Who leaves was
jealous and reveugeful by nature; Hayletters for me in the hail ? Mail for me al- : nie, an
opeo-hearted, generous fellow, who
ways come to tlie office.”
thought 111 of nobody. After the will was
read
he
had said to Nesmith:
"For all that, this letter was brought with
“Come, let us be sensible, as our uncle in
the rest by tlie postman. It is heavy, too,
his right mind would have been. 1 will not
and looks foreigu.”
take It all. I will share tills fortune with
Nesmith took the letter with curiosity, , you.
“Hut Nesmith would not have it so, and
aud observed the superscription with sur- {
somehow he began to dislike his half-brothprise, and, In his abstraction, quite forgot er. Two years had not lessened tins feeling.
to thank the landlady for bringing it to him.
And that is why the scowl gathered upon
Ills forehead tonight, and abated, not until
She lingered at the door long enougli to obhe brought his soliloquy to an impatient terserve him standing, side toward her, bend- i
mination by rising and shrouding the aparting bis head over tlie reading latim on the
ment in darkness. The continuation of this
centre table, in order to scrutinize more care- thrilling story will be found only in The
Boston Daily Globe next Monday, March 26.
fully the handwriting and the postmark on ; It will run
about four weeks, an instalment
was a dark-featured : being given every week day.
the envelope. .He
Tell your
dealer
to leave you The Boston Globe
news
young man, with black hair and moustache.
Character writes itself in the human face j regularly.
undoubtedly, but there have been wise men I
WIT AND WISDOM.
who would give more to look through a
man's private writing desk, to get an idea of j
His occupation gone
him, than to avail ot the common privilege
"1 want a ticket to tile North Pole!” exclaimed
a
wild-eyed man who rushed up to the ticketof scrutiniziug his countenance. John Nesseller’s window in a New York city railway depot
mith’s face certainly did not declare what he a day or two after the great storm.
My dear sir. are you crazy?” replied the offiwould do under any given circumstances. It
cial hi astonishment.
was rather calculated, indeed, to impress the
"Almost,” said the mail, with a frenzied sob,
observer as an exceedingly reticent face, “and I want lo get away from here! I'm the oldest inhabitant!”
and it had a frown upon it at this moment
that made it very grim and forbidding.
The ctlon of Carter’s Little Liver Pills is
The landlady made a careful estimate of
pleasant, mild and natural. They geDtly stimulate the liver, and regulate the bowels, but do not
the intensity of the frown, and became
purge. They are sure to please. Try them.
the letter was unwel-

j

j

j

■

reasonably

sure

that

it was; for the bcowl did not debegan to tear the envelope, and
part
he tore It with a degree of spite which was
almost violence. A considerable package of

Mayhap
as he

paper fell to the table.
“And why all this from

Haynie?” Nesmith asked himself. "Some pages from the
Germau guide-book I imagine I’’
Then he sat down again, took up the manuscript and read it. It was as follows:
Goettingen, Germany, May 9, '8(1.
Hear

Nesmith—My object

writing
Firstly for
in

to you this time Is twofold.
your own good, and secondly for mine. For
your own good I want to ask you once more,
to urge upon you in fact, to accept your
rightful share of the property which Uncle
Jepworth left me. 1 see no reason why you
should struggle
along in comparatively
straightened circumstances whan I have
1
need
or
want. You were very
than
more
careful to tell me that you are acting
through conscientious regard for Uncle
Jepworth’s wishes. Are you so very sure,
my dear fellow, that it is not a sort of
wounded vanity and a species of unreasonable obstinacy which prevents you from
allowing me to become your benefactor?
1 do most earnestly hope that you will reconsider your refusal, and by the next mail
let me know that you are willing to receive
from me that which i do not want, and
which I shall be only too glad to see in your
»»

ui

juu

uuv ouaivu

vui

uvdiv

well on tills matter?
Now. for tbe favor I spoke about. It is to
oblige one of my professors, l)r. Emil
Auspacher, who has aided me in many ways.
And, in order to make it intelligible I shall
have to tell you, briefly, a very remarkable

story.

There came from Berlin to Gottingen,
about four years ago, a very sick man, to be
treated by Dr. Anspacher, who was famous
throughout Europe for his skill as a physician. This man had been treated by many
of the leading doctors of Germany, and had
With his last
been pronounced incurable.
hope lie had come to Goettingen. Dr. Anspacher examined and questioned, and being
an honest man, knowing the narrow limits
of the powers of drugs, and not caring to experiment witli what he considered a hopeless
case, lie advised an ocean voyage, thinking
tlmt the excitement of
change of scene
might, at least, prolong for a few months
the lile that his skill could not save. For six
months Dr. Anspacher heard nothing from
his patient, and, then, one morning a stranger (so the doctor thought) entered his office.
He proved himself to be the man who, half a
year before, had left with the stamp of death
That
upon ills face to try the sea voyage.
the ocean could have, brought about this
doubted.
change Dr. Auspacher
The patient told a strange story. He said
that he had sailed from Bremen for New
York 10 days after he last saw Dr. Anspacher. When near his destination in the
new world, the steamship was wrecked
After being in the water several hours be
was rescued but the shock to his weakened
constitution caused a ioss of reason. He was
sent north with some poor emigrants, and on
reaching Boston he died—so he said—and his
body was sold to a Doctor Lowentlial, who
life
by some strange use of electricity put
hack into it, after having performed an operation upon him while dead which would have
His
been Impossible when lie was alive.
tirst sensation on regaining life was a jarring
and thumping of his whole system, then
came strange and unnatural dreams, and
linaliy clear consciousness of things about
him. As lie opened his eyes the doctor
danced about his labratory with an expresHe then
sion of wild triumph on his face,
called out and a beautiful girl came in, who
tlie
next
few
weeks
aided
the
doctor
(luring
in caring for his patient.
When recovery
was complete, Dr.
Lowentlial bought passage for his patient to Germany, and told
him “to go and tell no one.” He had questinned both Dr. Lowentlial and Ids fair
daughter, at he supposed tier, about the
means whereby new life had been given him
hut could get no satisfactory answer.
All
the apparatus was carefully guarded, and
there was the deepest secrecy about every-

thing.

Dr. Anspacher was the first to whom he
had told Ills story, and he did so with the
hone that he might discover the trutli about
tins remarkable cure, ill course l>r. Austook the story with all due allowances
jiaclier
lint he believed the mau to be honest In intent and he had his own senses to prove that
a cure which all the doetors in Germany had
set down as impossible had been performed
Therefore Ur. Anspacher wrote to Dr. Lowentlial, not one letter only but a dozen. The
sole reply he received, however, was the folwhich certainly contained little

lowing,
enough information:
JDr Emil Anspacher:

Jetzt bin
Geehrter Herr.—Warten Sie.
Eines Tages
ich nur auf dem Rundkreise.
Dann
werde Ich iunerhalb des Kreise seiu.
wdl ich ilinen dieSache mittheilen.
Ihr ehrgebenster Dinner.
August Lowenthal.
scholar

I

will

\s you are not a German
translate this note for you.
Dr. Emil Anspacher:
ifesDected Sir.—Wait. Jam only on the
day I shall get inside
eiremu/ereneo- One
J will notify you.
the
111 circle. Tl.cn
Your obedient servant,
*
August Lowenthal,
But It showed
answer surely!
A

,r; ^°| bt

fBy Telegraph.]

1888.—Money

on call
BN EW yOKK, Mcli. 22,
2 to 2% per cent. ;last
has been easy,ranging from
Prime
t&e.
pauer
2%.
SterUne
closing
loan 2.
to firm.
Government
Exchange dull and steady

bonds are quiet but steady. Railroad bonds dull
and rather heavy. Tile stock market closed quiet
but firm at or near best prices of the day for
stocks.
everything but few at
the Stock Exchange aggrexue transactions
gated 886.091 shares.
me louowing are to-day- * quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United Stales bonds, 8s ..
New 4s, reg.
....124%
...
New-is. coup.
.126%
New4%s, reg ......... ...
106%
New 4%s, coup...106%
lli
OeutraCPacific lsts,;..,.
121
Denver <4 R. Gr.tlsts.
06%
Erle^ds.
Kansas JPacittc Consols. .106%
.109%
Oregon Nav. lets..
Union Pacific 1st.113%
ao Laud Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The foilow.ng are to-day's closing quotations of
stocks:
Adams Exuress.140
...

Am. Express.i.ioo
Central Pacific.
27%

Chesapeake & Ohio.,.

1%
180

Chicago & Alton.
160
do pref
Chicago, Burlington A Qulucv. 1221
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.106%
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western.1*7%
Henver 14 Kio Grande. 16
23%
Erie....
66
Erie pref.
116
Illinois Cential
9%
ltid. Bloom & West
12’/*
lake Erie 14 West.
89%
Lake Shore-,
68%
Louis & Nash.
Manhattan Elevated....,. 86%
.•••
Central
77%
Michigan
6
Mum <m.st. Louis.
10
do pref.
Missouri Pacific. 76
78%
New Jersey Central.
Nor. Pacific common.
20%
do pref,
48%
Northwestern.100%
Northwestern pref.139-’/*
104%
New York Central,
New York Chicago & St. Louis. 13%
do pref,
64%
Ohio 14 Miss.... .«... 18%
16%
Out. & Western.
Oregon Traus-Oout'l. 17%
Pacific Mail. 31V*
Pullman Palace.137%
Reading. 60’,»
Rock Is and.109%
St Louis Si San I ran. 38%
68s/*
do pref,
do 1st tiff,
111%
St Paul. 74%
114%
doptef.
St ram,
St. Paul

Minn «

man.

hi

& Omaha prf.107%
Wabash, St. Louis Si Pacific.... 12%
21%
do pref,.
73%
Western Union.
8%
K. Tenn, new.
East Tenn, 1st prof. 6C

Canton.

Wells. Fargo Express.130
Oregon Nav. 87
Houston

»

Texas.

■•••

lf>

8
Mobile & Ohio.
Boston Air Line, pref...... 98
25
Bultinttoii ft Cedar Kapids.
130%
Metropolitan El.
Alton ft Terre Haute. 3H
do pref. 70

Now York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegrapn.l
NEW YOKE,March 22 1888. The following

are

dosing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
33%
Colorado Coal.

18
Hocking Coal
Ontario.*8 00
Quicksilver. 9%
83%
do preferred.
..10 00

gSf

Amador..
}
1 70
El Crlsto.
•%
Silver King...
liodle. 3 10
0%
Best & Belcher.
6%
Crown point.

Ertreka.12%
Jphlr. 11%
4 60
Gould & Curry.

.'pr. Lowenthal had

witli-

discovery,

niadesoine remarkable
the more anxious to learn
and he became only was.
what that discovery
unearth
Now for my
in
learn hi* standing
dodor,
this mysterious
personal
lf '
his profession and
request
'“
interview w th
ami com**
in as favorable a light
,n„iiths
few
a
municate the result to me. f ten mU(,|,
desire
“lu
I will see you in Boston,
Your
to oblige my friend Dr. Anspacoei
friend always.

°?V"‘Ocher's

^"^he
‘Jm j11

Philip Haynle.

Mr. Lightweight (enthusiastically)—This is cer
tainly a great scheme. Let’s go into it together.

You furnish your share in money and I'll furnish
mine in brains.
good
Mr. Moneypeuny
idea. Your share will bo very small, won't it!

(thoughtfully)—Pretty

Flesh wouuds, (cuts and bruises) can be readily
healed by a few applications of Salvation Oil.
All over the world Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup Is
making its way, and at every place it reaches consumptive people are more seldom met. 20 cents.
send up to-day, Mrs.

Butcher—Wliat can I

Styles?
Mrs. Styles—Send

me

a

leg of mutton, aud be

from a black sheep.
Butcher—A black sheep?

sure it is
Mrs.

know.

Styles—Yes;

in mourning, you

are

we

If there ever was a specific for any one
complaint, then Carter’s Little Liver Pills are a
specinc forsick headache, and every woman should
know tills, only one pill a dose. Try them.

bloodcurdling adventure.
The conversation had turned on the recent
ravages of wolves in Hungary, when Jones remarked:
"Well! you may say what you please. Not
A

1 f.mnil tnvaplf
111 flLftfl
with illTt'O
ravenous lynxes. Snow covered the ground, and
it was evidently a long lime since they’d had
tlietr breakfast. Their fierce eyes glared on me,
and I was without weapons.”
...r/v

"Well?”
“Well! I sta.ed steadily at them in return,
then turned on my heel and went off whistling.”
•‘And they didn’t spring upon you?”
“How could they? They were In a cage in the
Central Park menagerie!’'
Death a Welcome Release.
Must It not he to those who endure life-long
bodily suffering? From childhood to old age
many persons are tormented with rheumatism
and neuralgia. Ordinary medication and topical
remedies are of slight, and always of temporary
To escape tne extreme tortures of
efficacy.
these agonizing complaluts, they should be annihilated at the outset witli Hostetter’s Btomacn
Bitters, which expels from the system the acrid
impurities that beget them. The evidence as to
its efficacy as a blood depurent in tills particular
is very aninle, aud strongly concurrent and convincing. Iu violent forms of these diseases tile
A wineglass or two
nerves arc terribly racked.
of the Bitters before the hour of retiring usually
brings a respite from pain, and enables tile sufferer to secure much needed repose. For kidney
troubles, malarial coinDlaluts. indigestion, liver
complaint and constipation,the Bitters is likewise
beneficial.

Physician’s wife-Are your allairs In

shape. John?
Physician-Very;

very

bad

hope to pull through.
My creditors have extended my paper to the
middle ol the watermelon season.
hut

I

Borps
Foreign Exports.
Bark Henrv A Burnham—493
CARDENAS.
empties 3600 sliooks and heads 7436 hoops.

'scfoaii HecetiJts.
H.
^PORTLAND. Mch. 22.
Received t>y it..,ne central Railroad—For on
lor
c
mercuandlse;
“1
miscellaneous
27 cars
a
necting roads 97 cars miscellaneous merchatn

R

se.
_

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Thursdav’s quotations.
WHEAT.
June. May.
77%
78%
Ummog...
78 Vs
77%
Highest.
78 Vi
77%
o n cat.
i7%
78%
Closing
....

COHN.

May.
4‘J%
60%
49%
50 Vs

June.

49%

Ooe.ilu"

Vffie“t

60

uSS49%
60

ClOflliiil.

MeU.
73
73
73
/3
Mcli.

46%
45%
45%
46

Portland Daily Proas Stock List.
a Bakkm’t. Bunkers autf
ny
sh

•<r»»w

V.iiMic street.
S.T O C K

N.

Pai V h! in?.
Ik»crti»tUm$.
Canal National Bunk.100
Casco Nat. BanK.na*
First National Bank.. .10O
OumUerlamt National Bank.. 40
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76
Nutif.na.1 Triers’ Bank.lOO
Portland Company.
Portland Gas Company. 60

BIU.
168
148
118
60
I ill
138

148
118

140
too

70

BONDS.
Os, due loot* _102
Portland City Os.Muutcip’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, K. it. aid 1907.. .123
Bath City Os, Mun. various.107
Bath City Os It. It. aid various_101
Bangor City Os, long It. It. a1*1_113
Bangor City Os, ong Muu.123
Belfast City Os, li. 11. aid. 104
And. & Kell. K. It. Os, various... 103
Portland & Ken. It. It. Os, 1895. 109
heeds & Farming'tn It. It. Os.109
Maine Central it. It. 1st mtg 7s. .118
Maine Central K. It. Ccnsol 7s_132
Maine Central It. K. 8kg Fund Os.105
Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 100%
Portland Water
'■
t‘d mtg Os.loo
:)d mtg Os... .ilo

State ot Maine

104
! 16
126
106
103
110
'26
.GO
104
111
111
120
184
100
toe
; ig

Boston Stock Market.

[K> Teic.raph.]
The loUi,wing quotation* of SP-cks

are receive*
(1,11. > :
s. K G..*122%
92%
A ch„ lopeaa and s.unj Fn ltailroad.
Mexican Central K 7s.
13%
Mexican Central.
240
cii le'ci-hone ..
Mexican Central 4s—
05»A
31
New York and New Gncland Kallroad.
■i
met
107%
85
California Southern Railroad.
..10
Wisconsin C; rral

Wii conslu Central preferred.

24Vs
Albany.... *190
lid Colony Railroad .173
Calumet & llecla.*239
Chicago. Ihirilngton * Northern. 51%
Maine Central ltailroad.126
20
Flint! S Pore Marquette.jKallroad com..
liogion &

■

d

ref

..

•Kx-dividend.

No 1. 00®00
Pails-864®964c
Hams i> lb 1064*1164
Mackerel ** bbl—
do coveredll64®1164
shorels.18 00820 00
Shore 2s. 16 00817 00
Oil.
Kerosene—
Med. 3s.

70 676c.

Poultry—Northern young fresh killed turkeys,
tur-

choice nominal; Western young fresh killed
keys, extra small 18V4®l4c; do fair to choice,
U® 18c: Northern fresh killed chickens, nominal at 16.• 17c; fair to good 12® 14c.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO, March 22, 1888—Cattle market— refiOO;
8,
shipments
ceipts
3000; steady; steers at
3 2(itt6 10; Stockers and feeders at 2 sO®3 60;
cows,bulls and mixed 1 90®3 60;Texas fed steers
cattle at 3 20@4 26.
dogs, receipts 16,000; shipments 6000; market
slow and and lower; mixed 6 16@5 46 dieavy 6 25
®5 55; light at 5 10*6 46; skips at 3 69®6 10.
Sheep—receipts 4000; shipments 1000; strong
and higher natives —; Western at 5 606(1 10;
Lambs at 6 5066 75,
Texans at 3 75®4 90.

Pratt'sAst’l.iebbl. 11
Devoe’s Brilliant. 11
864
Llgonia.

>1 Centennial.

Medium....! I

864

German ma2 L
Raisins.
Muscatel— 2 26®3 36
Vellow Byes.2 50
xradon Lay’r 2 50®3 Oo
rotatoesousn H5c_
-' mdura Lay
Hose for seed.
8®86ye
664 @,c
St Potatoes 4 00®6 00 Valencia
bbl
6
Onions
60® 6 00
Sugar.

It.764

Turkeys.17818
.lAftio

..

.11@14

Fowls

(loose.<;

Sage.15tt@l6

Butter.
Creamery t> IT.. .26® 27
Lemons.
i'alermo.3 R0@4 00 GM Edge Ver....2n®26
Messina.3 60@4 00 Choice.19#20
Good.17@18
Malagers....
Store.16@16
Oranges.
E sss
Florida.'4 60 a 6 60!
6 50@8 60 Eastern exiles ’..16®17
Valencia
Can & Western.. 16@17
Messina and I'.v
Palermo 4>hx.3 00a3 60 Limed.
__

drrno.

8@8V4
Pipe.7 @7V*
Pig.6 00@5 62

l.eiilher.
Crackers $>lb. .0@6Vt
New York((Ml.
Cumberland.. 6 00® 6 60 Light. 20® 21
Aeadia.
@7 60 Mid weight. 22® 23
Chestnut.
@7 00 Heavy. 23® 26
82® 84
Franklin.
@8 60 Slaughter
@7 00 Good d’mgd. 20® 21
I.ehlgh.
Coffee.
Ant call. 90@i:00
Lumber.
ltlo. roasted 18 @20
South pine,30 00@40 00
Java do_26 @28
Clear pine—
Cooperage.
Hlihd sliooks and hds—
Uppers.$508*65
Mol. city...l 60@1 76
Select.$45®$55
Flue cominou*35 a$42
Sug. city... 96
Spruce.$13(8*14
Sug. s’d silk 60
Pine sugar—
Hemlock.»11@*12
Box sliooks
Clapboards—
Snrar Heading—
Spruce. X.. *28@*30
Clear.$2ti@#28
Spruce 36 in 18
18

2d

Hoods—
New 14 ft

$25

Old

*20@$23
$10®$12

Pop’r

$12@$14

Short do 8 ft
7 ft
staves

Spruce rough

clear.$2oa*2(i

Not.*16a*16
Pfne. $26@$60
Shingles—
X cedar_8 61x88 76
Clear cedar.8 00®3 26
X No 1- 2 00®2 60
No 1 cedAi .1 2681 76
Spruce. ...126@150
Laths—
spruce.... 2 00@2 16

Hard pine
Mol. heading

*8
12

Oak nnu
Lime—t'cmcul.
staves
$12 60@$14
l 06
Lime *> cask..
Cordage.
1 60
11@12 Cement.
tb
Amer’n
1
Matches.
12
Manilla
@1 8|
60
Manilla Bolt Kope 13V4I Star, *> gross
I Dirigo. 89® 41
Kussi do
16@17
Metals.
Sisal.11 @12

copper—

60@

62

37

@26

Bolts.

carb. 16@2G
8
Ashes, pot.. 6%@
Bais coania.. 70® 76
33
Beeswax. 30@
5
Blch powders
12
Borax.
3
Brimstone....
Cochineal.... 40® 46
Copperas.1H@ 3
Cream tartar. 37® 39
Ex. logwood. 12® 17
tiumarabic... 70ffil 26
26
Aloes cape...
27® 2«
Camphor....
66
Myrrh.
Opium.4 «0@4 26
30
Shellac.
Indigo. 85@1 00
Iodine.4 26@4 88
12 00
Ipecac.
Licorice, rr.. 16@ 20
Lai ex. S4@ 40
Morphine.2 86<a3 10
un oergamot.* io®o w
Cod liver.1 60®2 00
Lemon.2 26®2 60
Olive.1 25@1 76
peupi..2 76@3 00
Wiutergreen..2 2082 SO
Potass Br’uide 40® 43
Chlorate. 20@ 22
Iodide.3 10@3 26
72
Quicksilver...

10®
2V4®

16®
60®
26®

26

26

14X48 com
14x48 planished.

Di'hch and Uyfi.
Acid Oxalic
12@14

17
20
80832

Y M sheath

YM Bolts..
Bottoms....

Ingot.

42
40
26
60

40®

Straits.

English.P37@

I
I

Char. I. C..6 7686
Char. I. X.. 8 00®8
Terse.6 26@ 770
Coke.6 25® 660
Antimony. 14816 I
I Zinc.7 0088 00
ittnlHap IAyU.

2H>r27

Itlolunnen.

Porto Rico...
Barbadoes....
Cienluegoa....

40
30
26

28@
28®
24®

®21

Boiling.

Fancy! Ponce..

,40®42

Nuiln.

CaSK. .2 16@2 25
Naval Store*.
bbl.... 3 25@3 60
Tar
Coal Tar....3 26-3 60
3 26@3 50
I Pitch
[Wil. Pitch....3 00®3 25

Rosin.3

00®4 00

iTurpt'ne, gaU 43® 60
Oakum.9Vi®10V4

—

lted 80Vic.. Coin is higher; No 2 at 48%c. Oats
steadier; No 2 at 27%'SOc. No 2 Rye 68c. Rarley—Nn 2 at 77381c. Provisions unsettled-Mess
Lard at 7 60.
Pork at 13 80
Dry salted shoulders 6 00:31510: short clear sides at 7 G6@7 60.
16.
Whiskey at 1
Receipts—e’lnur. 40,00) bbls: wheat. 40,000
•uish: corn 2£2 OOO bosh; oats 89,000 bush: r>e
6000 lotah;ba"ey 26,000 busb.
—F our. 30 000|td>ls;‘ wUeat. 18.000
HI: ;>
bit: torn |80,00(CbUsh; oats, 83.000 bn: rye 30C0
bush, barley 17.000 busb.
ST LOtTIS, March 21, 1888.—Flour quiet and
steadv; XXX at 2 60.32 60: family at 2 6532 90;
choice 3 2634 OO; patents at 4 10@4 26. Wheat
higher; No? Red at 81 V*@82c. Corn is Arm and
higher at 44% a 46c. Oats are higher at 30Vi@
c.
Rye at 62c bid. Barley T6@87 yac. WhisProvisions weak. Pork at
kev steady at 1 09.
14 ) P
Lard 7 16. Dry salted meats—shoulders at
7 0037 10; clear ribs 7 62;
clear
00:
long
6 7636
6
short clear 7 40.37 60. Bacon-shoulders 37Vi ;
87
: clear ribs 7 87Vi(37 96;
8037
Vi
one clear 7
1
lsliort clear at 8 103812Vi. Ha'''*
are

2fS2

k.,?h'

^SSSSSSSbush,26,000;
urn

1,000
7,000 bbls,
tsh.l oats 6,000 bush, barley
wheat

bush.rye l.ooObush.
DETROIT, Mch 23.1888.—Wheatr-No 1 White
at 60c.
at 83Vic; No 2 Ked at 83Vic. Corn—No 2
Dais—No 2 at 33Vie.
3600
bush.
Wheat—receipts
NEW ORLEANS, March 22, 1888.—Cotton Is
dull and Irregular; middling 9»/sC.
SAVANNAH. March 22, 1888—Cotton quiet;
middling 9 9-16C.
CHARLESTON, Mch 22. 1888.--Cltton quiet;
middling 9 9-10c.
MEMPHIS, Marcli 22. 188S.-Cottun is quiet
and easy; middling at 9%c.
MOHlLK,March 22, 1888.—Cotton is dull; mlddlit— 9%c.
o.ono

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, March 22. 1888.—Consols 101 9-16
for money and l oi li 16 for the account.
LIVr.KPjOL, March 22, 1888.—Cotton market
—Arm with an improved demand ;uplands6 6 16d;
Orleans hV'sd; sales 12000 bales; speculation and
export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL.'Mch 21. 1888—Quotations—Winter wheat 6s7d@6s8d; Spring ,wheat at fls 6d
@0s !)d; Club 6s 9d. Corn—mixed Western at 4s
7 Vid; peas 6s 4Vid.
Provisions, &c.—Pork at
67s 6d ; liacon at 40s Od for short Clear aud|39s
Od for long clear. Chose 69s. Tallow 24s 3d. Lard
38s 6d.

Hemlugway, Carbrig Jeuuie Phlnney, Braascouib, Matau

inas;
10th, schs Sarah A Iteed,
"'*PKRTU AMBOV—Ar
Hattie E King, Collins, do.
kvlward New

York;

isle“

FenSdlua;

fhvnes,

I B Holden. Look, Jacksonville.
Sid 21st. schs Annie L Henderson, for Charlesfor Baltimore.
on- Gertrude L Trundy.
Passed the Gate 20th, sch Emma McAdam, fm
Bostou.
Hoboken for
20th, sen A llayford, Warren,

NEWPORT—Ar

HARBOR—Ar 20tli, sell Fan^DUTCH*ISLAND
lie \ Gorham. Jones, Belfast for Femandlna.

More than twenty years ago it was Introduced
New England as a remedy for Coughs,
Colds and Pulmonary complaints Since its introduction it has constantly won its way into publit
favor, until now it is the universal decision that
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC BALSAM is the

throughout

Ar 21st. sobs S E Nightingale, Whalen N York
orEastDort; Silver Heels. Elwood, Rockland for
Hew York; Emellue G Sawyer, Sawyer, Co weset
i

“VlNEYARD-HAVEN-Ai

20th, sch Maud Malocli, Jolinsou, Colais for New York; Bi!.'w, Emiry, Rockland for Richmond.
Ar 21st schs B W Morse,
loston; Ada A Kennedy,

SBOSTON -Old

Roderick,
Kennedy,

N
c;

>

Eagle, P-ek,

21st, sell

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

lolk for
Port-

.or

for

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.

St

Made

^

Cld Md Ger brig Johanna, Hlurlclis, Portiaud.
Sid 22d! barque Florence; sells Mary E Morse,
O D Witherell, Llz.ackawaoa, Morris W Cblld,
Elies. Gardner G Decriug, Wigwam, Bru-

;“l

sch Kate Foster, Tate,

seb Vulcau, Lewis,
York.
SALEM—Ar 20tli. sells Samos, Smith, fm Port
Founson; J Paine, Tralnor, Weehawken.
in port, sens Union, Calori M E Amsden, Clark,
lalais for New York; Lugano, Clark, do for do;
dolltecello. Dow, Rockland for do; Ringleader,
rboiuas. Tliomaston for do; Ella, llart, Rockland
or do; Addle Sawyer, Cook. Red Beach for Itich-

If you

21st, sch Jennie A Cheney
"pORTSMOUTH—Ar
New York.
?ushimtu.

Below 21st. sells Speedwell, Bishop, St John,
Ml, [or New Bedford; Geo W Glover, Morton,
loston for Rockland; Sadie Corey, and Helen,
iiis'i ivawt_ Ar 19th.
achs Louisa Fiauees.
Hi or ml ike, Portland; Prince Leboo, do.

have abused your Stomach

by eating

Ar at Shanghai prev to Mch 20, ship Pactolus,
Aurnham, Moodyvllle, BO.
Ar at Penang Feb 8, barque Escort,Waterhouse,

tm°Geeloug Feb 8, slilp

because your Stomach is
Now beware of
angry.
all temporary expedients.
TRY that never-failing, safe

_

.'lilted States.
Ar at Bllboa Mch 10, barque N Gibson, Kisley,
Sid fill Cardiff March 20, ship Sachem, Bartlett,
22. sell J A Ilatry, Green,

Remedy, f)i\

Darlington.

Ar at Aguadilla Men 20. sch 15 M Bacon, McKay
<ew York, (aud slit 20!h for Mayaguez.
Sid fin St John, Pit, Mch 19, brig Annie It Stor-

Hardiug, New York.
Sid fm Port Antonio Mch 17tli, sch Nellie ColeHaggerty. Baltimore.
Old at Sagua Mch 10, schs Herald, Gray, Bostou
1th, brig H B Cleaves, Char Ison, Philadelphia.
At Sagua Mch 11, schs May McFarland. MontNorth of
gomery. aud Ella M Watts, Stevens, for

For Sale by all Pruggiflta. Price 15 eta. per box ;
3 boxes for 65 eta.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. H. Schenck 6 Son, Philad'a.

,,

THE LEADING
Wholesale. Druggists, tapapers and
furnishers of Massachusetts,

lavanua-la-Mar.

ALLREFUTE THE SLANDER

Spoken.
March 16, lat 43, lou 44, ship E W Stetson,
lannn lid, from London lor New York.
March 11. thirty miles NEol Hatteras, sch M A
>ower, from Wilmington, NC, lor Philadelphia.

OS MURDOCK’S

NOTICE.
Geo. F. Loveitt will continue tbe business under
he llrm name of John Loveitt Si Co., and is authirlzed to settle all debts to aud by tbe company.

Ill out

CO-PARTNERSHIP^

heretofore existing between

co-partnership
B. F. Chadbourn and J. A. Kendall under the
THE
inn name of Chadbourn & Kendall being dissolvbusiby tbe death of Mr. B. F. Chadbourn, the
will be continued by the undersigned under
JOSEPH A. KENDALL,
■he old name.
ALFRED A. KENDALL.
mhl2d2w
ed

less

not.
Head,

No matter whether you

are or
Pressure in

Rochelle Yellow... 2Vs
33

Mice.

60@4

....

Russia.1394 ftl4 Hall V.
78894 Natural leal..
Galv.

70

60®

FOB

Catalouia.Boston.Liverpool.. .Mch

22

Khatea.New York..Hamburg...Mch

22
24
24
24
24
24
27
24
24
28
28
29
29
31
31
31
3131

City of Columbia New York. .Havana.Mcli 22
City of Kiclimoud New York.. Liverpool... Mch
gervia.New York..Liverpool... Mch
Kider.New Yyrk..Bremen.Mch
Zaaudam.New York..New York..Mch
New York..Havre.Mch
La Bourgogue..

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool...Mch
Belgenland.New York..Antwerp—Mch

.New York..Hamburg. .Mch

Germanic.New York..Liverpool...Mcli
Mcli
gaate.New York..Bremen
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos,.Mch
Bothnia..Boston.... Liverpool... Mch
Umbria.New York..Liverpool...Mch
Ohio.New York..Liverpool...Mch
Anchorla.New York..Glasgow....Mch
Mcli
gujua.New York..Bremen
La Bretagne■.....New York..Havre.Mcli

“

Palpitation

“

rises. B 37 )Mgn
*
sets. B 58 j

-’.N'li]

water

(.

1

••

treat

are

NEWa

THUKSUAY March 22.
Arrived.
-!:1 *e of Maine, Hilliard, St John, NB,

g;.*:(
lor Kaslimrt for Boston.
Sell Abdou Keeue. Keene, Bremen.
Cleared.
Barque Henry A* Burnham, Koss, Cardenas—
Geo 8 Hunt & Co.
Sch Marcia Bailey, Cole, Addison—J H Blake.
uAiivn_mirnue flpnrv A Burnham: sch Rebecca M Walls.

INTERNAL

FOR

T7SE.

Asplnwall prev to Mch 21. barque Shet-

land, Haskell, Boston.
Sid fm Aguadilla Feb 29,
Philadelphia.

sell

."ffifesss-

™

where, or sent
Johnson «fc o.,

Prepaid

others

ce«

i[V,

|i *,

PORT TOWNSEND-Ar 14th, ships Fannie
Tucker, Greenleaf, San Franeiseo for Seattle;
ban Pedro;
Harry Morse, Murphy, do; Oregon,
Palestine, Hayden, do for Tacoma.
SAN DfKGO-Sld 14th, ach Merom. Glover,
Puget Sound.
TACOMA—Sid 14th, ship State of Marne. Nichols, San Francisco; Levi G Burgess, San Diego.
SAN FRANCISCO— Cld 15th, ship Abner Coburn. Nichols. Seattle, to load a return cargo.
KEY WEST—Sid 17th, sch Willie L Newton,
Coombs, Moble.
...

|

Vi,,,

will

laugh with delight

if

you use

26c. at Druggists
| SklnSuccess Soap.
this is Worth

$1,000.

At druggists,' Skia-Succcss'
25c. A 75c. Skin-Success Soap
125c. PalmerChemicalCo^N.Y.

of Eminetiburg, Iowa.

•<

m*r f, D

|
Cure

|

cured without the use of knife
Mlor ligature, or detention from
1 V business. All diseases of the
Ba m Rectum suceesafully treated
1

I l»by

»r.

c.

I-

H»K.

ft

%pplrn.nnt *t.,Auburn,Me.

Hotel. Portland Koom
guaranteed. At U-8.
KriPl*
0 «i. ni to 4 p. m,

ia a.'prv

SRtiirdlLVfrom

Consultation
gTveu.
lluudreds cured.
years.experieuce. ‘.'f‘V.dr^t'^c^reO“

ences
©t. 10

sep»

Soap

eouu

STEAMSHIP

jVCffScv
-"Yif**!-

‘C

one-hatf the rate
..

j

■

_

Insurance
31

Co-partnership.

&A°h.

_

CO.
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT
UKEK

DAV Tl.TIIC TAHI.K.

After -Vlnrch 1st, IVWI.
Leave Portland for Peak’s 6.46, H.8n, 8.00 a. m.,
2.16, 6.00, 6.10 p. in. Leave Portland tor bushPortland
ing's Island 6.30 a. in.. 6.00 p. in. Leave
(or Long Island, Little and Great Diamond, BverOn

sad

ldtf

TrefWSTGOdIx'ii. ‘O-n' l Agent.

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR I

IhSf,

rille Saturdays only
12.60 and 111.15 p. m.
nn,l
Dexter.
12.60 p. m.; via
Ilnuasor via lirwi«*«n.
ACREAT DISCOVERY Iand
A
in., 12.55andUl.16 p. m.
Augusta. 7.05
It is acknowledge:! to be the best, safest for
B. K„ 7.06 a. m.,
known
Bnngor k Pi.en.nqui.
Kll*w*tlb and Bar I most potent ami effectual remedy
anil
til 16 p. m.
thUchUd-kllllngdtaeasm^
tfl-16 ami 12.66 p. m. Ml.
Arnostnok
Canary, ; Soviet toy all
Mtrphrn (Unlnis), nnd
Frnrlaces,
Ike
PRICE 38c* 5Crj.nnd •1.00.
Mt. John. Ilnlifax,
m.
and
tU-16p.
12.66
12.50,
F. TEtfE A 00.,
JOHN
Dr.
from Commercial
Pgr- aii trains timed as aboye
AUBURN. MAINE.
Street Station, stop at
•w-Taiie Worms a specialty. Tape Worms
4 ONOKESS ST. STATION.
removed fn from ou« hour and thl-‘V minutes
tickets and
eiaht minutes later where through
three hours.
tv
for principal
baggage checks may be obttlnetf
express with
eodAwly
IvnlS
points East and West. tNIght
sleeping car attached,runs eyery night Sundays
through to Biuigor hut not to Skowheor
to Belfast and
gan on Monday mornings
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday moralngs.
Do your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes
The morn.
Trains are due In Portland as follows:
T
They will dye everything. They are sold every
ho'train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
Price I Or. a package—40 colors. They
S.Ao A m.; day trains where.
s!il a. m.; Lewiston.
have no equal for Strength. Brightness, Amount
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.ni,
or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadIn
packages
Tim aftrrnoou trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
tng Dualities. They do not crock or smut. For
Bath, Augusta ami Korklaud at 6.40 p. m.,
1>. W. Heseltlne A Co., Druggists, corner
sale
by
6-60 p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60
Congress and Myrtle streets; N. G. Nichols, llrug787 Congress, corner Grove street; E. W.
tiniiii-d TirkcU, dm* and arennd cImnn, fo*
tevens. Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
nil point" in I hr Province" on sale nl re*
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Condnerd rnlc».
and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
■ugglst, corner Middle and Franklin streets; D.
PORTLAND MT. DESERT & MACH'AS ST BT CO
P. llorr. Druggist. 638 Congress street; William
»f Rli'hinomli
SH’iitiM'i' Illy
s. Banks. Druggist. Junction Congress and
Free
Streets; T, B. Pollard, Druggist. 213 Danforth
(MPT. WM. K. DKNNIMON,
Perkins
W.
street.
Everett
Cook,
A
Pennell,.John
March
on
Tuesday,
Will resnme her regular trips
A Co.. H. H. Hav A Son. and A. IV Smith, Drug«th (weather permitting!, and thereatter until
w
W.
gist ,107 Portland St.. Portland. Maine,
further notice will leave Portland Tuesdays and
Whipple A Co., 21 Market Square, and WoodFridays at 11 o’clock p. m. Returning, leave Ma1 or-l's Corner. Peering, Me.
S
at
o'clock
a.
and
Thursdays
chiaspnrt Mondays
connecting at Portland with the 7.30 a. m.
in
train lor Poston, arriving at Boston at 11.10 a. til.
PAVSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BOGTHBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
octaldti
Portland. Feh. 15, 1888.

Proprietor*,

LADIES !

Kess

__

F. JUNK1N8 lias been admitted a
General Agency ot
partner with me In the
the Etna Life Insurance Co. From this date
the ttrm name
under
conducted
be
will
business
"f A‘ «• UeWPy
DEWEY, Gen-1 Agent.
Portland, Me., March 111, 1888.
eodlw*
mat'22
GEO

steamer
On and alter September 19th
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.46 a. m.;
Bailey s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.15: Bast End,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jeuk s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Little Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portland at 9.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
sepllHltf

81st,

orjpassi,ge(aAPS.yitooN>

wwk

Co.
Harpswell Steamboat
1887,

m.

Lewiston*

mission.
K«««nd Trip 9I»*
PaMongr 910.00.
Meals and Boom included.
Kor freight
tO Ii*n« "barf, Hmioo.
nidti
'■

d (mixed) at 0.30 p.

Included,

by

Established 1872.

»!

6LAND8 TEAMttKM.

i

Freights for the. West by the Penn. R. 1L, and
South
connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

>
Authorize.! t'opitul.
“OO’OO
l*uid t’p t'upitul.
•
HurplUM.
6 pi r
offers for sale, at par ami accrued Interest,
s
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans ou farn
in Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, value
loaned
thereof
amount
the
times
at three and four
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also It
owu 6 per cent debenture bonds, and furthers'
cured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, f s
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co., of New Yorl
A supply of mortgages and bonds roi
trustee.
invited 10 ca II
stantty on hand,which investors are
and examine.
Coupons cashed on presentatloi
for list < *
or
letter,
oy
Please apply personally,
€’ Il a r :
references ami other information. €?•
IS 1
BiiildiUK,
O.f.ril
ul,
lira.
MAH,
A„<
dec20eod6m
Middle Sireei, Ko.iu "2.

octaidtlPortlao*

potata North

liarbar

LINE.

"'•;srrl«a*'sa!llug vessel.

•

tren. P. k T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen’l Agent,

wr.iNDKRH.

it

7.(*

Loug Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Flue Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 12 m.
ol
Insurance

Managsr,^

IKkS

l.rwlstoa, 8.80 a. m„
Asian and
rla Bruns18.60 4.60 p. m.; Uewlstou
wick, 7 ”6 A m.. 12.66 tll.lBp.m. For Bath,
7.06 a. in., 12.66 and 4.66 p. m and on SaturBorklaad and
dr.ys only at 11.15 p. m.
Knox and I.incola K. K„ 7 06 a. m. and
HulloOardiarr
12.55 p. m., Brunswick,
wrll.fintl Augusta, 7.08 An:.. 12-65, 4.66
,
'**
rr*T
and tit.16 P. m. Farmington
Brans wick. 7.06
ion, 12.60 p. m.; ria
Monmouth, Win
a
m. and 12.65 p. m.
North
and
throp. Krudtlrld, Oakland nnd Mkow.
Anson, 12.50 p. in., W nlcrellle
ria Aagasta,
began, via l.cwistoa. 12.50,
and W atera. 111.. 12.66 and tll-16 p. m.,
Bet fast
4.65 p. m.

From

*

positively
Paimer'.»kin-«..cce«
and Ointment, cleanse amUeai.

S

For

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATUROAT.
From PHILADELPHIA ever* Tuesday and Friday.

Portland, Me

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT GO

M_J_WosFk

On and after MONDAY, On 34,
■•nssrngrr Trains will Irare
Portland as fallows:

Boston! Philadelphia
DIRECT

1

feb7_____551

ITN^TiTATLEbTis said about Skin-Succcss Soap
DISCOVER Y' I Recommended by physicians.
cures Skin

I’mIR

R.STANLEY & SON
AlOForeSt.,

fair, healthy Skin, or
ia troubled with humors.
a

._

will br sold low In Hie orlgina '
I»nckaK<‘ *o close the estate.

Through Tickets to all points Was! and (tenth
for rale at Partland Mtntian Ticket date and
Mtreet
at U nian Ticket Older. 40 Wmchaagc
JAB. T. FORBKK, Gen’l

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

General Agent

sept2l-dtf

c

oct22dtf__J.

For NEW YORK.

IMPORTERS.

TO ANT MAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who ia not bleaaed with

diseases.

Domestic Poics.

androuges. Skin Sue
healthy and rosy complcx-

sd

soa“wid" Ive you

HA' HA'

|

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38. Hast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLK,
Saturdays at 4 p. in.

R.STANLEY&SON,

AtAjl-OS,

Ayer
the West, and at Union Orpol, Worcester, III
New Vork rla Norwich I.lne, and all roll,
It
Tla uprtundcld, also with N. V, Ac N. V, K.
(“Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia,
Haltlraorr. Washington, and the Mouth, and
with Boston & Albany K. It. for the West.
■Close connection made at Westbrook Junes
Hon with through trains of Mai na ‘antral R. R. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be liad of 8. H. HKLLKN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Deoot at foot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
W. PKTKRS Suot.

_

eod&w-nrml

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par Hastaw attS.OO Am., dally,19.00
t6.00 p. m. Bastaa far Partlaad 7.30, 9.09 A
m„ 12.30 p. m. (W7.U0 p.m. daily). Cape Ktianbeth. 9.00 A m. (6.30 p. m. West. L v. Pass.)
Mace 9.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Biddefard 2.00, 9.00
Am., 1.00,8.00 p. m. Part.mouth Newburypart, stilra, I,run 2.00,9.00 a. m., 1.00,9.99
Si.
p.m. Amesbarr M.OOAm.. 1.00, B.OOp.
(Connects with Ball Lines for New York.
York.
for
New
Lines
(Connects with Bound
Wwest Division-North Berwick to Bear bora

For Mncrarappa.fnoaberlaod MlUs.WecS
brook J a action and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 0.30 and
(mixed) •tt.-TO p. ui.
For Forest A oaue (Decriug) lOdOa.a,,
3.00 anil 0.30 p. na.
The I .OO p. as. train from Portland connects a!
Jaart. with Hoosac Tunnel Houle for

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

On Acoountof the Death of the Senior Partnerthe Stock!

»TUM

■

SUNDAY TKAINM
(or Bsstan 1.00,4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Bear
boro Crossing.

U.OO,
0.30,

elO___

eod6m
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From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF SYDNEY sails Saturday, March 24,
2 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
General Eastern Agents.
the
to
or
address
apply
COE. A. ADAMS A
IIS HIM, Wired. Car. Brand Si., Hasian.

receipt of 81.00.

octlO

--ucae Sr., IwaTOS, Mau
b-I“?!'^
A'a

~.

flk

Kaebrster Pnrmtnaisa, Allan
3.30 p. m.
Bat, 8.40 Am.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Msackcaw
(viaLawrence) 8.40Am., (via Ba
and
Newmarket Junction) ».tto a m.
•Via Kastern Dlv. to Bear boro Crossing.

trains.

For'diuarhrsirr, C'oarord, and

NEWPORT.satis Thursday, March 22, Noon.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston, Mass.

.ffiSrsKsrss

»ri-A

Memoranda.
Barque Corypliene, Gross, at New York from
Pernambuco, reports, Mcli 11, lat 88, Ion 72 40,
passed a sunken schr. On the 12th, about ten
miles SE ot Absecom, took a hurricane which
blew awav sails and did some other light damage. Came near going ashore, but the wind shifted and succeded working oil. Some of the men
are frostbitten.
Barque Megunticook, Hemingway, at Philadelphia from Cardenas, reports having encountered
the late hurricane, hut sustained no damage.
Sell Grace Gower. Wilson, from Mobile for New
York, was spoken Narch 16, no lat, &c, with loss
of foresail and mainsail, booms and gaffs, and
part of deckload gone.-by barque Jessie Macat Lewes from Pernambuco.
gregorl
h
Sch Martha Inms, Hunt, at New York from
Rockland, reports, while beating into City Island
and John Holly,
20th,was struck by aSSW squall
the mainsheet
seaman, was knocked overboard by
after
resuscitated
and
a
tug
but was picked up by
two hours work.

Wtreet.

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
l.'lver, for Nnn Francisco via The l.lbma. ot

A. P. Bush & Co., Boston.
Dear Sirs .— Your package of Ilakka Cream
tell
arrived last evening all O. K.; many thanks. I
vt*u 1 enjoyed the cleansing it gave me this morningbath.
i am feeling much like 1 had taken a Turkish
I have been a great sufferer from a very annoying
Catarrh for several years, have tried several remedies,
but nothing hat ha*t to desired an effect as Ilakka,
both for myself and an aged mother, also upon sevYours respectfully,
eral others In this vicinity.
II. W 'Vii.dkh, Bethlehem, N. IL

Walter L Plum-

20, barque Vldette, Tunneil,

...

LINK FOB—

and South America and Maiioo.

CATARRH.

wnnderfhl discovery

arrangement""of

...

California, Japan, China, Cental

HEMORRHOIDS.

PillS
Make New, Rich Blood!

night train and

Passenger Trains will l«™P.rtland:
For Worcester, CllnSnu, Ayer JoostlM,
at 7.J0
Nnal.ua, Wiadbuna and lipping

_eod3m

—

7.80, 8.40 A m., 11.40, 8.St p. ■».
Partland 7.30. 8.80, A ra., 1.00.
AOOp. m. <6.00 p. m. arriving Na. Berwick at
8.00 p. m., connecting with 9.36 p. m. train for
Partland.) Stmr.r. Hrark. Ptar Palat,
Mara, Hiddefard 7.30. 8.40,10 25 a. m„ 8.80,
Old Orrhard, 7.80, 8.40,
•6.30,6.15 p. m.
10.25 A m., 12.40,8.30, cS.SO, 6.16 p. m. N art to
Berwick,dram Palls, Da.n 7.80. 8.40 u,
K trier, fl overkill,
12.40,3.30, *6.30 p.m.
Lawrence, Lawell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,

_

on

Munday, Oct. ‘J3* ISMIT*

WESTERN DIVISION.

rit'ikKT OFFICBi

from New York.

SAMPSON, N. E. Agent,

Landings.

effect

War Baton
Bastan far

Portland & Rochester R. R-v

PACIFIC HAIL STEAMSHIP OOMPA\TS

HEAD COLDS,

la

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

Every Maiurday al N.,M> a. m., will leave
East Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate
Landings, arriving lu Portland about 3.00 p. m.,
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight
taken for The above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wliarl by
W. H. Bohanon. Telephone No. (187 F\
A. MONTGOMERY, Pres.
jantSdtf

CURE

__oct7dtf

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, O. P. A.,
Nov. 28.1887^_J. STEPHENSON. Snpt.

After Jan. 1. 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Turndni m S..IO
a. m., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Boothbay and Pemaquid.
Every Friday nt N.aOn. in., will leave for
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemaquid every %Vrdnr«.lay at ».«H> a. in., for Portland and Intermedi-

L S. JOHNSON & CO- BOSTON. MASS,

CHAB. H. FOYB. Q. T. A.
Oct. 7. 1887

day train between Portland and

STEAMER ENTERPRISEHJAPT. ALFRED RACE.

no

WSt,

and *24.90; California, *82.60 and *83.76.

Portland nnd Boothbay Steamboat Co.

ate

Ship Palestine, ot Bath. 1469 tons, built in 1877
has been sold at San Francisco lor the Puget
Sound trade.
Barque Will W Case, 656 tons, built at Rockland In 1877, was sold at San Francisco 10th Inst
to Hanson & Co. for the coasting trade.

ears on

VIA

■jot Washington

chitis, N uralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding
Lungs, Hoarseness. Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Mot bus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chromo Diarrhoea,
Lameness
Spinal Diseases, 8oiatioa, Lame Back,
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

were a

SAVAMAH

STEAMSHIP CO.

tel>3

Eveaing.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

35 Eiohange SI., and DmoI Fort of India Streel.

Nlrnm.hip. ‘H«TE PITY” nnd “CITY
OP VI 4CON“every THl'BNDAY, nl .1
P. m,, ,ronl LEWIS WHAKI.
:lil Atlantic Avenue, Booton.
RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Lewis
Wharf. A. De W. SAMPSON, Agent. Central
O. G. PEARSON,
R R., 201 Washington St
Agent, 8. F. & W. R’v 211 Washington St.,

A BE W.

same

(•mrnrlai MONDAY, BOA IW.
will
and until further notice. Passenger trains
leave Portland as follows: M.35 a.
ConNo.
Uw,a«iw..eHaoi. for Brhlgton, Kryehurg,
-“railway. Fabyan's. Bethlehem. LancaataaL-wbltefleld, Littleton. Wells’ RivSherer. Montpelier, Bt. Johnsbory, Newport,
brooke. Bt.Johns, Montreal, Burlington. Swanton,
West.
and
Ogdensburg
.1.15 p. as. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
termedlatfl stations, with BUge connections for
No. Windham. Standlsh, Lknlngtou, Bebago, Naples, Parsousfleld, Kezar Palls. Oeumark. Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also for No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford via Bndgton.
Trains Arrive in Partland.
10.55 to. in. from Bartlett and way stations.
*.*5 P- - from Montreal,

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicaand
go, *21.00 and *19.00; Detroit, 618.78
*10 00; Kansas City, *32.60 and *28.86; St.
via.
Louis
Detroit,
Paul *82.80 and *28.00; St.
*26.00 and *21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago, *28.60

Freight and Passenger Line,

Ocean Steamship Co.

Hftrr KIO.VDAY, IV*.. 28.
trains will ran as fallawsi

Montreal

SAVANNAH

Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ercr Known.
Broneir CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, A.thma, at
the

nills

Parlor

ojclock.

OK

and

8.46 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.16 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars

I.owdl,
Worcester,
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston ev0
.,y week day evening rt

ONLY

baby docs not thrive, do

connection with earliest trains

*AM

leaving Montreal

Far Gorham, Jloutrral and Chirhgs, 8.46
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Far Qsrbrt, 1.30 p. m
Far KucURrld aad Cnalss, 8.46 a. m. and
1.80 p. m.
ARRIV.llik*
From Cevristoa aad Asbsra, 8.48 4« tn,
12.16.3.16, 5.45 and 0.45 p.m.
Fram Gorham, 8.46 a.m., 13.16and 8.46 p. hi.
From Chicago aad .Montreal, 13.16 and

for Prnvidence,
'^Tlirougi^tickets
New York, Arc.

NEW EAGLAM

Only line making direct connections with
Canadian Paciflc Westbound Trains

"

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

Fast

Ogdensburg R. R.

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.

1889.

DEPART!HKV
.30 and 8.46
F« t lubnro an,I I.rwistsa,
a. in. and 12.45 and 6.20 p. m.
Far Gorban, 8.45 a. m. and 1.30and 6.20p,

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland,
every weea day evening at 7 o’clock; arrivingjin
for

The

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

Boston.
Sid fm Cardenas 16th, sell Georgia, Delaware
Brt'&kWAt6r>
Ar at Singapore Mch 20, ship Southern Cross,
Tibbetts, Saigon, to load for New York.
d fm Para Feb 23, brig Blacy Clark, Wbituey,

a

On

THIS FIB8T-C LABS 8T BAM EBB

for

Portland and

23,

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

WINTER ARBANfiEMKNTS.

season

Kffect Jim.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

MJRDOCl’S
LipD POOH (JO., Bom
feblO_BWsMIt

-A-ISTID
EXTERNAL

If

Oen’l Manager.

14dtf_

STEAMERS.

102 BEDS.
FREE !
BED
EVERY
RememlMT

_

__„

“BOSTON

Our free home for Homeless Boys contains flftj
beds, and is located at 11 to 21 Causeway street
When any of the boys suffer from scrofula, £c
zema or other skin diseases, they recover quicklj
by the use of our Liquid Food.
We have just completed a Septic Hospital o
twelve Free Beds, all for-Surgicalf cases.
The Surgical Staff of Murdock s Free Ilospita
for Women are in dally attendance, except Satur
beds.
days, to examine patients and assign

...

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Caibarlen 16th, barque Mendoza, Rice,
Delaware Breakwater j sell Maynard Sumner,
Dyer. Baltimore.
Ar at Sagua 161h, brig Edw H Williams, Gould,

nov

953,
OF 9

Norn Ncolin, Prince EdIsland, and Cape Breton,

Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at B.00 P. M., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. (^’■Freight received upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.

Transcript.

MORTALITY

A

R4II.BOADS.

_

—

WINTER ARRAN(4 1EMENT887-8.

TOTAL, OPERATIONS

WITH

AND all parts op

The

sending ladles suffering for the want of opera
(know as capital case) from all sections.

them.”_

to

m.;
Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway,
Lewiston 9.50: Mechanic Falls (mixed train' U>.50: arriving at W. Minot 11.16 ;.E. Hebron 11,^0;
Buckfleld .12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 p.m.
Leave Portland 1.80 p. m. i Lewhiton 3.00,
Mechanie Falls 3.15; arriving at W Minot 3.30,
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.60; E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.00 a. m.;
arriving at Portland S.45 a. m., 13.15 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIOES,
DAILY-From W. Minot 3.30 p. m. lor Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Pern
6.80; Dixfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also tor
Breiiun’s Mina. Livermore. Returning, leave
Mexico 8.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Fort
L. L. LINCOLN,(Supt.
land 12.16 p. m.
Jan23dl!
R. ^BRADFORD. G. T. A.

Brunswick,
wards

ons

100 emergencies and how to
aug6eodly

Send 16 cents for

S SS

C F PORTLAND

mer, Look. Boston.
Ar at Havana Mch

New

a

KMtIiuHcU“*--1::: 5RS1S

Ar at

—

MMiiiiiinilli

6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and
monials.
For sale by Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

for the Skin.”
thinness of a wafer.

8.45 a.

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S

By the International Medical Congress
at Washington, D. C., 1887:
By the British Medical Association at
Brighton, Eng., 1886;
By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884;
(Trade Mark.)
do. at Richmond, Va„ 1881;
he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
do. at Saratoga, N. Y., 1886;
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock.
do. at Deer Park, Md., 1884;
and discussed by
It is a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheuma- | where essays were read
the ablest Physicians and Surtism, Heart Disease, Angina Pec- some of
of England, Germany, 1 ranee, Ittoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver geons
America.
and
aly
DysComplaint, Kidney Trouble,
The benefit of our Fiee Surgical Hospital foi
pepsia, etc.f etc.
Manufactured by Dr. F. S. HuTCHINSofc & Co.i
Women Is being recognized in all parts of tin
a
United States by the medical profession, as the)
Enosburgh Falls, Vt., U. S. A. Price $1.00 bottle,
Testi-

M1NIATUKK ALMANAC.MAKCH 23.

Cuba.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

It istheonly Raw Food known
and so Recognized

Appetite,

Debility

Arra«|wral-la

uum

Traveler.
Forbes’ Lithograph Co.
Co.
&
L. Prang
Rockwell & Churchell.
“

**

“

If suffering from Dizziness or
of
Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
of
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with Feelings or
Numbness
in
Sound
Ears,
suffocation, Ringing
the
Arm,
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from C©“
with Loss of
neral
etc.

“

“

u

30 Rice, ^ lb.... 6V4® 7
20 Rangoon. 6y ®5%
Muleralun.
16
20 ISaleratus.
6® 6V4
Spice*.
tlunpkwdn—si hoi.
00 Cassia, pure.. 16@ 17
Blasting.3
8porting.6 25@6 60 Cloves. 28® 30
6
(linger. 13® 16
Drop shot....
Mace. 76® »0
7
Buck.
Nutmegs. 65® 70
Pepper. 22@ 26
Bay.
Starch.
Pressed.$12®* 14 I
6
Straw........ $ 8@* 10 I Laundry.3V4@
Tea*.
roa.
■
Common.
2948294 ISoucnong. 18® 60
Neflued.. 2948294 lOolong-... 20® 30
4
@4Vi I do choice.. 35® 60
ltorway..
.12
Cast steel
@16 Japan. 25® 30
German steel 6
@7 I do choice.. 86® 40
Tobacco.
3
Shoe steel....
Best brands.. 60® 60
Sheet iron—
Medium.
30® 40
Common— 3948494
Common. 25® 30
U.C. 48494

gun
Sun

Winter

-■>--■-••

.---■■

“A halm

.

Romford Falls & Bockfield Railroad.

Messrs. Boston Daily Advertiser.
“
“
»»
Record.
“
a
«
Journal.
“
“
«
Post.
«

^-----

RAILROADS.

MTKJLUKKK.

have seen and known many cases where
life has been saved by its use.
That it is appreciated by the nubile,
we know by our increased anuual sales.
Goodwin & Co., Boston.
Geo.
“
Weeks & Potter,
Gilman Brothers,
Carter, Carter, & Kilham,
Cutler Bros. & Co.,
“
Bust Bros. & Bird,
Doolittle ic Smith,
Otis Clapp & Son,

2,1888,_mar2.lt m

Complexion.
economical, it wears

The most

sale Druggists:

No 10.
8 ..
10 OZ.

Marsala.'

aim uw

lauuurs,

—

•-•

The best for the

We, the undersigned publishers of Boston, in

22
60
8

Duck.

No 1.
No 3.

t-.

dorse the value of Murdoch’s Liquid Food, as
several members of our staff have used It, and
received the same benefit as noted by the Whole-

66®
White
Vitrol. blue..
6®
Vanilla, bean. $ U@ *16
wax...

FOOD.

write an Editorial for a Boston Monthly with which we refused to Adyertise.
S'aid Monthly compromised itself in
doing this, as it well knew all of its
insinuations to be false.
We, the undersigned, Wholesale Druggists of Bostou, nave used Murdock’s
Liquid Food dnring the last eight years

HE firm of John Loveitt & Co., was dissolved
Jan. 2,1888, by mutual consent.
veitt
GEO. F. LOVEITT.

DISSOLUTION OF

LIQUID

Instigated by counterfeit Manufacturers, who have—as they say in their
article—used Discharged Laborers to

VOPABTNKBSnrP NOTICE*.

Portland, Jan.

«<Kl&wrtninrm calwM

sepl2

lat teras
At Matanzas Mcb 14. barques T L Sweat, GoodWade,
llug, lor North ol Hatteras; Arthur C John
11
Ihermau, do: brigs Screamer. Berry, and
.raudou, Klcliardson, do; sebs Emma, Littlejobu,
io; Isaiah K Stetson, Trask, do.
Sid fm Digby, NS, 17th, sch Henry, Falklngham

r

Scknck’5

i^&ndnvke Pill^.'

#

#

:r,

nan.

too

suffer

Willie Keed, Yates,

S’ewcaslle. NSW.
Ar at Singapore Mcli 20, ship Southern Cross.
I'tbbelts. Saigon, to load (or New York.
At Manila Feb 3, ship Henry 8 Sanlorp, coulemned and sold.
for
At Iloilo Feb 3d, ship Jolm Currier, Dow,

'sbf fiuTainplco Feb

drinking

or

much, of the wrong kind
of food or liquid, you will
or

Foreien Ports.
liiogo Mch lbtli, ship Yorktown, Delap,

Ar at

only by

F. W. KINSMAN & CO., Apothecaries.
Sfith Street ana Fourth Avenue, New l orkPrlre lO, 35 nnd 75 Cent».
For sale by all the best Druggists.
eort&wlyprm
mti21

Sulpur.2941394
Sugar lead... 20®

P

New YORK—Ar 20tn, barque Corypheue,Gross
Pernambuco: schs Edw Rich, Knowlton, Deer
Webster Bernard. Marshall, Providence;
Hattie Dunn,
\ K Rickersou, Foss, Gonalves:
Lizzie S
Sawyer,
Poland
lo- J D lugraliam, Stacey, Providence.
Ar22d, sell lssac Orbeton, Trim, Cardenas.
Cld 21st. barque Elvina, Curtis, tor Laguna; sch

67@62
Quinine.
Jit rliueDarb.. -.7681 60
Kt snaKe. 36® 40
Saltpetre. 10® 16
Senna. 26® 30
Canary seed..
4® 4*4
Cardamons. ..1 00®1 76
Soda, bicarb.8% « 694
3
Sal.••-i«214@

EKOM

(By Telegraph.]
MEW YORK. Mcb. 22. 1888. Flour marketreceipts 67,493 packages ;exports 13,127 bbls aud
6718 sacks; quiet; sales 22,000 bbls
Flour quotations -Fine at 2 06®2 60; supernne
Western and State 2 40(63 00; common to good
extra Western aud State at 2 9068 40; good to
choice do at 3 50®4 90; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 306,4 60; fancy do at
at 4 60 64 90 jcommoD to good extra Ohio at 2 90
64 90 -. common to choice extra St Louts at 2 90®
4 90: patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 3064 60:1 choice to fancy do at 4 658* 90. Including 2,600 bbls city mill extra at 4|50@4 76;
1600 bbls tine do 2 058)2 60: 1300 bbls superfine
2 4083 00: 1500 bbls extra No 2 at 2 90®3 40;
f6(Xi bbls winter wheat extra at 2 908 6 00;
9,300 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 908 4 90. Southern flour in light demand; common to fair extra
at 3 40(83 90; good to choice at 4 0085 00. Rye
flour is steady but quiet; superfine at 8 4683 76.
Wheal receipts 2200 bu; exports 76,000 bush;
sales 228.000 bush; trifle better with a moderate
trade for export ; No 2 spring at 89c; No 2 Red at
89®89V4c store and elev, 89®89V4 c f o b, 90VV®
9094 c delivered. Rye neglected. Barley Is dull,
darn—receipts 17,060bush exports35.686busli,
sales 64,000 busli: higher; No 2 at 69%(860c In
elev. 00@6) V4c delivered. Ouis-recefots 126,000bu, exports 1605 bush: sales 119.000bush;
shade htghcr and moderately active, closing firm;
No 3 at 37c; do White 39c; No 2 at 87V4S38C:
White do at 89V4@40fcc ;No 1 White 43c; Mixed
Coffee—
Western 37 84Cc; White do at 40646c.
fair bio Is firm at 14c. Sugar Arm; refined firm;
C 5V4c; Extra C6W(ffi5 1116c; White Extra Cat
5%c; Yellow 6iV8®5V*c; standard A6V4C: Mould
A 7c; Confectioners A «<Vfc ; cut loaf and crushed
at 7:,/»c; off A at CaHVk; nowdered 7c; granulate
694 e Cubes at 7c. Priru-U um—united at
93VV- I’oik firm and in moderate demand. Beef
is quiet. I.»(-(I tirm;Western steam 7 90 87 92V* ;
city steam at 7 60; refined quoted at 7 80 for Con4'hrrec firm
tinent ; S A a 8 60. Hinier firm.
and in good demand; State 99i®12V4c; Western
11V2 611%C.
STreighia to Liverpool dull.
CHICAGO. March 22. 1*88.—Flour Is quiet.

■■lurk. Bartlett, Charleston.
Ar 21st barque Meguntlcook,

.20

Tip—

Georgia

—

Sheet.

Sup.7V4®8

8 Barrett, Wallace, Ports-

P«'rtlaiid
UppneU, nfv|s,
Lid 20th, sch
PHILADELPHIA

I.eaa.

sq.6
Ship.4»A@ 6
do

3Cldaist^ciisOliver
mouth: Win T

3Da*N VKKsi'ORT—Ar 20lh,

Apples.

from

Cld 20th, sell W Abrahams,

1*B*KVEHLy'—Ar*2') t b,

—

3 7o!&4 00
Chese.
Kussets,
@3 60 Vermont..;. 10 @14
Fancy Baldnsl
Evaporated Vlbl2®lSc N.Y. factory 10 @14

Pilot

NORFOLK—Ar 20th, sch Aaron Reppard,

Seeds.
8264 Cd)S264
Timothy Seed2 85®2;90

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
acmestic Markets.

I’ashley.

^BALTIMORE-

MUCILLAHEOIIS.

SC—Ar 10th, sch A P Schmlt,

Samdaten
xtraO.664
Bed Ton

Ducks..

■

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON.Mach 21.;i887.—The following are to
day’s quotations ot Provisions, ftc.:
■ Pork—Long cut 17 26®17 75 jshort cuts 17 60®
18 00; backs 18 00@18 26; light backs 17 00;
pork tongues IB 00.
Lard—Uliolce at 8%@8%e » tb in tcs; 8%@9c
In 10-lb pails; 9®9%c in 6-lb palls.
Hams at
10%®12c, according | to size and
cure; pressed hams ll%@12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs 7%c t* ib;coun
trv do at 7®7%c.
Butter—Western extra fresh made creamery at
31c: some fancy lots higher; extra first Western
creameiy at 27®80c; uo firsts at 24®2tic;do
June 20a2Sc; New York fall made creamery, extra at ;2e@28c: Vermont fresh made extra r niry
30 a 31c; do extra firsts 27®29c. The above quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Jobbing prices l®2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at |l2%@12%c;Ohlo
choice nominal at 12®12%c; low grades 6® 10c;
Northern sage 14c. Jobbing prices %o higher.
Eggs—Eastern; extras 16%c; some fancy nearby stock higher: Eastern firsts at 16c; extra Vt
and N Hat 10%c; fresh Western at 16c; fresh
Soulliern 15 Vic. Jobbing price lc higher.
Beans—ouoiee small IN vjnana pickea pea ai
2 9083 00 *> bush; choice New York large hand
picked do 2 8582 90; small Vermont hand-picked do at 3 10 6316.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00®18 00; fair to
good at *16(Xta*16 00; Eastern line |12®*15;
door to ordinary *]2®$14: East swale 10(8*11.
Rye straw, choice, 18 00®*20 00; oat straw 9 60
(3)10 00.
Potatoes—Hoidton Rose at *110 F busli; do
Ilebrous 96c; Aroostook Rose 1 06 81 08; do hclirous at 88 690c: prollfics 86c; White Brooks at

Kef. Pet. 764

Pea Beans...3 0088 26

Ammonia—

BOSTON, Mch 22.
Pipe Line Certificates.
10 00 A. M. 93 Vs
92%
10.30
91 Vs
11.00
91%
11.80
«1%
12 M
92%
IP. W.
93%
2.30 P. M
93%
Closing

Po

..

tart—

Petroleum Market.

NGEORGKTOWN,
Horse

PORTLAND, March 22,1888
following are to-day’s closing quotations ot
Grain, Provisions, Ac.:
Crain.
Flour.
66®68
H Mid Corn.
Buperftne ana
low grades.2 76®3 76 Corn, bag lots.. .68569
Meal, bag lots ..66®**6
X Spring and
44®45
XX Spring..4 15®4 36 Oats, car lots
Patent Spring
4U®47
Oats, bag loti
Wheats.B 00®B 25 Cotton 8eea.
car lots..24 ?0®26 00
Mich, straight
do bag .26 00&2C90
roller .4 60®4 76
clear do_4 25® 4 60 Sack’dBr’n
car lots. .23 00®24 00
stone ground4 26®4 86
do bag.. 24 000126 00
lit Louis st’gt
roller.4 76®B00 Middlings. 23 00®25 00
dear do_ 4 76®4% do bag lots,24 00®26 00
Provisions.
winter Wheat
Patents.6 0086 26 PorkBacks ...18 00®18 60
Fish.
Clear....17 60®l8oo
Cod. v qtl—
Large Shore 4Vi®4 50 1 Mess.16 76&16 00
Large Bauk4 b0®6 00 Beet—
Small.OOOaO(K) Ex Mess. 8 00® 6 60
9 00®9 26
Plate....
Pollock.2 50®8 26
Ex Plato. 9 60®10 00
Haddock.„
Hake.2 00@2 26 LardTubs!? !?.. 764® 8o
Herring
Tierces.... 764@
80
Scaled V bX..18@18e
Tlie

Large
Produce.
OranDerrles—
Maine.... 7 00®j»00
Cape Cod 11 00® 12 00

19th,sch M K Rawley, Alley

SAVANNAH—Cld

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.

Pine

_

come.

My

New York stock and Money Market-

|

_
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PERSONAL.

THE PRESS.

“Little Tycoon”

J. S. Cox. Jr., of the

MORNING, MARCH 28.

FRIDAY

PORTLAND AND: VICINITY.
tDVKRTI»EHKtTN TO-HAW.

i*KW

company is the »on of the celebrated Philadelphia flutist of that name.
Hon. O. G. Hal) of Waterville, has accepted an invitation to deliver the Memorial
Day address before the Fred A. Norwood

Post at Rockport.
Hon. Josiab Crosby had up to and including the year 1886, for 36 consecutive years
served as moderator at all of the annual and
special town meetings of the town of Dexter
during that time.
Albert S. Plummer, the lately elected
president of the Lewiston Common Council,
is a Po'tland boy, the son of the veteran
warden of ward seven in this city, Mr. Wm
H. Plummer.
Mr. William C. McAllester, assistant su-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Healer Stock.
For Sale—Sewall
School Supplies-W. H. SargentWorkman.
Wanted-First-class
Lost-Nut from Herd c Axle.
Brown, the Shoe Dealer-4.
New Mall—U. L. Bailey.
For Sale—Small I'arm.
Maine Bible Society.
Owen. Moore A Co.
Salesman Wanted.
C. H. Guppy & Co.
Tenement to Let.
Agents Wanted.
Found—Wallet.
Car

Hines Brothers.

Man Wanted.

the palace car department
of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, residing in
Baltimore, is here for a few days visiting
his father, Mr. George McAllester, on Gray

perintendent of
MRS. WINSLOW'S
Advice lo iHeihen.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep
by relieving tbe child from pain, and the little
eherub, awakes as “bright as a button.’’ It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes tbe child, softens the gums, allays all paiu, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the best known remedy
tor diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or
other causes Tweuty-flve cents a bottle.
mule
_FMAWAwly
—

worldr
But few articles have reached such
wide reputation as Angoatura Hitlers. For
over 60 years tUey have been the acknowledged
standard regulators of the digestive organs.
Their success has Incited Imitations. Be sure
you get the genuine article, manufactured only by
Dr. J. G. B. Siegert A Sons.
a

eodAwlw

marl9

Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is comof the best concentrated extracts of
It Is a safe
bark, roots and gums In the world.
and reliable medicine, pleasant to the taste, and
Price 85
cures coughs, colds, asthma and croup.
and 75 cents. Trial bottles 10 ecuts.

pounded

marlO_eodAwlw
Always

avoid harsh

purgative pills.

They first make you sick and then leave you const Ipated. Oarter’s Little Liver Pills regulate the
bowels ana make you well. Dose, one pill.

mar20_dAwlw
□"Best cure for Cougliand Colds
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.”

Is the old

Boston

eodAwtimo

imvll

JUDICIAL

Wednesday, agad|33years He was an exceedingly courteous gentleman, liked by all who
knew him. He leaves a widow, the daughter of the late Mr. James McGlinchy.
while in St.
M. B. Howe of Portland,
John, N. B., week before last, slipped as he
was crossing the street from Ills hotel, and
broke his leg. He is now at his mother’s
residence in Presque Isle, says the Aroostook Pioneer.
Rev. G. L. White of Bath, has received a
call from the Baptist church in Farmington,
N. H. He will continue for some time his
labors for the Fullenton Professorship for
Bates College in which he is meeting with

good

success.

E. W. Ayer, superintendent of the Warren Paper Mills at Cumberland Mills, accompanied by his wife, started Wednesday
for a few weeks’ journey through the South.
will travel as far south as Jacksona short stay at that place.
Hon. Reuben Foster, the new mayor of
Waterville, was born in Hanover, Oxford
county. He graduated from Colby University in 1866, read law and settled in Waterville. In 1858 be represented the town as a

They

ville, making

Republican

HOW MEN DIE.
If we know all the methods of approach adopt
ed by an enemy we are the better enabled to ward
off the dauger and postpone the moment when
surrender becomes Inevitable. In many Instances
the inherent strength of the body suffices to enable It to oppos e the tendency toward death. Many
however, have lost these forces to such an extent
that there is little or no help. In other cases, a
little aid to the weakened Lungs w ill make all
the difference between suddeu death and many
years of useful life. Upon the first symptoms of
a Cough, Cold, or any trouble ot the Throat or
Lungs, give that old and well known remedy—
It will
Boscliee’s German Syrup, a careful trial.
prove, what thousands say of it, to be the "benefactor of any home.”
novl-dlycT

SUPREME

street.
Mr. John C. Clancy, clerk of the Dominion Line of steamships, died in this city.

COURT.

legislature

the

in

and

was

chosen for three successive years, ant again
He
in 1870, when he was made speaker.
Kennebec county and
was senator from
president of the Senate in 1872. He has
been inactive in politics for several years on
accoubt of local matters, but always voted
the Republican ticket, and says he is ^ust as
much of a Republican as ever.
Mr. T. F. Kimball has been elected first
Mr.
vice president of the Union Pacific.

Kimball was born in Buxton. York county.
He entered the railMe., October 1,1831.
way service in 1859 as a special contributor
of newspaper articles in the interest of the
Pennsylvania railroad. In 1860 he became
connected with the business department of
the road, aud up to 1863 was Southwestern
passenger agent. Later on he was made
assistant general passenger agent, and in
1867 was promoted
position of geueral
western passenger agent. In 1871 he became
connected with the Union Pacific Railroad
in the capacity of general passenger and
ticket agent, and in 1880 was made assistant
general mhnager, which position he held until 1884, when be was made general traffic
manager. .Since September, 1887, he has
to the

IN CHANCBBY— ilkPOBK JUDGK

Charles E.

VIIKIIN.

vs. The Blddeford
FllsburyThis
was a

Foundry Company.

Stove

hearing upon

a

motion to dissolve an iuterlocutorv injunction.
The complainant, a director in the defendant company brought a trill In equity against the other
directors and stockholders iu which he alleges
among other tilings that he. McFadden, Luques,
Goodwiu, Andrews, lngersoil and Banks were directors of the corporation and that the cou,plainaid was clerk, that the assets of tl.e
are iu excess of the liabilities, that McFadden and
Goodwin with one Loriug ot Boston, and of Saco
have conspired to obtain control of the corporation, and to elect themselves to the offices with
tlie corrupt and fraudulent design to vote and appropriate to themselves the whole income and
worthprofits; to render the scares of FilshuryIlls
less and to unlawfully exclude him from
right
to act as director aud clerk. That In pursuance
of tills eonspricy McFadden and Voting on Marcli
1st. purchased of Luques anil Andrews tblr
whole stock mid of Godw in nearly all of his stock
amounting til all to 102 shares, the whole number of shares of the corporation being 2*5 shares,
which with the shares owned by McFadden constituted a majority of the stock. That thereupon
McFadden and Goodwin Iu the absence of Filshuiv. and without his knowledge. Induced Banks
and lngersoil to hold a directors meeting, that
J.uques the president and Fllsbury the clerk, and
Andrews were absent, tliat ihey preteuded to
elect McFadden clerk pro tern,and assuming there
were two vacancies elected Young aud one Alieu,
to wnom Young had sold one share of stock, directors iu {place of Andrews aud Luques, that
they then declared the office ot president and
clerk vacant and elected Young president aud Alion ciera.

corporation

Upon the complainant tiling bond. Judge Haskell, on the 12tli of March, issued an injuuctiou
restraining Allen and Young, pending the bill,
from meddling as directors with the property and
alt .Urs of said corporation, and restraining McKaddeu and Goodwin to refraiu from collecting debts
due the cm miration, selling tile merchandize, [laying out funds, etc., except in conjunction with
llanks, lngersoll and J'lllsbury as a board of directors, ami from all attempts, directly or indirectly. to accomplish any object or purpose In violation of this 1, Junction, until the further older of
court. Tills Injunction the defendants move to
dissolve. The time for filing the answer lias net
expired and no answer has been hied; ut the defendants deny that there was any conspiring io
commit any fraud upou the complainant Plllsbury.
They say that Plllsbury was not only a director,
but the selling agent of the company; that he was
making trouble, and had made it so uncomfortable
lor McKadden. the superintendent, that one or the
other bad got to gel out; and McKadden and
Young admit that they did purchase the controlling
interest in the stock for the purpose of getting
Plllsbury out of the board of directors, which
they had a right to do, and they claim that tlrey
have done uotliiug that is Illegal.
Young claims that he bought the stock as a
investment and also to assist his
matter of
brolher-lu-law McKadden, to gel rid of Plllsbury
from the board of management and thus put the
concern on a better footing by giving opportunities for a better management.
The complainant claims that the meetings of
the directors and pretended directors were illegal
for various reasons.
Afler the testimony was ended Judge Virgin
said It seemed to him this was a case the parties
might settle, with the aid of counsel, with much
better advantage and profit to themselves than to
have It determined by tile strict rules of the law.
In accordance with tills suggestion the parties
with their counsel had a conference the result of
Banks and lngersoll
which was that
sold their stock to the others and that of course

Pllsbury,

ended the

case.

filled the position of assistant to First Vice
President and General Manager T. J. Potter.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
BOSTON * MAINE.

All the passenger, baggage and mail cars
the Western Division of the Boston &
Maine rnilroad are now equipped with the
Westinghouse automatic brake. This brake
is so arranged that if the cars of a moving
train become separated both divi-ious of the
Before
train are almost instantly stopped.
this the vacuum brake was used.
on

Fell off the Wharf.
A man fresh from the woods, having just
left the logging camp, visited the city yesterday to look about the town. Anxious for a
sight of salt water he strolled down to the
docks and with his hand thrust in his trousdown

pockets, sauntered
wharf. The wharf was slippery and when
abreast of J. W. Trefethen”s he fell off Into
the water, feet first, and disappeared beneath the surface. In a moment he rose,
blew the water from his nostrils and calmly
struck out for the wharf. He seized hold of
a pile and notwithstanding the fact that it
was very slippery, climbed to the top where
he took the extended hand of a fisherman

ers

and got upon the wharf. “I’m a good swimmer,” said he, “hut Itook the handiest way
to get out.” He walked Into Mr. Trefethen’s
store, took off his clothes, wrung the water
from them and then put them on again and
walked up the wharf looking about him apparently not in the least discomfited by his
recent accident.
House

BEFOUE JUDGE H ASK Ebb.

Somerset County.

Skowhegan, March 21.
Tills morning the assignments were made for
llie term. There being no case ready forj trial
the Juries were excused until Thursday morning.
MUNICIPAL COURT.

_

A Good Move.

It is understood that a corporation is in
process of formation which will keep the extensive cooperage of K. S. Hamlen & Co. In
Portland. An offer had been made the firm
to remove their plant to New York, which
would also remove 75 employes with their
families. This new corporation will keep
these people here, and It is an outgrowth of
the recent agitation in the Board of Trade in

behalf of home industries.
Presentation.

BEFOUE UECOUDEB DYER.

Thihsday.—Joseph Gleason.

larceny; 60

In county tail.
days
Louis Bolduc. Assault; 60 days in county jail.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The cutter Dallas sailed from tills port yesterday.
rTlxA

onalnw

town.

a#

41..

1\__f_..L..I.

will begin Monday, April 2d.
The history of the Beethoven Society by
Ira Berry is
lished.

twenty,

not ten cents as

pub-

Rev. Frank T. Bayley will lead the Bible
class at the Y. M. C. A. rooms this afternoon
at 4.30 o’clock.

Bolduc, the

Frenchman who assaulted the
young McGovern boy, was sentenced to 60
days by Recorder Dyer yesterday morning.
On account of the storm Wednesday night
the concert to be given at Vaughan street
church was postponed till next Wednesday,
March 28th.
The wheel of an express wagon was destroyed by having the spoke pulled from
the hub and the rim broken In the railroad
track at the foot of Park street yesterday.
Yesterday morning officers Skillings and
Hussey seized a case of lager in the rear of
01 Commercial street, and officers Harmon
and Pickett four kegs of beer at the old Commercial House on Fore street.
A man named Coogan, belonging in tnis
city, was run over by a team in a logging
camp at Fabyan, N. H., last Tuesday and
had his leg badly injured. He arrived in this

city yesterday.
U.,
James Clifford,
Portsmouth,
jumped from a train on Commercial street,
of

N.

yesterday, slipped and fell and one foot was
slightly Injured by coming in close proximity
to the car wheels.

The Horse Railroad Company are picking
the ice from their track between the post
office and the Grand Trunk depot. This
part of the track nas been under ice since
the 26th of

January.

Vincent Chautauqua Circle will meet this
evening with Mrs. J. W. D. Carter, No. 816
Congress street. A full attendance is desired
as a very attractive
programme has been arranged.
1 be regular
monthly dinner of the Portland Club will be held at
their club rooms,
Monday evening next, at 6.30 o’clock. Members should apply for tickets for
themselves
and friends of the secretary
noon.

Warming.

Last Monday evening Mr. J. U. Sawyer,
the popular clerk for X. John Little, was
surprised to find about thirty of his friends
and associates at the door. After looking at
them a few minutes he managed to ask them
In and they passed a very pleasant evening
with whist and games. Mrs. Sawyer had
prepared a nice supper, after which Mr. and
Mrs. Sawyer were presented witli a silver
water pitcher, and a speech was responded to
by Mr. Sawyer very feelingly. The friends
voted the evening as one of the bright spots
of life.
T.

\V. K. Lunt for complainant,
Hampden Fairfield for defendants.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

Commercial

by Saturday

Prayer for the unused membership will be
the topic for this afternoon
meeting of the

W. C. T. U. Mrs. L. M. N Stevens and Miss
Lucia E. F. Kimball are to be present. Miss
Kimball will address the meeting from 3 to \
o'clock.

Mr. James Tapson, employed in the cus*
tom house department of the Grand Trunk
Railway Company, has returned from his
wedding trip. The other evening lie was
waited on by his fellow clerks, and Mr. Jo
seph McGowan, the cashier, in a complimentary speech presented Mr. and Mrs. Tapson

elegant timepiece.

wltb

an

plied

in a neat

speech,

company enjoyed

a

and

Mr.

Tapson

afterwards

re-

the

Fore street.
Customs Reductions.
The question of meeting salaries at the
custom house for the ensuing four months,
have been happily answered by an arrangement by which each of the employes will
take five days’ vacation in eacii month with-

This is much linore satisfactory
method at the New York custom
house, which, It is said, will result in the
discharge of several hundred employes.
out pay.
than the

Portland Business College.

The twelfth lecture at the Portland Busidelivered yesterday afternoon by Judge If. C. Peabody.
Subject:
“Laws of Insolvency.” He spoke in a very

College

Interesting

was

manner

for

three-quarters

hour, and held the closest

of an
attention of the

students._

Clubs. The executive committee
structed to nrrauge for a public banquet
be held this spring, at which some prominent men shall be entertained.
were

In
to

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Registry of Heeds:

Harpswell—Mary

riet B. Springer.
It

Ought

features.

to

Har-

*775.
to Raise the Debt.

[Ellsworth Americau.]
Some of the ladies of the Village Improvement Society are starting an entertainment
called the “Chronotlianatoletron,” for the
High School debt. It will be given in about
three weeks and fifteen young ladies will appear, More anon.

It

Is

better

than many of

pretence, because it fulfills its object of
amusing the audience and sending them
home in good humor. The plot, In brief, details how Gen. Knickerbocker, of an old
New York family, tries to marry ills daughter Violet to Lord Dolphin, an English ninny, and how Alvin Barry, a Wall street
broker, by the aid of his friend Rufus Ready
manages to defeat his plans aud marry Violet himself. To attain that end he finally asmore

sumes the character of the Great Tycoon,
whose position is considered by the General
far superior to that of an English lord. The
solo parts are not in very efficient hands,
Miss Lily Post standing out in strong relief
against the weaker background of the other
principals. She has a good, well-trained
voice, and she sang her solos. “Love Comes
Like a Summer Sigh,” and the aria in the
second act, with good method and much
taste. Mi. Gervaise’s voice is nut adapted to
the part of Alvin Barry, and Mr. Myers as
Rufus Ready, has a strong bass, but it is
harsh.
Mr. Ered Lennox, as Geu. Knickerbocker, although his voice is not very strong
makes up by his cleverness for its failure,
and his topical song “You can’t do it, you
know,” elicited encore after encore. Messrs.
Everett and Mealey were very amusing as
Lord Dolphin and nis valet, and Misses Arnold and White were acceptable as Miss
Hurricane and Dollv Dimple. The choruses
were spirited and
strong, albeit rather boisterous, but the singers were well drilled and
sang with much precision. The costumes in
the Japanese scene were rich and appropriate.
The scenery was very good, especially the
set iu the first act, representing the deck of
the steamer with the miniature steamship
under full steam iu the distance.
The audience last night was large and enthusiastic, and encore followed encore iu
rapid succession. There should be a crowded house tonight.
HIGH STREET CHURCH ENTERTAINMENT.
There was a good attendance at the entertainment given in the vestry of High street

church last night, and those present
_IA_tiu

...UL

AU_

__

were

A!,,.

WEBER CLUB CONCERT.

Last evening this favorite Club were greeted with a full house at Haydn Hall, about
fire hundred or more persons being present,
and the seating capacity of the hall being
taxed to its fullest extent. The Club has
the public for over a
appeared
year. We observed a number of new voices
As they came upon
and faces in the club.
the stage, twenty-two in number, all iu full
dress, they presented a Hue appearance. The
pieces sang by the Club were, “Hark, the
before

not

inspired conduct

which, unexplained, savors
of such unaccountable and gratuitous inhuC. VV. G.
manity.

Trumpet,” by Buck; "Ave Maria,” by
Phelps; “Cruel Cuckoo,” by Koschat; and
"Weimar Folk Song,” by Lizst. The most
pleasing selections were the Ave Maria and

HI

The entertainment given by the State
street Society at the vestry of the church
last evening, was much enjoyed by all present. Mr. H. W. Bryant read Mrs. Mary D.
Brine’s beautiful poem, “Grandma's Attic
Treasures” excellently, and the tableaux illustrating the poem were excellently presented by ladies and gentlemen of the society. The old furniture was m perfect keeping with the subject, and there were frequent
The singing by Misses Long and
encores.
Jacksou was delightful, aud the “Bell Ringers” made a great hit.
Heroes of Hebrew History.
The first in the series of Biblical lectures

by Rev. Dr. Hill was given in the ball iu
Brown’s block last evening.
The gospels of Matthew aud of Mark, the
doctor said, agree perfectly in their enumeration and arrangement of events, from the
time of Peter’s confession of faith, up to the
crucifixion. Luke arranged the events in a
But these acsomewhat different order.
counts were rather puzzling, and in part
self contradictory. The Jews determined to
kill Jesus secretly, yet had him crucified
publicly; they determined not to kill him
during a feast, and then killed him during
the greatest of feasts. They convicted him
of blasphemy and then sent him to a Roman
governor to confirm itl He acknowledged to
Pilate that he was a king, yet Pilate declared
him innocent of treason.
Pilate declared
him innocent, wished to set him free, and
The ac.
yet ordered him to be crucified.
counts of the events leading to this end, are

strangely interrupted by a triumphal entry
Into Jerusalem, which seems to have been
without any cause, and without any effects.
They are also interrupted by a supper ap-

parently having

no

connection with any oth-

In this city, March 22, Miss Deborah Watts.

In Bath, Marcli 17. Mrs. Almira Mayhew, aged
years 6 months,—widow of the late Nathan

74

Mayhew.

In Haco, March 16, John
years.
In Parsunsllcld, March
aged 77 years.

C. Benedict, aged 36
11, Henry Eastman,

[The funeral of the late Sarah A. Collagan
will take place this Friday afternoon at 2 o'clk,
(instead of 3 o’clock) at her late residence. 841
Burial at convenience of the
Congress street.

family.

[Piavcrsof the late William C. Higgins will be
held at the residence of bis parents. No. 283 Danforth street, this Filday]afternoou at 2Vt o'clock.
Burial private.

“The best advertisement for an article is
consideration is price.”

I,ubin’s Toilet Powder.15
••
«

SoapP......13.
Sliaving.18,

Cashmere Bouquet.*1 I

violet.30

Glycerine.Jf
Marguerite.If
lol

u

n

••

<«

«

Vaseline.

Tar.11!

Cologne.18
14

Eau de

Cuticura

Naiades.
.-l6* 81-78 per doz.
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and A

mono

Cream.oo

And an immense stock of Tooth, Nall
Toilet Articles too numerous to mention.

and Hair

__

CHEAP GLOVES.

by nearly everybody
expel the
Impurities which have accumulated iu the blood
during the winter, to keep up strength as the
to

warm weather comeson, create

an

appetite

and

imprisonment? These are grave questions
and will suggest themselves, for the undeniable fact is that public Interest in this case
centres not upon those worthless convicts,
but upon the memory of cashier Barron and
the assailants of his memory.
And an
unpleasant feature of the affair is thedifficulty of excusing their conduct even upon their

hypothesis.

Grant, if you please, all that can possibly
be claimed in their behalf—that they are inclined to the belief that Barron committed
suicide—for they do not pretend that they
can prove it, or even that they know it to be
true. Surely every right-minded man would
arrive at such a belief most reluctantly and
hold it doubtingly. Every man of ordinary
humanity would be touched with deep pity
not only for the widow and son, but for the
For in the most undead cashier himself.
favorable view possible, the sum total of alirregularities turns out to be very
leged

small,-some $700.

we

believe,—and which

have never been shown to be anything but
that ample
mere errors; while it is admitted
provision had been made by the cashier for
its correction, so that the bank could not and
Finally, accordin fact did not lose a cent.
ing to these men’s theory, the conciousness
errors so
trifling
these
of
comparatively
wrought upon the morbidly sensative mind
of Mr. Barron as at last to unsettle his reason uud drive him to suicide.
This is the whole of and the worst of it,
■nless they would now have ns accept the

land___^

had salt rheum humor In my right foot for 12
IB years. It discharged and frequently saturated my stocking and shoe. I was unable to
“I

walk auy distance, and suffered intensely. I
heard of Hood's Sarsaparilla and tried a bottle.
Found it was duing me good, and in a short time
the humor entirely disappeared and I can walk
as well as any one. I advise all afflicted with salt
rlieum or any humor to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla.',
Mart A. Johnson, South Bridgton, Me.
Mrs. C. W. Marriott, Lowell, Mass., was com
pletely cured of sick headache, which she had
had 16 years, by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists, f 1: six for $5, Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & L'O..Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
uAwlynrm

VprU

1, 1888 ending March 31,1888,
the
books, stationery and other supplies of
kind usually provided by the city for school use.
the
list
of
and
a
seen
principle
Samples can be
articles together with smount of each that will
furnished by calling
probably be required, will be
at
upon the Superrntendent of School Buildings
Rooms,
City Building.
School Committee
All proposals will be contingent upon such appropriation as the City Council may make for the
above supplies, and the right is reserved to reject
all such pioposa's as may be deemed contrary to
W. H. SARGENT.
the Interests of the city.
Supt. of School Buildings.
Portland, March

22,188&._mh23dlw

ITtOUN

D—Last Saturday,

a

wallet containing

a

small sum of money; the owner can have the
183 Consame by calling at B. McDONOUGH’S,
gress street and paying for this advertisement ^

$3.00 shoe contains all the advantages of a hand sewed boot with low
and
no nails, tacks or threads inside; soft

BKOtVIf’H
price
pliable.

100 Doses One Dollar.

janl

SHXs^.^TirtfW&g:

March 30.1888. for furntshlug the public schools
of the Citv of Portland, for the current year, comwith

or

Hood's

SCHOOL

mencing

BRIDGTON, ME.

SUPPLIES.

BROWN, 401 Congress street.

23-1

ANTED—Man with a few hundred dollars
to take an interest in one of the greatest
Call on L. P. PELL,
novelties yet invented.
Perry’s Hotel, Portland._23-1
are
troubled with rubbers
If you
ADI EM
that slip or break down at the heels, call at
can
get you rubbers warBROWN’S, where you
ranted not to slip. BROWN, 46i Congress street.
—

JEWELRY DEPARTMENT.
FINE GOODS

|

—

EE.TIAI.E HELP.
Nova Scotia girl.

ing

nurse or

as

a

wait-

Also 20
to take situations in

WANTED—A
WANTED—Cook

CORSET
BETTER

than any other made in

EUROPE

Are You Familiar with tlie Plans

j

one

14 horse

boiler with

power

FOB

Ladies and gentletSENTM WANTED
men to represent the C. F. Jewett Pub. Co.,
inall
towns In Maine
of
Boston,
(Estes & Laurlat)
and N. H.; good pay and permanent employment.
General
Mauager, 34
Apply to JOHN BROWN,
Exchange St., from 8.30 to 9.00 a. m., and from
8
in.23-4
6,30
to
to
and
p.
12.30
2,
—

J\.

Have you seen BROWN’S
82.00 Waukenphast Bals? They are made In
good style, with double soles, and are equal for
service to any *3.00 boot;
Just the thing to wear
BROWN,
without rubbers during the spring.
401 Congress street._23-1
—

Sewall Car Heater Stock, a few
shares Portland Water Co. Stock, American
Railway Gate Stock and other Manufacturing
Stock bought and sold by N. 8. GARDNER. 40
23-1
Exchange street._
—

Convenient down stairs rent « or 7
rooms, new house, 3 Sumner Court, North
street; sunny; sanitary couditlons perfect; good
yard; near horse cars; *12.50 per month. Hi H.
23-1
SHAW, 160 Middle or 92 North street.

TO

PRINCESS OF WALES CO., N. Y., MPRS.

SIX MILLION DOL-

Kept I. Mock and recommended hr

over

ME
MOORE & CO., PORTLAND.
OWEN,
dlawK3m
mart

calculated by the most conservative standards
known to the law.
pays Its losses promptly. Its policies after
three years are free from all limitations as to
Residence, Travel, Suicide and Occupation.
Military and Naval Service excepted.

IT

RAINY DAY

carefully

has
plans.
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors and Offiand ability are unqueswhose
are

Integrity

cers,

tioned.

of the Maine Non-Fortel-

provisions
ture Law apply only to the policies Issued by
THE
and under It extended Insurance fs
this
wise

GOODS !

Company,
provided for In

three

or

more

case of lapse after the payment of
annual premiums In cash.

NEW MAINE LAW

CONVERTIBLE

a Grocery.
MUTUAL contains
THEPOLICY of the UNIONPERKEt'T
Meat and Provision Store, including good
LIKE INSTOCK,
every desirable feature In
Horse and Sleigh, 2 Wagons, 2 Harnesses, and

d»w

LET

■-

magnificent form.

has to-day
THREE HUN
IN ASSETS, and
IT LARS
DRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS

I

SALK—A small farm (13 acres,) good
buildings, excellent water, 200 fruit trees In
bearing, small fruit in abundance, pleasant and
healthy; 7M« miles from Portland; Just the place
for market gardening and poultry; terms easy.
Apply to Box 64, Old Orchard, or 93 Exchange
St., Room 1, Portland.23-1

FOB

* vt

——

For Sale.
and good will of

mar23

NAE.E

Kf
III]

realize that this old and sterling coma HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
In 1848 under the laws ot Maine?
you

Fixtures

THE

GENTLEMEN

--

east and west.
For particulars and terms Inquire of
AHA CUNHMAfif, Auburn, Me.,
Aug22eodAwrf
or on the premises.

Maine Bible Society.
Bible Society of Maine, wilt bold its
Annual meeting at the Y. M. C. A. Hall,
Portland, THURSDAY, April 6, 1888. at 4.30
N. W. EDSON, Secretary.
p. rn.

a

|1

aIUj

DO pany Is

Its alfalrs

—

from end of Coupe Axle. Anywill be well
on
SAWYER’S
paid by
Street.2-13
697
STABLE.
Congress
nut

the street
LONT-A
finding same
leaving at FERNALD &
one

workman

on

turned boots; best prices.
WANTED-First-class
EMERY & HOLMES. Biddeford, Me.

ladies’
to
23-1

Apply

Ladies’Gossamers, Children’s Gossamers, Boys’ Coats, School
Umbrellas, Ladies’ and
Gents’ Umbrellas, Finest Cambric
Umbrellas, Warranted Fast

a

i
Sled;
good location; doing a good business; reaThis is a
!sons for selling, parties going away.
chance seldom offered for one or two smart young
men to start in a business well established, with
plenty of trade. For further information, apply
to J. BREWSTER A CO., Peak’s Island, or to B.
F. LAMB, 11 Moulton Street, Portland, Me.
dl v

SURANCE POLICY.
....
If you will send your address to the nome Office, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information In regard to the Company
and Its plans.

PROPERTY FOR SALE.
The Jefferson Hill House In Jeff
erson, Coos County, New Hampshire; pleasantly located on high
land; commanding a beautiful
I
v<»w of Mt. Washington,
the
White' Mountain range, the Franconia range,
new
is
a
it
Pilot
the
range;
Cherry Mountain, and
bouse, well arranged Inside and out, pure water
good sewerage, and will accommodate about Iw
guests; since it was first opened to the public it
has been a favorite resort among the many good
on Jefferson Hill, and by guests willing to
I
houses
is
the
Ipay good prices; everything about forpremises
much less
in good condition; It eau be bought
1than Its value; For particulars apply to C. B. Jordan, Lancaster, N. H.. or H. D. Abbott, South

experience, strong, financial condition, large surplus, equitable and attractive plans and conservative management.

mar20_
UOTEIj

1

|

Af(?b22eodt*ln°

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents of

Maine for their especial patronage, because
THE
It Is HOME COMPANY, and because of its age,
a

Black Umbrellas, Union Silk Umbrellas, Silk and Wool
Umbrellas, and best All Silk
Umbrellas in the market now on sale.

D1BECTOBN.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine;
John E. DbWitt, Portland, Maine.
Hknry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. PercivalBonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. K. Richards, Rockport, Me.
Gkoroe L. Dkhlois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robir, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.
James Yeareance, New York, N. Y.

MRS. CAROLINE GOOLD.

We buy in the largest quantity so as to secure very low
est prices, and as our
sales are large we give our
customers benefit of
smaller profits.

OFVICEB.H.

For Sale.
E of the finest residences In the County ol
Oxford, situated In the enterprising and
village of South Paris, Maine; about
growing
I
three minutes walk from Grand Trunk R allroad
Heated with
Station; Queen Ann style of house.
steam; piped all through from cellar to attic for
four (♦)
between
mountain
view;
gas.
Splendid
j
Will be sold at a bar;and five (6) acres of land.
for city
Would
exchange
Terms
gain.
easy.
i
Call on or address HON. GEORGE A.
jproperty. South
N.
S.
GARDNER,
I’aris
WILSON,
Me’,or
Exchange street, SyLvaW 8HURTLEFF, 2V,
1Union Wharf, Portland,

ON

j

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
iVTUITR I.

RiTKM

S*»<»r4*farv

J. FRANK LANU, Ass't Secretary
THOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D.. Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

BEN

RINES BROTHERS.

WILLIAMS,

CURE

MAKE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such atf
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness. Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

Superintendent of Agamies. Eastern Department

Maine._mhSdlrn

Manager

LET-For six months, a nicely furnished
on State St., near Congress St.
PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
Apply
located
TOhouse
to JOHN F.
LET-Two

SINKINSON

JAMES

LIT.

TO

for

City Agency, Portland.

eodU

lebS

PIANO!

17-1

new

brick houses No. 606 and

each:
607 Cumberland Street, eleven
TO
are very desirable houses; all modern and
,
these
rooms

23-1

ventilated and planned. Apply to J. 8.
16-2
WINSLOW, 136 Commercial St.

TO LET.

APPOINTMENT

AN
—

salesman

AT THE

TO

Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and pro
venting this annoying complaint, while they also
correct all disorders of the stomach,stimulate the
Mver and regulate the bowels. Even if they oul.-

HOUSE

HEAD

Is the bane of so many lives that here is where
wo make our great boast. Our pills cure it whilo
•-•hers do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
iso them. In vialsat 25 cents ; fivo for $1. Sold
'y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

I

I
■
-I

3

§I
■

1

a

■

B

Spices
calling for
SLADE'S EPICUREAN SPICES,

World.
Tht lottla
They are the best selected cultivatert spices, powdered, perfectly
and other
pure, all dusl, leaves
impurities being removed. ofMore
the
the
double
strength
than
common pure spices.
to

YOUR GROCER SELLS THEM.

BEFORE
best

see

the latest and

A

It has three practical and important features
The
found combined in no other wheel,
Trig well Ball Beariii* Head,
l*erfec*
cessfull ball head in use, M arwick
tiou Back Boar and Fork and hollow, thick
bottomed Kim.
Kighl, strong and Handsome.
Prices reduced from last season. Catalogue aud

Jiz*

theonljjwe

testimonials free.

C. L.

children

or

older persons.

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL
sep28

dly

BAILEY,-

International House,

I
India and Commercial streets, Portland,
Corner
Apply to AUG. P- HJM.Kit.
janetf
VI AI.K

middle

Hir«e«.

Aetertt,
eodll

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
Memorandums ol Lumber furnished at the lowmarket prices from our stock on the wharf, or
direct from our Southern Pine Mills, and in the
time.

DEEHIIKU, WINkLOtV
31*3 Conimercinl
octlO

(Street.

CO.,
rtland, m*
eodUm

EXCURSIONS 1 CALIFORNIA.
mm WEEK HA ILL USES.

For tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, liostou & Maine It. It., commercial stieet
8tai Uni. Lowest rates to all points West and
dec20dtf
Bop tk.

Bicycles, Tricycles,

man

tliat

understands
21-1

Call

them at

LOMU,SHORT & HARMON'S,
474 CONCRESS ST.

„„

PROPOSALS
be received bv the undersigned for furnishing materiel and erecting the Seminary
buildings at Oak Grove, In Vassalboro,* Including
the foundation; plausland specifications to be
seen at the office of J. L. Coburn, Architect, Lew-

WILL
iston,

Maine.

BIDS TO BE OPENEO ON APRIL 5,1888.
T. It.
mhgldgw

or

No. 3 Free Street Block, PotIujn.

crank
Everything that Is practical for the
machine is used by the Pope Manufacturing to., regardless or cost.

N. H. -A.k I.r the H I’KUKTT ORliA R

JylR

time.
InvestigaTills Is proved by eleven
and
tion will prove It II you will take the trouble,
it will
wheel
this
a
year
to
Guy
1 you
Send or call for a free Catalogue
Dav vou
of 60 pages that will tell you the wiiolk stouy.

years’

"redoing

Apply

j

a
or

man to

house
Green

learn trade of
F.
or

20-1

Me.’

youth of 15 or 16 years for an
insurance office. Must have the best of
Small
salary to commence. Address
>
references.
M. I- 3„ Press Office.20-1

WANTED-A

young man, one with 125
capital preferred, to work in and around
Portland. Call for E. HYBUM, 42 Brown St.,
17-1
Saturday, between :i and 6 p, m, only.

WANTED—Smart

men

WANTED—Young
ty
Educator," thorough and
to take orders

for

of

S EEDS
NOVELTIES FOR 1888.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER,

“DlRIGfl" TURNIP BLOOD BEET

the only lever machine
great success. It is also a perfect safety, and has
a fifty Inch wheel In front for a driving and steering wheel, thus giving it the grace and case of control of a regular bicycle.
l'i,lul««<te Free.
lliat has

ever

met with any

and “MAINE" SWEET CORN
Seed Catalogue will be mailed free

C.H.LAMSON

all bids.

HUSSEY,

J. J. Eft YE,
C. M. JONES.

177 DIDDLE
lllh‘20dlf

Orders by

buy it will get tfielr money's worth.'' A". E.
Journal of Education says: “No schoolroom In
America can afford to be without this great work
as a book of reference.”
It Is the most complete,
plain and
practical educational work ever published, anti is Indispensable to the family and
library. Uatklv & Co., 5»2 Washington »t.,
feb2Pd3m
!
SdSlPlL

I

mall

on

or

a

telegraph

a

I wish to inform all my friends and
former customers that l am now located
at UOtf Federal Street, with

MARRINER A

2 per cent.

Specialty.

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

CongrossSt., Boston,
22

*ep

COMPANY,

Wholesale and Retail Nrocers. wRere
T*
should he pleased to show joa the Hnest
the
est stock, lowest prices and
store In the State. Vonrs resp y.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
24

MAINE.
eodAwlmo.

NOTICE.

STREET,

margin of

ft Vrilvril Ml*-*

PORTLAND,

PORTLAND, HE.

Bought and told
and upuartle.

application

WHITNEY,

&

TfMipIr

ou

feb24

BOSTON & NEW YORK STOCKS

energy and hones-

“Uately’s Universal
complete encyclopaedia and business guide; Indorsed as such by every
one that has seen it, and by every paper of national reputation in this country and Canada. The
Boston Herald says of the book: “It Is a carefully
prepared and thoroughly useful work, and those
a

dtf

rmtuta to ohdkk.

WE ALSO HAVE THE AVENCV FOK THE

must!lie
Press Office. 21-1

to learn

who

The right is reserved to reject any

SAMUEL THURSTON,

dems and Safeties.

some

or one

see

ment.

€’•«*.
young

many new novelties for Easter Gifts.

sole agency of thta worfd renowned instru-

KENDALL

wort.

ami

Tan-

IIEI.P

iVa kiting and decorating. Portland Pottery
WAITED—A
J n'w'&EV. LAMBOlf A CO.
Easter Cards,
experience.
vrBD—A drug clerk of
of good
business;
W4
Easter Books,
Address JAMES.
habits,
chance by
young
carriage
Easter Booklets, WANTED—A
painting
St., Portland,
address
B„ 16S
and

quickest possible

AflcrDliircIi 1, 1888,lli«

JUST ARRIVED!

est

<

TO

etc.

*

LUMBER AND TIMBER.

factv*

Are contained in the reports of
the Boards of Health, showing the
fearful adulteration of spices, and
yet anyone who wants absolutely
can
Pure
get them by

■k

purchasing a wheel
one made; the 1888

mli22

Small Pill, Snail Bose. Snail fr*

fl

the

!*«.»

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

I

a

“New Mail*”

ACHE

LEASE !

I

sitting when you have a leisure hour. Noth
tng gives as much satisfaction as a finely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
friends. Up only one night; making It easy for
for

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortu
natelv their gin >dness does notend hero.and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all sick head

LET.

with stable connected, both In first
class condition. 88 Brackett street
By
mb5tl
GEO. M1LLIKEN.

“

Fstartling

dtf

marl

SICK

The

COLUMBIA
I

A Convenient and newly renovated
tenement for small family, 14 Winter
St. Enquire at 281 Spring St., or 138
JAMES BAIN.
Commercial St.

—

,l2t

mh!2_____

—--,well

experienced carpet
WANTED—An
by I. R. LIBBY, Blddefoed, Me.

buu au uiu«

UU|

«I' POKTLAND, ME!

liberal

ADUOini'n

IT IS PROOF AGAINST PERSPIRATION
Xfl and moisture. Will mUher corrode or
toil the undermar, stretch or break at the
waist The bones never move or come out In wear.
IT NEVER CHANGES ITS FORM,
At
always retaining Its original shape; It la
invaluable to young ladle*. because It removes and prevents stooping and round •boulder*
m , e
Tins CORSET MUST NOT BE MORE
ll than E inchee mailer than the else of your
V
walet when measured tightly over your
dress. If so ordered no Coreet Mater can make
or
one to order (at any price) that will fit as well,
with as much ease and comfort or give such a

ARE

w

Auuuiu auu

/H

to
you aware that this Company has paid
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-THREE MILLION DOLLARS?

R. R. give rapid and frequent communication with
LCW19UM1,

101j

IT IS THE ONLY CORSET EVER HADE
the
that will rtduc* th* tht and increase
length of the waiat of YLaaaT Lamaa

without injurioas tight lacing.
A J IT IS THE BEST SPINAL SUPPORTER
nH m*de’aad lt »»PPort» »<l“Uy »®u 1,10

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

than

1

1

10t

Union Mutual

more

AMERICA,

or

BECAUSE

oir TH*

—

House

WALK—1 second-hand 13 horse power

**-

WHY
HerOubtto

WANTED-A

FOR

FOR

—

martl_

hoprivatetamlhes and
PALMApply at 1®* Eeleral St., MRS.

tels.
ER’S Employment Office.__
good cook and laundress. Aphours
ply at 92 SPRING ST., between the
m.
»
8
and
ot
p.
competent cook. (All in the
20-1
evening at 177 STATE STREET.
at the Maine General Hosfroinio a.
pital. Apply to the MATRON, in.iri uu
m. to 1 p. m.

WALK-Schr. Willie Martin, 144 tons,
well found, carries 170 thousand lumber;
I
now
lying at Portland Pier. For further particuEx1
lars
apply to E, FREEMAN, Agent, No. 114-4
(change St., Portland, Me._
WALK

AT

VERY LOW PRICES.

second work
child's
situation
WANTED-Byacompetent
competent girls
private family.

In

F"

—

IN AND LOOK AT MY NEW

COME

agent for letftimate amlestabAddress BOX 12W*. Port-

lished buslneee.
Special

J

SACCARAPPA, ME.
years I was troubled greatly with salt
rheum on my bands. They itched intensely, were
very sore, and would crack open and bleed very
often. I commenced using Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Hood’s Olive Ointment, and I am happy to
Miss Lizzie
say that lam completely cured.”
8. Tkott, Saccarappa, Me.
“For two

and

every

AUKNTR WANTED.

40-1

TH

OWEN, MOORE & GO.

“We value Hood’s Sarsaparilla very highly in
our lamily.
My whife has been a severe sufferer
from dyspepsia, and has found great relief by
taking this excellent medicine.’’ A. Nelson, 88
Walnut Street, Portland, Me.

mid*.

take
and adjustable bench, can earn good wages with
this article alone. Call and send for circular and
M. H. TYLER A CO., 604 fore St..
terms.
Portland. Me.

E homestead of the late Captain Thomas
,
Morse, in Gray, Maine, house new and modcommodious oarn aud out buildings, all in
,
ern;
ofeood condition: three minutes walk from post
fice and Maine Central R. R. Station; the farm
divided
nearly
100
equally
about
acres,
contains
all exce.tent
between wood, pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and farm crops;
for a man
dairy or stock farm, or country place
business in the city.
,
doing
Central
Maine
The many trains each way on the

mended.

promote healthy digestion. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the most popular and successful spring medl
cine. Try it.
PORTLAND, ME.

our

To the Editor of the Press:
Can it be for tiie interest of anyone that
Stain and Cromwell should not be driven to
desperation by final sentence to perpetual

in

FARM FOR SALE.

back. These we think are better Gloves than Boston
75 and 88 cents. We are
dealers are advertising at
always ambitious to beat Boston and shall sell these
goods in both the plain and embroidered back at 50 cents
VVe have all desirable sizes in Black, Browns,
a pair.
Tans and Slates, and intend to sell them right along
until
every day. Do not buy any Glove under one dollar
is stocked
you see these goods. Our Glove Department
and
children.
women
with every kind of a Glove for men,
Satisfaction guaranteed and correct styles always recom-

Spring Medicine
needed

mavinun

1

w.

pcdler
city
town In New England, to carry sample and
WANTED—Every
orders for Tyler’s Celebrated Step Ladder

DRY. Biddeford. Me.

Is

...

Those having coins
same, ami price asked.
please send rubbings
14 2
Mi'.
Woodford's,
Address A. E. MARKS.

rtOTTAIiR FOR WALE—For sale on Great
eight
Kj Diamond Island, a cottage containing from
a
the kitchen
rooms; with water brought iuto
r.
JAMES
to
the
on
Apply
flue well
premises.
BAXTER, 01 Peering street_
mouse lots for salk-Ou
St.
Cumberland and Sherman, Grove and
locaJohn Sts. Those on wt. John St. are nicely
ted for stores or dwellings. Also lot on Congress
to uullil
St. which can be arranged with owner
C. *
stores suitable for business purposes.
1
8t.17
40 Exchange
WALDRON,
\

FOR
engine, and

Cheap Gloves we do not recommend believing that the
best qualities are more economical for the wearer. Low
priced Gloves are made and sold, some worthless and
others very strong and reasonably good In shape. VVe
have imported for the spring season a large lot of German Kid Gloves, four button, with plain or embroidered

noppotlna la

Up-

__

j\ ixith silver xmlOfcopper.

and lot 180 State St.
Brick bouse and very desirable lot, number
iState street, westerly side, near Pine street; for
terms apply to J. 8, RICKER._febJJtf

simply arranged in such lucid manner; and
tilled in, here and there, with such important
details; that the reader sees the explanation and meaning of the whole. The supper
and triumphal entry became the key to the

The Inhumanity of the Assaults
on the Memory of Barron.

BTAB1.K

at

objec-

no

or

!

and Preble Streets.
eudtt

’

to buy something else
when he called for Hood’s Sarsaparilla, he ex
amines his uew purchase critically, and being
convinced that he as Just what he wanted, his
happiness is complete

with them. Can
No. 38 Plum 8t.. city. 17-1

rear of

FOR

ii

Having once been Induced

a

St.___17-1

Congress

mar 23

hire—Two large sized work

FOR

•••••••••

iimHu1 ii<in«>v

-To

three
horses for two
WANTED
tions to haviDg
g'sid teamster

FOR

Pansy.if |
Spermaceti.30 i

«*

«

Frank B. Clark,

Portland,'Me.____."’L

•••

.16. .19
.20, .45
Powder...16
Violet
Colgate's
Cashmere Bouquet.lo
Perfume.•••• -26
«
Violet Water.38, .70
Rosodora Water.38
«
Cashmere Bouquet Water.70
Soap, Kosodora.If
Pear’s

RECEIVED.

JUST

are
auu

we

Stoves,

makeJ^hJ^know

or SALK-A small garden farm containing
» r»i nrx.
nine acres of good garden 'and; 1/h »tory
.H
Hood’s Tooth Powder.
ElUabeth. lij
house and barn situated at Cape
for
Sozodont.
-f-?
J
from Portland Bridge; nice location
miles
Jewsbury & Brown’s Tooth Paste.f •
Jmarket gardening; sold on easy terms. N S.
Calder’s Dentifrice..J f
J1GARDINER, 40 Exchange St._17'1_
Our Own
**
Brown’s
...i® n
WaLK—Desirable city property, bouses
Murray & Lamnan’s Florida Water.47
and lots on Western Prommade, West,
German
Hoyt’s
Cologne.}• <Chadwick, Spring. Orchard, Danfortb, Thomas,
Swan Down Face Powder.
Emery, Lewis, Congress, Vaughan, Cumberland.
hiker's
.(Grove, Sherman, Winter, State. High, Oxford and
house
Saunders’
(
8U. Also suburban residences and
J*
Green
30
lablache
lots
I
In Deering and farms. N. 8. GARDINER.
Lazell’s Perfumes, bulk, ..26
4U Exchange
Vaseline.
J2
WALK—Summer residence near PortImported Bay Kum. per pint.....40
land. good buildings, has about 30 aeres of
Guppy & Co’s Cologne Waters, per pint.66
Oriental Cream...1land, 100 fruit trees andjt large quantity of small
(fruit; splendid place tor gardening and poultry
Coudray’s Brllliantlne.30, .40
Lavender Water.46. .50
raising; the location is very sightly and healthy,
**
In
.6°. *66
Pinaud’s
,making tills place one of the most desirable
Wide.36
and
Our Own Beef, Iron
this vicinity. Address GEO. WEBBER, Box 395,
Wine of Cocoa.• *60
l
Deering, Me._
Florida Water.20, .40
WALK—Ata Bargain—As I am about to
! Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.60
move from the city, I wish to sell my present
Youth.60
I Laird's Bloom of
residence 440 St. John street, The lot Is 100x110.
sold
Brushes, CoraDs, runs ana run Boxes, am. «..«
The lot 60x110 with the bouse upon It will be
This is a good
.separate from the lot If desired.
line
the
location for anyone having business upon
of the K. R., as it is near the new depot. For
P.
Edward
or
of
particulars apply on the Premises
Corner
Chase, 85 Exchange St. bCMNER LIBBY.14*ii
...

Perfumes, or."B
bulk, per or.35

<*

puzzles

Lord
whole series. We see that it was
himself who so arranged all things that the
Pharisees were forced to give up their plan
of secret murder, and substitute arrest and
delivery to Pilate on a charge of treason.
Jesus was master of the whole situation, and
led alike the twelve, the body of Galilean
friends, the leaders of his enimies, into positions where they could but bring about this
public crucifixion, and public ressurection.
In place of that secret stabbing in the shadows of
Gethsemane, which the' Pharisees
had first planned.

quality—

—-

Article*.

•«

If now we turn to the gospel of John we
find every one of these
satisfactorily
explained; and yet only one of them exas
to
show
that
John inso
directly
plained
lnhn*o

next

the

Oil

that kno
sidered the best In the world by those
Secondhand stoves »t about youi ownprice,
streei,
Middle
49
(live us a call. K, M. AKKLY.

Nick

«•

costly perfume.

If

Htill aueuts for Kanges,
WAINTKD—To
other soodsof the Highland

A NEW CARD TO THE PUBLIC j

«*

event, and marked by the strange incident
of a woman coming to anoint his head with

nvnloin

1580.31-3

SOULE, Freeport._

J. 8.

BOOKLETS

'S'

»£
'°:'^p“rJutLt JJlxture

notify the public that

FOR SALK—The fast Steamer
order diHaidee; nearly new; in complete
mensions 53 ft. look, 14 It. wide and 6 ft. deej.
For
at
a
bargain.
sold
be
Will
17.11 grows tons.
further particulars enquire of POBTLAND
or
Me.
Portland,
LLOYDS. 43 Exchange street,

BROS.

RINES

■*Si“

Price

C. WAY & CO., sell It.

STKAiHEH

aged 62 years 8 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
March 22, Edgar Orr, youngest child of Lavinla
A. and the late Capr. Isaac Hamilton, aged 16
years 9 monUis.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]

-■

Newell s Mixture
and foggy days; a few doses of
wlth cither.
will prevent your hctolk troubled
31 l
50 cents.

subject
Mass.__30-1

B
Boston.

house.

years 6 months.
In Topsham, Eeb. 29, Mrs. Hannah Coombs,
aged «8 years.
In Bath, Marcli 18, Harriet K.. daughter of Frazer Wood, aged 13 years 6 mouths.

“

SV1
W^SSSatS
matlsm and Neuralgia will

St._31-1

made.

In this city, March 22, Cant. John B. Water-

Iu Bath, March 21, Dr. Jesse W. Page, aged 67

AND

NACK —A second handed grocery wagInquire of J. T. JENKS, 161

!

Easter Cards

1 d

w*8R»r f r
J-

Musical boxes; chance In life
NAEK
time, and never heard of before in Portland,
inuschoice of several new, imported, self-playiug
playing 12
lcal boxes, 24 inches long, 9H wide;
taken for debt aud must be turned
airs;
popular at once
regardless of cost; will sell for
Into cash
and shipped
*35.00, worth gpo.oo; call tie packed
examination before payment Is
to
D.
O.
0.
V1LES A CO., 16 Kilby street, Room 3,
n

39 CENTS PER YARD.

DEATHS.

or-

—

WANTED*

with top.
1
FOB
Lincoln
L

LINw

NEW

of

tool*

twi/aiul

r'hlH

9th.

I

on

aud

K.‘C UHAMBKKLIN, i’22 Kme^
SSS/tton?
Portland March
s

NOB HACK—The famous Farmington maple
1
candy lust received and for sale by fsAAO
104 Exchange St.
K
KNIGHT,
_‘31-1

Inn Kauli <»f f'nliimhi:!

er

t/>

\

fixtures

particular

cZimend

FOB

Katie Preble of Harrington.
In Ellsworth, March 19, Emery Curtis of Penobscot and Miss Elinyra White of Sullivan.

hereafter.]

.house

HACK—A cherry roller top desk, but
at the Y. M. 0. A.
S,
St._32 1
FOB NAEK-Onthe Portland road
leading to Saco, 1V? story house, stable conlit
nected. 12 acres of laud, young orchard, good well
Orwater, 10 miles from Portland. 2‘/j from Old
chard, 4bi from Saco; sold reasonable for cash.
Box

mar 14

HI It WAI.K -Having about six
weeks longer to remain In the city, I offer
for sale at a good bargain; and can reas being very detIn every
a half story and In good
lt ls a
8t.

Hi

used.
IlROOMlittle430
Inquire
Congress

AT

and Miss

In this City, March 22. Mary Evangeline, daughter of John P. and Jane M. Maher, aged 13 years
3 mouths.
[Notice of funeral
In West Uorliam, Marcli 22, Mary T„ ouly
■laughter of C. E. and Caroline M. Jordan, aged
16 years 9 mouths.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock.]

new

j

BIDDEFORD,

>

c. w.

maii.btv.

tt. o.

run

FOB

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ter.
Mrs. Morrison’s selections were well received. The piece “The Days are Long,” by
Marston, was very pretty, and was sung so

STATE STBEETENTEBTAINMENT.

»

—$1800;

HAgjK

PCAFE

Tlie readings by Mr. It. L. Whitcomb, were
mostly humorous, and elicited hearty laugh-

Mr. John Morgau, conductor of the Weber
Club, may be congratulated upou giving a
very enjoyable concert to those present.

I
FOB

w

Malcsroom 18 Exchange

value, stock and

its

sale._

lartion^rx and Coraiuisxiyii

steam laundry; nice patronage;
Folkfirst-class
of work; location, smart town, 10,OCX)
W. K. CAKKUand Increasing.
population
THKKS, 11 Court 8t. Boston._17-1

lot of Hart*
Received
haCE
Mountain and Andreasberg male and famale
sundries on
and
seeds
Mi
birds; all kinds of cages
reasonable
ha
hand; birds stuffed and mounted at
to make a
prices; first-class work warranted;
cost.
P£
below
shelf
cages
sell
will
I
ch
my
change
BIRD STORE, 46o Congress street._33-1
HACK—Fancy Goods Btcwk—$1000 will
ami Fubuy a first class Fancy Ooods Stock
Skowhegan. Me.; central location; reut
at
tures.
lufor
ami
low; best class of customers. Terms
matlou given by CHENERY * CO., Wholesale
Kj
Fancy Goods, 241 and 243 Middle St._33-1

SOLD

BE

TO

’Tls C P,

the
song,
‘•Home of heroes, the German land adorning,
May the God who rules the nation
■Weimar's priucely house uphold.”
was a very appropriate piece to be sung at
this time, and was rendered with enthusiasm.

manner.

\

or

ol

67 BAILEY

F.

present owner 12 years. W. K. CAKKUTHKKS. H Court 8t.. Boston.17-1

FOB HACK.
a

nornlng

by

NOB

In Biddeford, March 21, by Kev. T. M. Davies,
Ooo. F. Hawkes and Miss Lillian 8. Wilson, both
of Biddeford.
At Bryant’s Fond, Marcli 20, Joshua H. Abbott
aud Msss Koxle C. Swain, both of Kumford.
lu Jackson, March 10, Dau’l F. Wentworth and
Miss Mary F. L'llley, both of Knox.
\fnpoh

WAI.K-$1500,

A TJ'

BY

fixtures of glass, crockery, china, tin and
FOH
wooden ware, toy and Yankee notion store; run

KOOtlh.

(mod

SPRING WEAR,

MARRIACES.

Uui'i'inirtnn

a

the owner may have the same uy
at C. H. (HJPPY A 008, Wl
3l-i
advertisement.

VINE GOOD Bb,
A T HOLLAND'S STAl
nL Saturday, at 10.30, wv
lorses, workers or drivers, «
1100 pounds; just from the

MAI.lt—$3500buys stock and

Folk

sum of

TO

In New and Desirable Mixtures

<

fixtures
of flue music store, has the agency for sale of
photoetc.;
sewing
machine*,
organs,
pianos,
years;
graphic gallery connected; established 17Boston.
Tn smart town 80 miles from
locate
W. P.CAKKUTflKKS. 11 Court St., Boston. 17-1

LET—In a private family, one large sunny
room with every convenience of the house.
B<
Kefereuces
required. Call at 16 GRAY STREET

Hotel

lather

Apocketbook containing

ILL WOOL HINTS,;

Opening
Willows, Farmington,
Maine, on Tuesday evening, March 27, 1888.
Tickets including banquet and hop $1.50eacli.
Will H. McDonald, Proprietor.

0. BAILEY A CO..

I

Boston._22-1

AND VOUWO-

proving property
paying for tlds

Crand

good

SONS, successors to llocbe A

FOUND
money;

ness.”

Index Soap gives a

A.

FB*MK"

MINT

rp^v T

opening

stock and fixstore; doing a
business that will average $226 per day; a class of
patronage that can’t be beat: located on the priuclpal streetlln a smart city within 10 miles of Boston ; an investigation win prove It Just as represented or no sale; run by present owner 15 years;
111-health sole cause of sale; no mistake can be
made in purchasing this; capital required $6000
to $6000. W. K. CAKKUTHKKS. 11 Court 8t.,

cluuige street, Portland, Me.

shipmaster

appraisal; the best

a

^Ask

A

Weimar hoik

sweetly that Mrs. Morrison was loudly encored and was compelled to sing again.
Miss Sampson, who made her debut before
a Portland audience, has a pleasant voice,
and was greeted with an encore in the selection “Sweet Heart.” The soug “Tell her I
loved her so,” was sung with much feeliug.
Mr. Clark’s piccolo solo, “The Wren,” was
rendered in an artistic manner, and he was
This solo was a
compelled to repeat it.
pleasant feature m the concert.
The Schubert Quartette’s “Sing a Song o£
sixpence, a pocket full of rye,” aud “Nipped
off her nose” demanded an encore.
Mr. Harry Pearson, pianist to the Weber
Club, accompanied in a very acceptable

cough, can be readily learned bY
feathe
bottle.
Syrup of Lungwort. Price 26 cent* a
your Druggist to get It for you._
..ud

and a large
shipbuilder and owner met the other day
and on comparing notes could only count up
sixty-one shins owned in Maine east of Portland to-day. “And I have seen forty ships
on the stocks in Bath at one time, remarked
the captain. “Iron ships are doing the busi-

new

MAI,K-At

on

VACCABCB
car£
EAiUM
c
OCD
fully repaired and regtlded by A- E. 11'“
Eaton,

[Belfast Journal.]

of the

H.

notice-Howto'°Sj'?hl’wn?‘t'S; Folk my books to purchase the
plained by any writer ",
1 st-class family grocery
d
ture* of
‘Anew

JUST RECEIVED T

Dull Times.
A retired Belfast

MINCE EC AN KOI

NKW ADVBKTISBMBNTS.

Ann

cert, the different parts of which were most
admirably rendered. The selections by the
Sumner Quintet Club met with the approval
of the audience, while the piano solo by Mr.
Rankin, the soprano solo “1 am Waiting,”
by Mrs. Fellows, and the contralto solouy
Miss Long were received with great enthusiasm, and in response to a merited applause
Miss Bertie L. Hall
each was repeated.
sang tlie song “Thine eyes so blue and tender, in a manner that elicited the applause
of the audience, and Mr. Barnard, when he
left the platform, after singing the tenor solo, “The silent world is sleeping,” was
I'be reading of Holmes’s
called back.
“Boat Race” by Mrs. Newton, was warmly
received, and the other features of the entertainment were, to say the least, pleasing.

own

Young Man’s Republican Club.
At the special business meeting of the
Young Men’s Kepublican Club it was voted
to join the State League of Kepublican

J. Whitmore et. al.

ing

fnmln/l

pleasant evening.

Liquor Seizures.
Officers Stephens and Williams seized sixteen half barrels of lager bear at the Boston
and Maine freight station yesterday, officers
Skillings and Hussey made a seizure of a
barrel partly full of beer at Patrick Keating's and a case of beer at No. SI Commercial
street, and officers Harmon and Flckett got
four kegs of ale at the Commercial House on

ness

THE LITTE TYCOON.

Mr. Spenser is to be congratulated on his
opera, “The Little Tycoon,” for it is very
tuneful and possesses many novel aud tak-

last version of the story published during
the search for new evidence hy the New
York Herald, that Mr. Barron employed two
the
professional burglars to come and rob
his
bank, and that they murdered him for
men
most
such
circumstances,
pains. Under
outside of the dominions of the King of Dato
homey would hBve forborne so much ascost
divulge their suspicions, even if at the own
of a few hundred dollars out of their
cost
pockets, much more when silence would of
nobody anything. Such being the dictate
own
their
even
upon
ordinary humanity
showing, intelligent men cannot help asking
how it happens that this suicide theory of a
and eagercrazy detective was so promptly
ly embraced, so publicly promulgated, and
perversely persisted in
so vindictively and
through court after court for nine years always unsuccessfully?
Itistheu strange if reflecting observers
are beiug forced to the suspicion that some
vet unrevealed but potent motive may have

A.

EDCJ

Mass.
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uDm

PRINTERS AND

To Vessel Owners.

WHITNEY.
—
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PUBLISHERS

ATTENTION

!

Who can make up forum, seta
and muke lilmselt useful at anything
office, and capable of taking eu111 a newspaper
besi
iire ebarge S newspaper, wishes a slinallon, with
li references. Can do reporting. Address
II.
S.
I'ortsnmiiili,
742,
»IOX
par denials to
dlw
uiar22

Vvttl'NU
tvi'e

nuiK Fort Clyde Marine Railway nas oeun tbor
M. oughly rebuilt, and is now In leadlucss to
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
.araiu. -d
dispatched oulckly and sallsfactio
W. C. iji lMl' ‘t.i, Ju
Address,
Fort Clyde, Me.
deeltwtl

i

man

